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~.'h:i.B study exani.11es a tarri or island sys ten in 

the Bouther;_1 Gulf of St. Iiawrence v:ith the objc~ctivc of 

c ompq.ring j_ t to other s:/ s teL1s in Eor th America r:i.nd of 

ex:~J.r:;j.r..ing indicc:1tors of the }!recesses reuponsible for 

wind and ym,ve nction. A study o:e· sedi!~1ent ~-ize ari.d sba.5;ie 

reveals that wind and wave processes arc con3tan~ly over

lapp:i.ng each other in de1:.iositing sedir::entG on the "beaches. 

Since wave action dominat8s over the barrier islsnd con

figure.. ti.on, sir;lUlc'3:tion of the distribu:tic-21. of ';Jave energy 

many of the areas of tLe 1Jarrier lrn.c~ergotng cl~ange are 

areas of h~'c:.:v::l vrave attackc A cursory ::~tud~y c:f the 

Bte.bili ty of the inlets "bet,\·'/£ Em the inlands reveals that 

the chf~nge i:n island con.figuration at the De points ma~t 

also bo 	d~rn to tb.e inallili ty of the inlets to fllwh long-m 

shore drifted material out of the inlet duririg a normfa1 

tidal cycle. 
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1rnw BRmrnvncx: 

bdward .Arnot Bryant 

This study is concerned with a 29 k.r11 long bar:.-:•i<:=:r 

island Gystem almig the l:ev1 Bru:rwwick coast of r=ouchi1:ou.g1JLLC 

Eay. Over· ·lJht-J iXlSt 150 ysars tliese islands L.e:·1e 1:een rem• 

treatirie shorewardo and. hs.ve been af:·c.:;tcd b~r fjtorm ";ave 

action. The cha~ges in Lhe island configuration 5 the char~ 

acteristics of the ishmd topography and the sea;.:;cna.l v2,ri

ations in the beact. profile sugges·~s that these islands a:::::··e 

similar to better kno-i.·m ones along the Unite~> States coa13t~-

].j_ne. 

~1e sedi~ent c}~racteristics of these islandn re

veal thc.t -t:her0 iD an inter:play of wind 0nd wave proce::..rnc~: 

orJ. the islands s --·an j_ntc:r·l)lu.y that i:::: cont::t.~.ntl~... nixing 

beach, dune snd lagoon sands. The dominafit soutj1west winds 

in su~~mer c~.use uost of' the beach and du:n.e sands to take on 

the eha:r·acteristics of wind affected sa:nds \' 1hile the fall 

and spring storms impart characteristics of wave deposition 

to the beach eands at these tirrns. 

The sedi~ent characteristics revealed seasonal 

changes in the isle..nds but simulati.on r'lodelling of the 
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energy distribution of waves in the bay after wave refrac

ti.on accounts for most of the long term chEi:nge in the island 

configuration. This modelling emphasizes field work which 

revealed that not all parts of the islanrls are affected by 

the sal".'ie stonn waves. North-northeast v1aves have a better 

chance of affecting the southern })drt of tJ1e bay wLiJ.e more 

part. Ove:c a period of time fror;1 1894 to 1964, wave refrac

ti on r.1wde:!_liJ::.~'; td.;:w shcn·1s that much of' the chetn::.~c in the 

conLiguratio2.::. o:L s;outh Dec.:wh c~:..n be accounted for by wave 

Storm wave action U::..us acco1.mts for most of the 

change j.:n is1and conficuratior::. but the cha::·1ge around tne 

inlets 1.s moDt lj_Lely dependc:r:.t upon the attli t~r of these 

inlets to maJ.nta:i.::L stc.bili ty at all ti;r~es. B.ichi buc to lnle·t: 

has acLieved a ntable ecruilibr:Lur:1 bet\:.;een the strength of 

the t:Ldal currents passing through the inlet and the amou.nt 

of incor:1ing lon~,;shore driJ·t, so that its position ha~~ re-, 

rn.ained static over the laot 30 years. It i.s lmlH:ely that 

Blacklands Gully or Little Gully have acbj.evcd this stabilt ty., 

xvil 



INTRODUCTIOE 

The barrier islands of Kouchibouguac Bay~ New 

a uJ1j_q_us area of study· in the 

Canad:ia:.t1 M.a:ci tirrH::fJ in that the~r are simplif1ed re pre sen

tatious of the barrier island complex8s of the Southern 

Gulf of St 1.s.vn::··~~r1ci:~.. 'J:he earliest paper on these barrio:?"~It 

of Kquchibouguac Day are very brief. Jolu1son (1925, p. 

342) only mentions the Kouchibouguac Bay barrier islands 

in pasning, although his descript;i.on of the coastline of 

the Southern Gt;_lf of St. Lawrence rer,~ains one of the most 

eom1)lete wor~rn attempted. The n~ost recen·i~ paper on trds 

area is by K~f~Ck (1967), who deals with the sedi~ents of 

Kouchibouguac 11ay. Her brief descr~L.1_ition of the beaches 

and shoreline repreuents the only significant work on 

these barrier islands. One of the main purposes of this 

thcsj_s j_s to provide a full description of this "barrier 

island system and its associated envtr-o:nn1ento To this end 

Chapter 2 presents a detailed topogr&phic description 

of these islru1ds based on field work carried out August 

1970 and May to June 1971$ 

With these descriptions it is thus possible to 

1 
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to exar:dne the theme of thiz tbesis--the· natul'e and c~J.uses 

of changes on the Kouchibouguac Bay barriers. It is the 

purpose of Chapter 3 "to outline these changes ur:;,i:n.e; map, 

air photographic, surveyed and field evidence and to set 

these islands within the context of the literature for 

barrier islands in the United States section of the Eastern 

North American barrier islm1d system. With this setting 

of the Kouchibcucuac Bay barriers, it is then possible 

Ut.~ing the bay's uniq_ue protected situatiGn in the Gulf of 

St. :Lawrence to dE!scribe si.mply the processes responsible 

for the chane:e occurring here. 

The presence of barrier islands offshore from a 

coast has posod intriguing questions as to genesis. John

son (1919) p~eoented the idea that barrier islands were 

characteristic of emergent coasts and upward building off.,.., 

sborc ·bars~ ry~1hc former idea has 'been regarded as an ob~·· 

vi ous rnisco:n.coption since many barrier islands are found 

on submergent coasts, but the latter poi.:nt has been widely 

accepted in North America and is still upheld in the 

Russtan literature (Leontyev, 1965). King (1959, 11p. 181

185) has shown that an offshore bar cam10t grow c=.t'bove 

still vater level or above water level in a tidal environ-.. 

ment and thus Johnson's complete explanation of l)arr:ier 

island genesis nrust be regarded as incorrect. 



Beau:mont ( 184 5) origine.lly rn;_t; f.orv·rn.rd the ri.o~.,,,. 

acceptsd i~ea th~t ba~rier islaTds form ac the result of 

(190B) :i.ndc~prmdont1y carne up with sim:l..lar ideas a.s to the 

gend:.3:~.n of ba::crier isJ.ands in the Soutrwrn Gulf of St. 

Lawrer:.c.0 but it ..,,,'a8.nqt unti.l 1Io~rt 1 s papor (1967) ·~tw,t 

the g(~n~:sis was out:U.ned fully. Tlrn pn:;m?:nt ba:c1..,ier 

island Bystems oric:inai,ed at the lower sea leveln of the 

build. up ni::~nj.fj_~ant d1mes and beach doposi.ts. AB sea 

level rose the land botj~nc1 tbese duneB was floodGd fo:rm:i llis 

lagoonc. The 1.:iesches and dunes ti1en underwent sho:rewE.:rd 

retreat as sea level continued to riseo The barrier 

ieland thus rer;resents 3.. 5yno.rn.j_c equilibrium between the 

slope of the J. and, the rj_se of E•ea level~ and the inten

sity of wave attack. If tho rise of sea level or amount 

of wav0 attnc~ increases the barrier island can be ctestroyed 

offshore; on the other hand if the rise in sea level de

creases and the slope increai;.1e~·3 the barr:Ler is-land will be 

drj_''"lcn shorewa:r,ds and b8come a land beach. The 'barrier 

ieland is thuD one of the most dynar:l:ic coastal 12.ndforms; 

it :Ls subject to 0ontinual change in conftgvration and 

topography becEiuse of its enviro:rnnental situation. The 

barrier isl&nds of Kouchibouguac Bay, the Canadian Mari

times, ancl the United States have formed in this way. 

http:doposi.ts
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The two main processes determining the present 

position and. form of barrier islands are wind and wave 

action. Since it is impractical at this level of study 

to measure these processes directly, indirect indicators 

must be used. The processes can act over a short period 

of time (seasonally) or over a long period to produce the 

changes which can be observed on the barriers. Since these 

processes cannot act to any large degree without affecting 

the sediments on the barriers, then the processes should be 

reflected in the sediment characteristics. It is the 

purpose of Chapter 4 to examine grain size in order to 

characterize environments on the barriers and to indicate 

the responsible processes. Chapter 5 is a study of the 

shape and sphericity of the sediments as they relate only 

to the processes acting on the barrierse 

On a long term basis the study of sediment charac~ 

teristics is insufficient in explaining the changes ih 

this barrier system. Most of the change in configuration 

is the result of wave action, which depends upon the en

ergy distribution of waves in the bay. The above lends 

itself well to simulation modelling. Chapter 6 is an at

tempt at characterizing the energy distribution and ex

plaining the change in barrier island configuration over 

time using the theory of wave refraction and the construe
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tion of \fS.Ye refraction diagrams. 

Since most change on tb9 barrier i;3lrillds occurs 

armn~ inlets, this thesis will attempt, in Chapter 7, 

to define the criteria of inlet stabil:Lty using current 

measures fro~ Richibucto Inlet and the eBpirical relation

ships for predicting stability established in the litera

ture. Because of the nmr1be:.r.· of variables j_nvolved in 

inlet sta.bil i ty this stud.y will only be a cursory treat

ment of th8 aubjoct, but any discus::-Jion of change in this 

barri.er island system would be incomplete without knowledge 

of inlet behaviour. 

This thesis is tlnis an attempt at studying a bar

rier inland system with the intention of cha~acterizing 

t:t.e nnture of und pror;esnes resronsiblc for its genesis. 

The pri~ery objacti~e throu~hout will be to describe a 

section of the Os,nadia.n coastline that he.s been virtually 

ignored in t;he literature$ The seeondary objective of 

this thes:·Ls is -the study' of a barrier island system upon 

which the reaults of other Btudies c.::m be verifj.. e(l and the 

body of knowledge of the processes responsible for these 

systems can be e~li~htsnod. 

http:barri.er


CF.J~J?TJ~R 2 

DESCHIPTIONS OF B.AHBII~R ISI,f.AKDS 

SETTING 

a) G·eneral 

The barrier j.slands of Kouehibouguctc Bay e..re 

situated a·t the head of ·t.he .Northum·berland Strait in 

the extreme southwestern Gulf of Gt .. Ikn"'Tence along 

the north shoro of E0\J.J' :B:.r1,n1swj_ck betMe<:.m 46° 41' to 

46° 53' no:."th and 64° 44' to 64° 56' 

The ba:e:rier islands consist of 29 km of sand beaches and 

dunes running :Ln an arc f1~om south to north (F·ig .. 2 :1 

and. 2~2),, The ends of this syGtem are semipermanently 

joined to the m:::d.nland~ bu.t the bulk of the chaj_n cons:Lsts 

of two islands separated fl"0!'.1 each other by Black1ands 

Gully and fr·om the sout.he:.cn spit by Richibucto Inlet 

and fron tho northern Gpit by Id ttlc Gully. Thef·W ttiree 

inlets are off~hore fror.i the three main rivers of the 

area--the Xouchibouguacis, Richibucto and Kouchj.bouguac 

respectively~ The rivers themselves are entrenched and 

small but or)en into estu8.ries 15 to 30 km from the ocee,n, 

and into shaJ.low lagoons l~ehind the barrj.er j_slands 

(Fig. 2:3 and 2:4). 

b) Geology 


The dominant bed.rock of the area is a buff, 
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Fig. 2:1 Barrier islands of Southern Kouchibouguac 

Bay. 

Fig. 2:2 Barrier islands of Northern Kouchibouguac 

Bay. 
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Fig. 2: 3 Richibucto River Estuary 

Fig. 2:4 Kouchibouguac River Estuary 
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and ·9 e b 'bl e c ont~l o~·ne:r·at e, of the Hi chibuc to J3'ormation, 

along the Richibuoto and Kouchibouguac rivers and at the 

base of cliffs near Richibucto Cape and Point Sapin, the 

Por~ation is exposed. The bedrock 

·thouch r1az.~dve bre1:.tks dO'wn readily when wea therec1 and ifJ 

easi.ly eroded fx·oL the cliff's near t;he hee.dlands of the 

down 1);.r the loce.11y nouri~3hed und r2gl.ona11y j_:nfl uenc,:,:d 

Appalachian ice complex of the Wisconsin glaciation 

{Prest end Grant, 1969). 

c) Land. S t:a..bility 

After glaciation much of the coastal land area was 

subn1erged bE:lcw Ct'.)a level and ma.r1ne clays ,,,,,ere laid aown. 

The land the:n rose above noder:n sea level vri th isostatic 

rebound and for the la.st several thousand years haa 'been 

undergotng ~n1..bmergence. Grant (1970, p. 677) measi:ired 

trie present rate of s-u.brn.ergenee at 25 cm per century at 

Charlottetown,. :Pr:tnce Edward Island, and there is evidence 

to suggest that the rise in sea level lll1s been substantial. 

Krancl;:. (perac,1nal cor.J...mm1:i.cation A.ugust 18, 1970) shows evj.dei'.lcc1 

of three wave ~built terraces il'l Kouchiboue;uac Bay going ' 
down to 25 m aJtd dating up to 6, 300 years before present. 
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Frankel a.nd O:;:··owl (1961, pt> 35~~) found peci.t de1)osits in 

CaBcv.nr9sque Ha.:rbour, Prin.ce J~~d.wa:rd Island at depths of 

6 $ 8 ro below BeP. level.. 1rhere are also isolated occurrences 

of burted f'u:ee;~t~~ along the No:cthuraborle:nd Straj_t and Bay 

of ]'·und.y sho:rcs of New· 13:r~unswick. The eyidf.:m.ce suggests 

over~:.rJ.ielm:i.ngly that the Kouchtbouguac :Bas is one of' pres&.nt; 

submergence~ 

d) ~rhe Ofi:Bl::..ore Area 

Kra11ck (1967) carried out a detailed study of the 

offshore area of Kouchibouguac 13ay a:nd found thnt the 

bottom of the bay w~s made up of bedrock and gravel deposits 

on topoernphic highs and sand deposits in topographic lcws. 

Most of the gravels are locally derived but for(:~ign rock 

types are common and pro1Jably have been df.-!posi ted by 

glacj_at:Lon or :Lea raf·ti.ng o The dominant sands in the bay 

are quartz, :feld.Bpar jl ~r::.d 111ica while the dominant heavy 

minerals are h,:;matite ma.gnetite, zircon, tourwaline, gar:n~rt, 

arnphibole and pyroxenes. ~:he bathym etr·y for the area 

co:nfornrn to the shape of the bay '"'i. th three shoal or ridge 

areas protruaJ.ng from the uortherr~.:moi::;t point of the 

barrier, Bl::;.cklonds Gully and Richitmoto Ca11e. Botween 

the bay and l?ri.nce Bdward Island there is a deep trough 

u:p to 3 4 m deep which extends northvro.rds into the Gulf of 

St. Lawrence,, A more detailed discussion of the bathyrn_etry 

http:protruaJ.ng
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will appear in the chapter on wave refrs.ction. 

e) Wind Regime 

Kouchibouguac Bay has a very limited fetch window 

to w:iuds from. the Gulf of St. I!awrence. The max:imum fetch 

is 790 km to the northeast-east northeast 'to·vrara ~;; New

foundland and the Strait of Belle Isle.. To Anticostj_ tn 

the north northeast it is 320 km, 1m.t ou.t;sj.de of these tvm 

........
directions the fetch is negligiblo( It is 64 ,
•a.J.U. to the 

northern. tip of Prj_nce Bd\\1ard Island, and from t.h.cre 

southvards Prince Ed··w·ard Island. effectively shelters Kou

chi1-Jouguac Bay. For all other directions, the barrier 

islands j_n Ko1.1chiboue;uac Bay are sheltered by the Ne'N 

BrIDlswick ~ainland. 

'£ho p1·edominant winds for this area based on 

accmxulative hourly date from. Gu....rrirJerside, Prince J~dwan1 

Island for th.t~ period 1956 to 1970 (excluding 1958, June 

1960, and Ma.y 1959) are from the south to northwest 

( 57. 31% of all wind~~, ] 1ie. 1 :1). The two important 

fetches have only 10. 387~ of all winds and only 28. ~ 52~·~ of 

all windr.3 comG from fetches having any bearing on wave 

formation for this area. Of thee"e latter wind;:S, 28033% 

will not be able to generate waves that can affect the 

islands because of w.i.nter ice conditions in January, 

http:ou.t;sj.de
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:h"ebruary and March. Though the predon~innnt winds do not 

affect the wava regime of these beaches, the dominant 

wind (·the d:trection of maximum wind npce;~ds) for each 

month comes 4Go25% of the time from fetches affecting 

the beactes of the bay o Ever.. though this arE~a is not 

exposHd to nuch of the wind affecting the 'Wave rr;)gime the 

Btronp}:::st v-rincln do e.ffcct this rogi.rne. ~:hough the fetch 

V•lindow for ·winds gencrat:Lng waves ir:; l:l:r.d. ted, after wave 

refraetion t:"de window becomes slj.ghtly larger. A :proJH:1·r 

dencriptJ.on of the W8vr: regiJYic lies outa:ide this chapter 

and will be outlined when the wave refraction patterns 

for the ba~r arc dif3Cussed. 

f) Ice Conditions 

Mention is mo.de a·bove cf the ef:f0et of ice condi

tions in the bay. A study by f'orward ( 1954.) for a period 

1940 to 1952 rev·eals that the 1)ea.ches in this bay are 

usua1l~r ice~·bound by Deconber 15. ]'rom this time to abcut 

rnid-March, pack ice builds up seaward into the Gulf of St. 

Lawrence and,. depending upon s:1r:ing terc.i~cratures and wind 

directions, most of the ice is gone from the bay between 

April 1 and April 25. 

g) Tides 

The tides in this study area have a minimal effect 

on barrier island topography. The bay is affected by t'1!0 

http:dencriptJ.on


amphidromic CEmters,--·one in the No:rth.uri.bE:~rla:nd Strait 

Magdalen I elands, so -th::-::: the tides are scmi-dt·,_trnal 

(Farqhuarfrnn, 1962).. ~]:le tidal range of these tides is 

lmJ Emd. ranges to a maximum of •93 m with a mean ranz;e:: 

of •67 m ( Canad.ia.J1 Tj_de and Ourrect Ta'oles 1971 v. 2 p .. 17) 
11 

The following description is bas~d upon interp~etiv0 

mapping and I>rofiling from t.he 1965 air photag:c{.t})hs of th~~ 

barrier i.sla:nds. The offshore bars, c..ajor iYilet chan-ee1o, 

shoreline, bacl~shore beach·;:e, dune cliffs j d~_me ridges, 

overwauh cLannels, and lagoon and ocean shoals ·were ma·ppod 

fro;n paired air photographs usin2; a radie.l line plotter. 

These maps ·\,;ere j oinod in a mosai.r; to groduce a gr:meralized 

descriptive nap of the barrier island systec from its 

norther:nmost point to :French Island in the south (1?ig. 2 ~ 5) .. 

The basi.c description of the islands is dcn•j.vcd from this 

map and added reconna)_ssance detail,, In order to ~oi--ovide 

a more detailed study of the sediments a:na. topography of 

tho i~.lands the four areas marlced. on :b'i.gu.re 1: 1 as :Beaches 

1 to 4 vrnre cr~oE:en to bG representative of the isla.nds as 

a whole. 'Zhese areas \·mre mapped in detail from the ocean 

shore to the top of clu...vic crest fu""'ld five profiles were te.. ken 

ac:i~oss each mapped area. (See Appendix l for details of 

http:b'i.gu.re
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construction of these four maps.) Por consistency the 

beach a.rea between Ber:;.ch 3 and 4 W'ds also mapped in a 

sindlar mmmer., The profiles on these sections were 

Gurveyed by levelling and tape measuring of distances. 

Bench H!Hrks were established for later reference using 

1.8 m iron fence posts and profiles were surveyed at right 

angles to ohoT·e with reference to a com?Fiss bearing" ~Phe 

proftles w·ere Bpaccd evenly apart hut the a,ctual profil(~ 

lino was chor.H::n randomly. All profiles ar8 re,resentative 

of tho mapped beaches F.ind of the actual topography of the 

beach. 

a) South Beach 

South Beach is the so\1thernn1ost spit and curves 

w-eatwa::.:-.d f:cc~;] IUchibuc"to Cape for a distance of 6. 7 km 

(Fig. 2: 7). It consists of recu:rved dune ridges which 

suggest growth of the ridges from Richibucto Cape westwards 

up to the breakwa11 of Richibucto Inlet.. The distal end of 

the sp1t allpears to have bee::i a separate island a.t one 

time with growth of recurved ridges see.wards from a· point 

300 m from the end of the spit~ For the most part the dunes 

are vegetated '.\!"i th marra.o grass but the older and lower 

dunes toward.s i.h8 lagoon support moeses and some wild 

rose shrubbery. The ridges are at present undergotng 

landward erosion with a cliff that rane;es up to 2 m in 

http:Ber:;.ch
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Fig. 2:7 Areal view of South Beach 

Fig. 2:8 Eroding dune cliff on South Beach 



height (Profile 1, Figc 2:6; Fig. 2:8). ·From this cliff 

the dune ridees reach a height of 8. 5 n above lm1 tide 

at the front of the barrier. Becsrnse the dune ridges 

overlap each other the rest of the dune complex a:r:::PefH's 

as low hunn~ocky dune topography (Profiles 1 to 3, If'ig. 2: 6). 

The major fe~1t1.i.re on South Beach is an j_nfj.lled 

ir:.let (1. 5 m above low tide level) which once cut across 

the main trend of the dune ridges. Wbe.ree,s this barrier 

island is quite narrow (less than 200 m wide), the in.filled 

inlet merges into tidal flats up to 600 m from the ocean. 

TtJ.ese tidal flats are very lmv in relief (Profile 4 and 

5, Fig. 2: 6) and consist of wind and wa1,re generated nega

ripples.. The foreshore area of ·the lagoon borders on tl~-~e 

dune complex with little or no bac~.<Cshore ~ while the· lag-oon 

itself is very shallow (less than ~6 m deep) andt except 

for an extension to~ards Richibucto Village, is never more 

than 600 m wide. 

The ocean beach consists of largE-! cusps which 

fit the rip cell pattern developed in the single offshore 

bar. From the ocean the beach rises to a ber~ 1 m above 

low tide e.nd "then extends 15 to 30 m to "Che erosion slip 

in front of the dune ridge (Fig. 2:9; Fig. 2:11). The 

bac}~shore on this beach is usually nbove wave action and 

http:fe~1t1.i.re
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Fig. 2:9 Ocean Beach on South Beach. 

Fig. 2 ;10 Areal view of Richibucto Inl et. 
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for the most .P2~rt in mmnner is ll!1c:erc;oin.c; 11ttle vm.ve 

action. The o.:]can beaches consist of medi.mr4 sand (1. 6

1. 9¢) vthich is well sorted ( • 33-. 36¢) while the dune and 

lagoon sand~:: are also mecli um sized (1 .. 7¢) but slightly 

leas wall sorted (.38-.41¢). 

b) Hj_chi.buc.to Inlet 

The dominant feature in the southern part of the 

islands is Ricbibucto Inlet (~'ig. 2:10). This inlet is 

the continuatian of Tiichibucto River and represents a 

ma i or nor~th nc:;ander in its ohnxL'1'1.el. Tho inlet is a maxi·• 1;.I 

mum of 760 m wide and 1, 200 rn lone. ~~he channel is banked 

on the lagoon sides by two wide shoals wLich are breached 

by two tidal dj stributary channels and banJrnd on the 

northern. ocean s:i.dc by an extensive shoal 600 m v1:i d(;: which 

is the extennion of the offshore bar system of North Beach 

(Fig. 2:5). This shoal parallels South Beach for 2.7 km 

at whl.ch point it is breached by the main channel. The 

shoal then continues as an of£'shore bar southeast parallel 

to South Beach. The maxtErwu. depth of thE; channel i,s 12 m 

in the lagoon but this depth descreases to 7.5 m in the 

actual inlet ar1d to as low as 5 m offshore from South Beach. 

T,b.e j.nlet is ccmtrolled at its mouth by marunade breakwalls 

along the shore of north Beach, and by a single brea>:wD.11 

running at a. right angle to South Beach. Of all the inlets 

http:brea>:wD.11
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in the bay this one is by far the largest and most stable. 

c) North Beach 

North 1368.ch :i..s the 7 km long barrier inland lying 

between HiehHn1cto Inlet and 13lacklands G·ully. It ca.n be 

broken do\vn into t·vrn parts, ....-·an area affected by Blacklands 

Gully and an area not affected by this inlet. ~he latter 

is a E>3l":i.es of prograding dune ridges that are ver:t linear 

and. not r~~curv..:;d... The best example of progradati on occurs 

around Richibu~to Inlet where a series of eight dune ridges 

have erown seawards in front of each other (Fig. 2:5). 

Th}.s ares. has the same seq_uence of vegetation as South 

Beanh. Nortrnvards the barrier island narrows to an average 

width of 120 m and the du..'.le ridges overlie others towe.rds 

the lagoon as evidenced by b~ried soil horizons in dissected 

urGas.. The dune ridge reaches a height of 9 m but the 

front ts u:ndergoing erosion and ha.s been pocketed by blow·

outs and badly dissected in the past by storm vraves (]\j_g. 

2 • l 2 ') • c.; )i.:\; t:-' 
• ' .I; .1-i.;,. ""'.,.... .. The lagociri be.hind this section, except 

for waehover fans 1,100 Ll north of Richibucto Inlet, is 

free of tidal flats and shoals. It increases in width 

north:wards and. nerges from depths of 1 to 2 m into s;::11 t 

marshes land\\'H.rd. 

The dissected part of North Beach ends at an 

infi1lcd inlet which is slovrly undergoing dune development 

http:land\\'H.rd
http:E>3l":i.es
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Fig. 2:12 Dissected dune topography on North 

Beach. 

Fig. 2:13 General View of defunct inlet 

on North Beach. 



(F'ig.":Z.~13). ~'.:his inlet was about 760 ro wide but j_s now i.n

filled 270 m across the island. It consists of a series 

of irlterlool:ing washover channels which dra:Ln into the 

lagoon and bc~tw0rm these ch8ln1els arc muall dunes which 

are protected on the ocean side by a partially continuous 

ridge 3 m ::~bove low tide level (Profiles 6 2:.:.:1d 7, Fig .. 2:6}. 

The tidal flats on the lagdon side of this area consist of 

soft sr:11ds and aro usually cove:red with eac1: high tide. 

Behj_nd thiD are,1. in the lagoon are tbc rcmnsnts of the 

tidal chc1nnels and shoals which were as::.ioci2 ted wj_ th this 

inlet. The BhoalB consist of firm sand and extend halfv.ray 

across the 3.7 bn width of the lagoon at this point. At 

low tide they are less than .3 m below water while:: the 

channels wh:Lch cut tLrm.,1t;h them r.iay be over l. 2 m dee~r;>. 

The dunE) ridges north of this area ~:.:o:e completely 

different fron: th.orJ8 in the southern part o:"' the island$ 

Though they are ~lightly recurved, they are still linear, 

but tlH;y ruD. c:~t almost right angles to the c0ean shore and 

indicate growth of the island southwards (11·::.~. 2: 5) ~ Nea.r 

the infilled inlet, the ridges recurve behil:i each other 

(l'rofile 8 and 9, Fig. 2: 6). The ridges art undergoing 

erosion on the occ8,n side w:i th cliffs, reac:::ng 4 m in 

height, backing the ocean beach (Fig. 2:14; ?rofiles 9 and 

10, Fig. 2:6).. At the bacJ\: of the dune ares there is a 
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Fig. 2:14 Eroding dune cliffs on North Beach. 

Fig. 2 :15 Exposed marsh deposits at Blacklands 

Gully on the ocean side of North Beach. 
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low but pr01:.:5:nent dune ridge whj.ch a.ppea~rs to be tmdergoing 

active accretion (Profiles 8 ·to 10, Fig 2:6) at right 

angles to the older ridges. The dune ridges are stable 

and '~0v0red j_n r:iarra.m gre.ss which grovrs into wild rose 

shz~·ublHs;ry, m.or.rnen, and sedge~; on the older an.d lo'Her ridges. 

The rj_dg0s :res.ch a height of 7 m above lm·t tide tn the 

south (Profile 9 )l }\ij_g. 2: 6) but dec:r.ea.se in height north·· 

;,·m.rds. The ::Lnlund in this area reaches a m:=.:,ximv.1!1 ·width 

of' 350 m ~out d.ec1"eases nortln·m.rd.s towards J.Hack~1_ands Gully .. 

The northern fbTt C!f the isl.:.::l.nd apr>sc.rs to ·oe retreating 

over marsh deposi.ts which are no"\'.J exposed on the ocean f~j de 

·1-e"C~ 2el~)~ •Of' t}~c
I l., V .) "'-,, ~ ,, )_ J.. (~4r.,L,, 6 • .J. if 

The offshore area of North Beach consists of a paral

J.el series of tw0 or three bc:~:::s wh.ich merge into the shoals 

of Elae;kland~-~ Gully to tr.e ncrth and R:lch:~bncto Inlet to 

the south. T~:e in.:ner bar j.s very continuouG while the 

seconcl m~i.j or outer bar is severed and d:Lscontinuous i.n 

places. Tho ocean beach outlined on Figure 2:16 is roughly 

representative of North Beacl1~ This beach is indented 

into the was~.wver channels in the defunct inlet for a wi.dth 

of 60 m but for the most part the beach here is only 15 

to 30 m wide. The beach either lacks a beTm (Profiles 6, 

7, ar;d 10, Fig. 2: 6) or else has a very S!."1all one which 

ranges up to 1 m above low tide (Profiles 8 and 9, Fig. 

2: 6) • Tho beach sands are agaj.n medium siz f;d ( 1. 6-1 ~ s¢) 

http:deposi.ts
http:apr>sc.rs
http:isl.:.::l.nd
http:dec:r.ea.se
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intertidal r,;a:ads .are slightly finer (1 .. 7-1 .. 8¢) but of 

the srune sorting (.38-.46¢). North Beach has the same 

range of :sediment sj_zes as South Beach but there are 

major 'topogra1Jhiu differences in the more dissected dune 

ridges and the moTe mature development of f1une growth in 

the defunct inlet. 

Wheroc.c Richibucto Inlet is an 1.ntegral part of 

South Beach, BJackl ands Gully ranks as a r.u-3.j or :physiographie 

urd.t. The pre:::rnnt Bl.c.eklands Gully covers 2 .. 6 kn of cor:}.~~;t~" 

line though it has ranged along 6.7 km of coastl:Lne as 

indicated by deDmct inlets in the adjacent barrier islands~ 

It is of:fset a}J(1Ut 1.e5 l'wn south of the J/'l."'ecent Kouch:~bou.,... 

guacis River 11 and cons:.~1ts of two main tidal cl:i.annels,-

the nortt~ern one lea.dint; b~~ a meande:ri.ng chan.Ylel into the 

KouchJ.llou.guaci.s estuary and the other ·bifurcating around 

a relict tidal delta int~ Kouchibouguacis lagoon (Fig. 

;'j1 '"7 2 18 ):'I . 2 c-) This latter entrance joins up 

behind North Beach \-1i-th the relict tidal channels from 

the defunct inlet previously described. There is also a 

dredged chmmcl joining it to the Kouchiboaguacis River. 

Between the two entr2.:r:..e.es is a series of low sand islands 

which according to air photograph evidence (to be described 

2 : ai.~c~ ; s ~ 1 B • -· : J • 

http:meande:ri.ng
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Fig. 2:17 Southern part of Blacklands Gully 

from the air. 

Fig. 2:18 Air view of the main charmel of 

Blacklands Gully. 
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in a later chapter) was 0nce part of North Beach. T~ese 

i.slands form. -the core of an area of e:xte:nsive sho&ln 

(Fig~ 2~5) lJhich become very complex on the ocean side of 

the :l.nlets arHl a.re often awash at low tide~ These f~hoalc) 

in the southern pqrt of the Gully extend up to 760 m from 

the nor-H:itli:n.e and in the nor-th they take on the appe~:i_rance 

of a d:l.s·tril;;1J,tary tidal del t2. around the inlet~ Th::; who1o 

cor:ip1t~x ha.s been ver~J unstal)le over ti.me. The inlets a-.ce 

navigable for fishing boats but the depthe in the channelG 

rn...rcJ.y exceed 1 •. 5 m at low tide with most of tr:.e cha:rmelG 

less than .9 m deep. 

e) Beach 3 

Lying between Little Gully and Blacklands Gully 

is a 6 .4 km long ·barrier j_sland which rsp:t«.:;sents a hono

geneouo unit only slightly affected in the southermriost 

part by Blacl::l::n:i.ds Gull::,1 • Thj.. s island :r,..ms almN3t due 

n.orth and has 2~ r.iaximum \vidth of 550 m, bej_ng widest ir1 

the south ancl decreasi11g noi'·tbwards o The dune ri0.ges 

of the island ha"t/e evolved around t\vo poj_nts, --tho ·fJrs t 

of which is 670 m from Blacldand.s Gully and consists of a 

serj_es of seven recurved ridges wtd.ch ovGrlap towarcts 

Black1ands Gully {Pjg. 2:5). The northe!:'n rjdges from this 

point recurve into what is now an infilled defunct inlet 

which still has washover channels similar to the reliet 

http:Blacl::l::n:i.ds
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inlet on North Beach. Cro~si.ng this i.nlct on the ocean 

sj.dc is a dune ridge about 5 m in height CProfiles 11-15, 

Fig. 2:6; li"';ig. 2:19). The second center of dune evolution 

is in the ct:mter of the barri.er with old, discontinuous 

recurved ridges rmmj.ng outvrards from this center. ThE!Se 

ridgec rc~curve into three very prominent cuspate forelands 

and appear to be the reason for the existence of these 

features. All of the:~Je dune ridges are pocketed. with many 

old blowouts which are now vegetated~ The vegetation on 

these ri.dges is si1ailar to the northern pa:ct cf North Beach .. 

The recurved ridges are non-existent in the northern part 

of the island where onl;f the main frontal dune and a veT'Y 

small dune at the bacl{ of the lagoon exist (Fig. 2: 20; 

Profiles 13 to 15, Fig. 2:6) .. Almost the Hhole length of 

2:19) so that a cliff with a maximum height of 3 m now 

bfacks most of ocean beach. Whereas the cliffs on 

Sout!l Beac!1 had ~:-.. large erosion slip slope, the erosion 

slip slope is virtually non~existent here (Profiles 11 

and 12, :Pig. 2 ~ 6) • 

The offshore area has a single bar which starts 

at Blacklands Gully and fa.des out over halfway up the 

island. A second ridge overlaps this ridc;e halfway up 

the island and continues towards Little Gully where it 

http:barri.er
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merger:i wj_th shoals 8.nd two smaller offshore bars coming 

f """Onl .,trl'"~:, J. 0 la'f··r1 ( 'f?; :-: 2" r~) The lagoon behind this island~ ~' v l-... • u ....J . .J. J: ,.A.u $ - • .,,, • 

is dom:l.nated 1)y shoals from Blacklands Gully and shoals 

which surround Kelly's Beach and continue into Li t~tle 

Gully.. Kell:1 9 ::J Beach is the closest point to the mainland 

for any of tili::: barrier j.~3lands (less than 120 m avmy) and 

the lagoon nor·~~h and scuth from th:Ls point \.»lidens into the 

Kouehi1)ongu.ac and Kouchibouguacis Rivers respectively. 

The strnnlE and lagoon depths a:re similar to those behind 

North BHach. 

The ocean beach for this island ranges from 15 

to 30 m :!.n 14idth and has a distinct berm 1. 5 m above low 

tide for most of its length (Profile 11, 13, and 15, Fig. 

2: 6) • At tl'H~ extreme northt:n·n end the d.u.ri.e area becomes 

extinct and the isl8.nd consists of beach which is over-

washed. during storms. The beach sands are nediu.m-sized 

(142-1.5¢) but only moderately to well-sorted (.35-.56¢). 

The effect of wind eroding the surface layers of these 

beaches is evident in the field from the presence ~f coarse 

la.g sands on the surfaee of the beach. The dune and inter

tido_l lagoon sands are also medium-sized ( 1..4-1. 6¢) and are 

well- sorted ( ~ 39-. 48¢) • This barrier i sla.nd is very· similar 

in topography to the northern part of North Beach but the 

variety of features is not as great as on North Beach. The 

gene:ral tendency of this island is for barrier topogrwphy 

http:Kouehi1)ongu.ac
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Fig. 2:20 Dune complex on Beach 3. 

Fig. 2:21 Areal View of Little Gully. 
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to become leas coinplox and more subdued northwards towa.rds 

Little Gully~ 

f) Id ttle Gully 

The northern r.riost rna;j or inlet i.n this barrier 

system is I.1ittle Gully. ~~hi.s inlet, 210 to 460 m ·wide and 

490 m long, iH offset .8 kw. north of the Kouchibouguac 

River (Fig.2:2l)o The 1965 air photogiaphy shows a sl~llow 

entr::1nc 0 thrcugh the bcrrier ishmd south from this inlc~t:-: 

(Fig. 2:5), but 1971 napping of th0 ~re~ ~hows no such 

breach (I'ig.. 2:19) .. The channel bifurcates inside the 

lagoon with one i::1e.in channel leB.dil1g to Kouetdboup;u2.c 

R:Lver ar:.d a. second channel me2nclering and bifurcating 

towards :Blacl( River. A small distrtbutary cham1el with a 

tidal delta exj sts juGt hrnicle the la.Goon on the north 

sj_d.e of the inlst. The lagoon s:i de of the inlet is ex

tensivel~,r sar1.d shoaled with depthG less than •3 m at low 

ti.de lihilc the whole lagoon behind consists of very shallow 

water over nude The inlet itself averages 1.8 m in depth 

but the main channel does obtain depths of 3.7 m. The 

ocean side of the in1e·t~ consists of shallow sand shoals 

which merge with the off2hore bars from the beaches sur

rounding the inlet. The main chfmnel cuts through the 

center of thi.s Bhoal area but a second distrj_buta.ry channel 

cuts through the shoal along the shore of the southern 

'barrier isla:i1d while a very small one pc:;.rallels the northern 

http:distrj_buta.ry
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spit. Of all the inlets in the barrier system this one 

represents closely the classic description of inlets out

lined by Price (1963). The inlet, because of the shoaling , 

is not stable but by no means does it approach the unstable 

condition of Blacklands Gully. 

g) The Northern Spit 

The northern barrier is a semi-permanent spit 

which curves fr om Little Gully 4.3 km northwards and merges 

into a salt marsh on the mainland (Fig.2 ~ 5; Fig . 2:22). 

The island narrows from 300 m in the south to less than 

90 m in the north and the low dune ridges dec r ease north

wards from a height of jus t over 4.5 m to less than 2 m. 

These ridges recurve at the southern end but for the most 

part are subdued and linear with jus t a single ridge on 

the ocean side and low hummocky topography towards the 

lagoon (Profiles 15-20, Fig. 2:6). The dtmes consist 

mainly of marram grass and at present are undergoing fresh 

sand accretion (Fig. 2:23). The evolution of these dunes 

is difficult to interpret but it appears that there has 

been only simple and slow development around a center 540 m 

north of Little Gully (Fig. 2:5) with the rest of the spit 

undergoing dune development and subsequent wave destruction 

through overwashing (Profiles 19 and 20, Fig. 2:6). 

The offshore area near Little Gully consists of a 
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Fig. 2: 22 Ar.eal view of Little Gully and 

the Northern spit. 

Fig. 2:23 Recent sand accretion on the dunes 

on Beach 4. 
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meanC.ering br:.r which becomes linear and ·1.ia~calleJ. to the 

shoreline nor~J.i.w:J.rds.. The lagoon behind the spit is sh2.llow 

(less than 1.2 m) and up to .? km wide. It consists of 

Bhallo·w sand shoal;;;. which aro faWash at low tide behind the: 

barrte:r. and wtdeh show evidence of tidal cb.cmnels along j. ts 

lfuole lengt~ (Fig. 2:5). The ocean beach is very cuspate 

and h~s attached bars extending off sh.ore tovrards Little 

It averages from 50 to 80 m wide and 

low tide (Profiles 19 and 20~ Fig. 2:6; Fig. 2:24; Fig .. 

2:25). The ocean beac~ sands are medium sized (1.6-1.7¢) 

lagoon sands C:J..re the sC:Jme sj ze ( 1. 5-1 ~ 7¢) but lecr5 we11

sorted ( ~ 4.J_ ...,, 1 5~L}t} ~ The whole northern S})i t appears to be 

dorLin3.ted in s1J.:i.11rner 1)y \dnd erosion and dcposj~tion to a 

greater degree than the other beaches. Whereas the other 

islands hR,ve dor:i.inant dune ancl relict iri..let areaE:;, this 

barrier is d.orn.inated ·by the 0cean beact and has little 

in the was of a dune complex. The reason for this differ

ence is probably lack of nedirnerlt supply E'..nd as a result 

this part of the barrier system is ~ot able to provide 

dune defenses against inundation by large storm waves. 

PROFILING OF KOUCHIBOUGUAC BAY 

In conjunction w:i.th the sn1·ve:red rrofiles which 
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Fig. 2 :25 Ocean Beach on the Northern spit. 

Fig. 2:26 Echo sounding apparatus used in 

profiling. 
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were connidered to ·be re:p::esentative of each segn:ent of 

the barrier syEtem, echo sounding profiles of the bay were 

carried out offshore from these profiles. '!hough Kra:;·1ck 

(1967, pg. 2~~55) shows Yariation in the offshore sediY'1ents 

of the bay, "these offshore profiles c:an be considered 

oharacteristlc of lon5 stretches of the ccastJ.ine. Ki~1g 

(1965) wa.s able to di::>tinguish from echo ;.;rac:Lngs the 

textm.~e of n:atf:rial by the shape of the bott()m surfaee 

and the degr1:~e of sound penetrationa Using his dcscrj_p

tions and correl9.ting soundings m::i<'.ie in Kou:::!hibouguao Bay 

with visual obDervo.tion of the sediments, it was also 

poDsible to distinguish sediment size along these profiles. 

The sounding waB done using a Kelv:i.n Hughes t>cho 

som1der mounted on a small boat as illustrated in ~"'ignrE~ 

2: 26 o The pr.·ofiles were cs.rried out seaward from the land 

profiles and referenced to shore usi:ng a tacheo!neter beari:n,g 

on the boat. Since the tacheometer position and beach 

profile posi.tio1v3 Wf;rr:: mapped acc:urately (Fj.g. 2:11, 2:16, 

2:19, o.nd 2:24), the tracing could ·tr..en be corrected for 

scale by triangulation and j_nterpolat.ion. Sinee it was 

necessar~l to have calm water cond:Ltions for sounding a:nd 

accurate poci tionin,s of th0 seawa:::d profile~', offshore 

profileD for :Profiles 2 and 3, South Beach h.e..d to be di.sre

garded. The effect of the ebbing t:i.dal current from Richi

http:m::i<'.ie
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bucto Inlet over the offshore bar o:n North Beach for those 

profiles tended to drift the boat east of the profile line 

so that trir:meulation under the above scheme was impo~sible. 

The profilc;s are dra·wn up and presented with a l: 50 verti

cal exaggera t"ion in J!'igure 2: 2'7. 

The pr·ofiles of Richibucto Inlet (Profiles 1-5, 

1r~lg. 2:27) show that the inlet j_s asymmetrj_cal and obtains 

a r1n,x.imum de:;)th of 5 rii with sand to s:U t-s:i.zed material 

on the bottom. The inlet sides are quite steep and the 

planed shoal o:ff North Beach contains a very large volur::e 

of sand. Even though this shoal protects Sonth Beach from 

wave action at lower tides there is Btill a pronounced 

offshore bar at 2 to 2.5 n below water level on South 

Beacb. The ;3hoa1 also acts as a normal beach in the off~ 

shore area with develOl)ment of a large offshore bar on the 

ocean side. 

The profiles offshore from North Beach suggest 

that the barrier island is actually a shallow lens of sand 

overriding the bottom of the bay. There is a sharp break 

i11 slope at 1000 m distance from shore separating the sand 

lens from a -ver,y rough bouldery bottom (Profiles 9 and 10, 

l'ig. 2:27 especially). Kranck (1967, p. 2253) shows bed

roc}: offshore in this area but the traces here reveal either 
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ve!"J dissect~;d bGdrock or boulders. The offshore 'oars 

a1ong this coastline are very well-developed with two 

distinct bars,--one at 1 m depth and another at 2 m. The 

trough between these bare is up to 4 m deep and at Profiles 

9 and 10 a small bar has developed on the bottom~ The 

sand siz13 ap9ears to be decreasing gradually offshore with 

the slope of tho batten decreasing from the second offshore 

bar. Much of the offshore area past this latter bar is 

also covered u:Lth BmE1.ll sand wa..-les to a ~:&XiTaum depth of 

11 m for the bay, 2 km f'r0rn. shore. 

The offshore area oppoi:lite Beach 3 is a much steeper 

beach reaching depths of 9 m. within 1.1 km of shore. It 

j_s also a 1auch ~:nnoother area wj_th some tr~we on the sou

thernr:w~t profile (Profile ll, Fig. 2:27) of gravels or 

sand covering the underlying bedrock or boulders. The 

profiles are dominated b~r two offshore be.rs at depths 

of 1-·l. 5 and 1. 5-2. 5 r-1. In the north the major bar merges 

into the shoal corxplex Qf Little Gully (Profile 15, Fig. 

2: 27). The offshore bars are very asylll!lletrical on :Profiles 

13 and 14· with a very gradual slope on the seaward side 

ce>mpared to the shoreward side. For the most part the 

offshore area. consists of sand which becomes gradually 

:finer offshore. 

The offshore area of the northern barrier like the 



island is ver.y subdued in relief. The 'ba~r 1 CJ much shal

lower here w:Lth a slope usually tapering off at a depth 

of 7 to 8 m, 800 m from ur~ore. There is only one major 

bar at a depth of 1 to 1~5 m and the trough between it 

and shore is only 1 m deep. The undulating surface where 

the slope tapers off indicE;tes a thin veneer of' sand 

cov-erine a rougher surface underneath. Again the grain 

size of the material is decreasing rapidly from shore. 

CONCLlTSIOllS 

The barrier and offshore profiles together, and 

in light of barrier iBland evolution, suggest a veneer of 

sand 10 to 15 m in thickness overriding a very rough 

bedrock or boulder surface. The offshore profiles all show 

cr...aracteristj.c bar development and decrease in grain size 

and slope from shore. These profiles also reveal that 

there is a sufficient supply of sand within the range of 

wave action for raovern.ent of material up and. down the beach 

under constructive and destructive wave action. The pre

sence of sand waves on some of the offshore profiles and 

the presence of overlapping berms on the northern spit 

suggest that this process of sand movement was occurring 

at the time of profiling. 

In comparison with other barrier systems in the 
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southern Gul;.C: of St. Lawrence the ·barrier· islands of Kouchi

bouguac Bay offer a simplified schema. The litiited fetch 

window filters out all but north to east northee..st waves 

and the duration of winds from these directions is limitede 

In comparison to Hog Islandt wbich is :part of the northern 

barrier island chain of' Prince Edwe.rd Island, Kouchibouguac 

Bey hac dune ridges which a.re less complex and dominating 

and as much as 10 m lower in relief The relict i.nletse 

on the Kouchibouguac Bay islrmds are smaJ.J_ anc3- iTimature 

in deYelopmcnt comrJared to the systens on Hog Island. The 

vegetattve sequ<.::nce here is also less developed. and the 

lagoon eystens behind the islands cmmot compare to the 

size of Halpeque 13a~r, Prince Edward Island. The implica

tion is that the barrier islands being studied here are 

slmpl:Lfied ve-rsions of other~ in the Gulf. One of the 

major difficulties of any study, complexity, hg,s thus 

been reduced here so that it should be possible to apply 

the basic results of this study to the rest of the southern 

Gulf. 

If the theory of barrier island growth is to hold 

then there should be some evidence of change in island 

position relativc to shore over time. Some of the shj_fts 

in inlet position and shape and tbe process of sand move

ment on the beaches should also be evident over time. The 
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descriptions of the barrier islands and inlets presented 

here all indi.cate changes. The next chapter will discuss 

factna.1 f.r1idence for these gross changes in barrier island 

configuration since 1800 and smaller seasonal changes for 

the period 1970 to 1971. 



CHAPTER 3 

J~VIDEIWB FOR ChAJ.:Gl~ Il{ THE CO!~PIGUEATION AUD TO:PCGRAPHY 

OF THE BARRIER ISLANDS 

Si.nee the dencrii:·tions of the barrier islands of 

Kouch:Lbouguac indicate that the bc:1rriers are undergoing 

form chcmt;es, then it chould be possible 

and measure thane changes using map, air photographic 

and surveying av.idenc8. It has been poj.n.ti:Jd out previoucly 

that the barriers in Kouchibouguac Bay· are charactertstic 

of the Southern Gulf of St. La·1.-:rcnce and in fact they are 

literature on the United States part of this syBtem shows 

conclusively -'Ghat these systc:os fare miGra.ting shoreward 

and are u:.n.stal>le geomorphic forns. Hoyt and Henry (1967, 

p. 78) using corings found evidence of inlet migration 

eouthwardr:i on S3.pelo Island, Georgia of up to 1 km with 

tr1mcatcd du..'1.e ridges on the northern part of the island. 

In a later article (1971) J(lhey conclude that the barrier 

islandH south of Cape Hatteras are retreating landward 

as evidenced by tb.e presence of lagoon deposits below 

the dune ridges which here were indicative of non-pro

grading coast. Dillon (1970) observed virt1Aally the same 

results for tho Charlestown Pond barrier of Rhode Island 

but concluded 1illat washovers and lack of sediment supply 
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to replenish this sand after storm attack was the main 

cause of lar..dward retreat of this barrier. It shall be 

the purpo~;e of' this chapter to show that the barrier 

islands of Kouchibouguac Bay are not unique in the Eastern 

llorth .American context. 

FIEI;D EVlDEHCB I:10R CHJ~HGB 

The waf;ho"ter fans of South and Horth Beach, the 

recurved rj_dgss of the dune complexer1, the infilled tidal 

inlets, the t.rlm.cated :ridges of the northern part of North 

Beach, ru1d the frontal dune cliff all cmn}mre with 

description of chango on the United States systems; but 

the field evidence f.or change is even more conclusive 

than thio descriptive evidence. The beaches at Richibucto 

Head have overridden the marsh deposits behi.nd and these 

deposits were al£;o exposed on North Beach at Blacklands 

Gully (Jrig. 2~15) and this latter situation is repeated 

on Hog Island, l?rince Edward Island, where a much wider 

island with hj..gher dune ridges has overridden the lagoon 

deposits. There is also ev:i.dence that the marshes on the 

shoreward side of the lagoon are be:tng eroded. In the 

spring of 1971 large peat masses were found on the tidal 

flats on the lagoon side of the northern barrier (Fig. 

3 :1). This peat appea.red to have been eroded from a peat 

cliff up to 2 m in height along the mainland. 
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Fig. 3 :1 Eroded marsh segments on the back 

of the Northern spit. 
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N'ot only was ·there evidence of retreat of the 

barrier but there was evidence for changes in the con

figuration of the island as outlined by dune ridges. 

On South Beach just no:cth of Profj.le 3 there Ei.re the 

remains of ax:. old wharf sit:ting halfway across the ba.rrlor 

island while tho me.in dune ridge on North :Beach contains 

many rf:nmants of shi.p w:cecks. Nails collected frora one 

wreck in a blowout on the lagoon side of the frontal dune 

ridge were da.~ced by G·erald Stevens (co1'llimr.icat:ion through 

Daryl Cookj. May 16, 1971) aG no later than 1840. The boat 

could have been built before this time with these nails 

but the beaching of the boat had to occur 1:10fore 1ihe t~.i.rn 

of the century since :l t J.s doubtful •,-:tether a boat built 

a·t this time r.:ouJ.d have la.steel more than 60 years. 

Other evidence suggesting only recent formation 

of the main durrn ridges occurs on the north s:tde of the 

main defunct inlet in North Beach. Here wood samples 

were collected between two dune ridges (Fig. 2:16) and 

sent for dating, but were refused because samplea in 

similar environments were giving only recent meaningJ.ess 

dates. A Sable Island, Nova Scotia. sanple dated 210 ± 

130 years while one in a dune in the barrier islands of 

Prince Edward Island dat-:.'d 130 ~ 130 years (comm.mi.cation 

through S. B. McCann with W. Blake Jr. , January 11, 1971) • 

There is air photographic evidence to suggest that the 

http:Profj.le
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frontal ridge which trapped this debris ·(Profile 11, 

Fig. 2 i 6) 11vae built up within the last 4-0 years. 

The :presence of buried soil horizons on North 

Beach also attests-to the fact that the dune ridges of' 

the barr1.er island are changing. In several places the 

soil horizon had a definite l to 2 crn orgc-'!.nic layer and 

a vin:i.ble leached horizon which could only have developed 

over a long period of time on a stable dUI.le ridge and 

could only have beon preserved when a du:ne ridge on the 

ocean side of the barrier grew over top the back ridge. 

Though this evidence shows rapid change in. the position 

and growth of the d-.,me ridges the change in the barrier 

:i.sland can be n1ore dramatic. In 1970 the northern barrier 

was in fact a spit joined to the :iiainland in the north. 

However, in 1971, a tidal inlet cut across a low section 

of the barrier where the d1me ridges merged into wave 

deposited sands. The inlet was about 30 m wide and had 

low recurved ridges on "the lagoon side. The storms in 

the winter of 1970-1971 were, from local reports, nothing 

exceptional; yet a large and major change in the northern 

barrter had ocourred. In what manner, direction and with 

what rates the barrier islands are changing can only be 

examined by looking at recorded evidence. 

http:barr1.er
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MAP EVIDlfilWE 

The first accurate map of any of the barrier 

islands is the Des Barres cha.rt of 1781 (Ganong 1897, 

p. 347) • Thi.I.~ map shows the area around Richibucto Inlet 

as a sj_ngle recurved dune ridge from the north and from 

the ea.st, m.tr:rounded by extensive shoals. This early 

charting ·becc.:.t:1e the basis of further batbymetric maps 

of Richib'l).cto Inlet and Kouchibouguac Bay and their l)arrie:r 

islands. (For a listing of source maps used in this thesis 

see Appendix 2 .. ) The earl~Lest accurate map of the bay is 

the Thom.as Wright Chart of 1807. This map shows the 

barrier islands substantially different from the present 

ones. These di.fferences are shown. on. Fieu1"'e 3: 2 where 

an arrow pointing to the barrier island from the lagoon 

indicates the date of a map showing a breach at this point 

and an arr{)W pointing to the barrier islands from the ocean 

indicates infilling of a breach at this poj_nt. The 1807 

map shows a breach at the north end and in the middle of 

the northern spit, at the site of Beach 3, in ·the area 

of the presently infilled inlet north of Blacklands Gully, 

and on the south side of the present Richibucto Inlet. 

!&:he major accretional difference from the present barriers 

occurs a.t the extreme western end of South Beach which 

was joined to lPrench Island. The present trend of reli.ct 

dtu1e ridges on South Beach su-pports this latter content::ton. 

In 1807 the barrier islands as a unit were very dissected. 
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The 1834 map by Herbert shows infilling of many 

of 'the breach.es present in 1807. The South Beach breach 

is infilled and no longer are the barrier islands con

nected to French Island. North Beach has been i.nfilled 

to form a continuous island up to the present me.in inlet 

of Black1ands G·ully which has been opened since 1807. 

The inlet above J3lacklands Gully is still open but the 

one a"t Beach 3 has been closed, The 1879 map in the 

A-tlt~.s of ·the Hart time Provinces shows infilling of the 

inle't in the middle of the northern spit., and of the 

present main i:alet of Blacklands Gully. The defunct in

let which was surveyed as Beach 2 was openud by this 

date o The southi;;rn section of the bay is n0'1'l rolattvely 

st1::1.ble and hy 1913 the inlet in the middle of the nor

thern spit and the prosent main inlet of the Blacklands 

G·ully t.ad reopr::ned. By this latter date the inlet just 

north of Bl&C~\.1<:4.nds had closed. 'J:he bat;hymetric maps 

of the bay after this date appea~ to be based on the 

191:; Hap 1m:t b;r this time air photography had been flm·m 

for th~ b.~i.y ~ A::.>sw..iug that thio map ev-idence is :reln:t1.vely 

t~ccurat8, thet:H~ bar:;:-ier islands have undcrgonH very sub

B'tantit:~1 bree.1.::h:Lr:..g and infilling over a one-hundred-year 

pBricd wJ. th ·tJrn Blacklands Gu.lly and -t.;he northern spit 

areas btdng the most active and moot mrntable. 

J1"oll<Y1.ving the Dee :Barres cbart of 1781, the 

http:breach.es
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British Aclr!liralty and the Canadian Hydrographic Service 

carried out continuous bathymetric surveys of the area 

a.round Richibucto Inlet. These maps consist of accurate 

surveys of the shoreline and have 'the advanta.ge of com

mon reference pointa through time. The 1839 map of this 

area shows progradation of North Beach around Richibucto 

Inlet seaward while South Beach, as a slender spit, has 

been gro\1inp; \vestwa.rd. (The bathymetric change of these 

maps will be discussed in the chapter on •,.rave refractiona) 

By 1894 South Beach had widened and North Beach had under

gone rapid p:cograa.ation. When both of these maps are 

referenced to each other, Sou·th Beach appears to have 

retreated shorewards at several points. By 1930 Nor-th 

Bee.ch had bi;icn stabilized by brealn't'"alls at the inlet and 

South Beach had undergone a major brcach1:ng. The shore

..,...ard. Tetreat of ·the barriers ·was still AYD.all but by 1969 

Horth and South Beach had underr:;one landvra:cd retreat of 

a.bout J..50 to 200 feet. :r~:xcept for the inlet ·vhich has 

1}.n.de:rgon0 slow infilling sine~~ 1930, the shore con.figura

tion of Hauth Beach has stabiltzed~ The significant note 

about these small scaled maps is the retreat of the 

barriers sL.orE~ward and the growth of North :Sea.ch s.nd 

breaching of Gouth Beach. Based on theBe small scaled maps 

and the larger scale<l ones, these barrier islands ha.ve 

undereone the type of change reported for other systems 

along the .J\:l:lantic Coast. 

http:vestwa.rd
http:advanta.ge
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}i.IR l:>J{OTOCiRAPHIC EVIDE1TCE 

Sequential air photography is a well-established 

procedure for delineating change in coasts (Zeigler and 

Ronne, 1957; I•loffit, 1969; Lansf<::lder, Stafford and Amein, 

1970; and Stafford and Langfelder, 1971) and outside of 

surveys over time, it is the most accurate means of mea

suring and iJ.lustrating change. Often map evider..ce can 

be inaccu=ate and re·~tisions often depend upon political 

dec::i.nions so that the t:i.me SlK'..11 betv1een mapping can be 

prohibitive. Yet air photography itself is by no means 

an abzolute. The greatest inaccu-.cac~· in Ed.r :photography 

is the correction of relief and tilt diEtortions and the 

to the latter po:i.nt, photographs alor,g thin section of 

co;::i.Dtlj_:n•".? h:::i.ve been tali::en often encugh that one c::i.n assume 

that ths direc tj on ''.nd frequency of change is a con·tinu.u,.'Ila 

If a. study i~:; based on shoreline cb.e..ne:e th>Jn often 

1 t is dj..fficult ':ri th pn.nch:rm(LS~t;ic filr1 to delineate the 

l:Lm:i. t. on .rci. beac.:h can be perceiv•~cl t~asily ( ~3tafford and 

L..,n.&·,,,.-i ·'la-.·. ] ()'71 ..... 5·70)
(..\..l ..L ·-:..VJ..~i,'";.,J.. ..... t ..:-. J ,L..J. • Thi.n limit was usr::;d r:ts the basis 

for 3ho::.:eline d:.;c,1).nen:tion in shallow water fareas. Relief 

distortion was corrected using a radial line plotter,; 

tH.H·lf;yer, the :t:'eq_uired princip~~l points noeessa.ry for this 

http:noeessa.ry
http:h:::i.ve
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correction were often situated over water and could not 

be precisely transferred to adjacent photographs. In 

these cases the points were transferred under stereoscopic 

viewing. Finally since sequential photography often in

volves different scales between years the common scaling 

of the changes becomes a problem. Since the three areas 

of photography mapped,--Richibucto Inlet, Blacklands 

Gully and Little Gully, were either near land or had 

distinct, permanent features, common reference points 

could be placed on each set of maps which could then be 

common-scaled using an enlarging-reducing machine. The 

maps presented as Figures 3:3 to 3:5 were constructed 

under these limitations for the years 1930, 1944-45, 1959, 

and 1965 where photography existed. 

The variability of barrier and inlet position is 

well illustrated by these 
~ 

maps for a 35-year period. 

Though the 1930 photography was not available for Richi

bucto Inlet (Fig. 3:3), this area has undergone little 

change in the gross configuration of the islands. Since 

1930 the breach on South Beach has undergone slow infilling 

with the expansion of a tidal delta into the lagoon. There 

has also been growth of tidal flats behind North Beach, 

but these flats have been eroded back by 1965. There was 

some progradation of shoreline on North Beach since 1944 
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but this ca:n be explained as beach recovery aftr.:r storm 

activity at the time the 1944 photography was flown. 

What is more noteworthy on this map is the retreat of 

South Beach east of the breach--a retreat which could 

only be made possible by erosion of the dunes on the 

barrier. 

Blacklands Gully is the most variable area since 

1930 and. it appears some\·;hat chaotic (rig. 3:4). In1930 

there was a breac.h in North Beach with extcnGive shoaling 

and island formation on the lagom.1 side while nortrn·rards 

the island is con-tinucus to Gull Islar.1.d with a;?:ain many 

small islands in the lacioon. By 1944-45 1 the l:rcach in 

North Beach had narrm:ed cornJidcrably, the sb.oe.ls had 

disappeared, and there was shoreward retreat on the island. 

A occond inlet had opened leaving Gull I s~La:nd in the 

middle of Blac}:lands Gully. The northern inlet had also 

narrm:cd us -chc barrier isle.nd ·to the north gre\·l southi:ra:rds 

and S']e.ward:J and the islands in the inlet area of the lagoon 

disappeared. By 1965 the breaeh in North Br~ach had. closed 

and the isol:-itian and dissection of G-ull Island from this 

ba.rrier '.'>18.D becoin1.ng more complete. The barrier north of 

l~lackl2mds had been eroded north1:iards but still continued 

to grow seawards. Whether the intense dissection and 

e.cc:retion a.rom1d Blackland13 Gully is unj_directional or 

http:becoin1.ng
http:sb.oe.ls
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cyclic is difficult to determine but the area is by no 

mea.'1.s stable in island configuration. 

The Little Gully area .has also undergone change 

but it tends to be more ordered and unidir~ctional (Fig. 

3:5). The barriers for the most part here have been 

undargoing Bhorewe.rd retreat ·with only minor cha."lges in 

the lagoon are8.. The northern spit si.nce 1930 has tended 

to prograde southwards with its m?cximum grovrth at the 

distal end in 19A-4-45. The greatest change has occurred 

to the south of Little Gully where the barrier island has 

recurvf;d si:'1ce 1930 into the lagoon with the exception 

of minor breaching, retreat and erowth. It appears that 

thj_1;1 area had undergone the greatest cb.zr~6e towards the 

inlet w.L th o:nJ.~l mj_nor fluctuations occurring elsewhere. 

This air photography offers conclusive anJ exact evidence 

that this b1.0.rrier system is undergoing perP'laneut change. 

It j_s very pronounced around the three major inlets-

Lj.ttle Gully, Blackla.nds Gully e.:nd :R:i.chibncto Inlet and 

::nore dr<:ime.'tic ·where the barrj_cr island has been breached 

and iP.filli:::d.. The seasonal nature of this change <loos 

not uppour 011 sequ.ential air photography and can best be 

examined by locking at the area of the barrier most likely 

t.mdergoing change-~·the ocean beach. 

http:Bhorewe.rd
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PROFILES 

To this end, surveying of the ocean beach up to 

the bench marks on the dune crest was carried out along 

the 20 profile lines for the periods August 7 to 15, 1970; 

May 9 to 11, 1971; and c..Tune 20 to 22, 1971. The weather 

cond.itions at the time of surveying were cl:.aracteris'tic 

of the field season. In 1971, winds were prevalent before 

and during surveying and in 1971, southwest winds had 

dominated much of the six weeks between May 9 to June 20. 

The profiles for these times have been referenced to 

common bench marks and are presented in Figure 3:6. 

The general tendency for the Beach(rn between 1970 

and 1971 is erosion of the oceun beaches with exceptiona. 

This change excepi; for profiles at th.e ends of the bay, 

where it vi.«·1c1 i·eyersed, was greatest on the ocean foreshore 

be;ach. The variability o!.' erosion and accretion during 

the winter of 1970-1971 on tho ocean foreshore area can 

b;.;st be explF.:d..ned by the cuspate nature of the beaches 

\·:her::: a. chtft of a cusp in one direction or the other would 

cr~)::~te a prono1.mced change in tho beach regarding eroston 

ul' accretion.. For the most part the downcutting of the 

00Eian beach cgn b~~ c:--:plained by the tendency for destruc

tive waves to comb down the beach and move sand offshore. 

Tb.t') se clia.nges are the result of nor:rr:a.l beach processes. 
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The noticeable and, at this time, irreversible 

change duriJ1g the winter is the erosion landwards of the 

dune cliff. This change (up to 4 m) was most noticeable 

on those profiles having a dune cliff in 1970 (Profiles 

1-2, 9-10). Yet only those profiles in the south of the 

bay were affected whereas those on Bea.ch 3 had undergone 

little if any erosion (Profiles 11and12). The difference 

between areas is likely due to patterns of wave refraction 

in the bay while t:ae erosion probably results from storm 

waves ruru1i:ng up a frozen beach and m1derc11tting a frozen 

cliff face. However some of this erosion appears to be 

the rosult of wind process. Bet\·reen May and ~Tune 1971 

there was no storm activity or tides which affected the 

du.ne ridges, ~;et erosion had occurred on the ocean dune 

slope of Profile 3, 15, 18 to 20. The cause appears to 

be wind eros10n which was also able to reduce the occ~an 

1.:;aGkshore on J?1~ofiles 1 1 3 to 6 1 8, and 19 and erode the 

d.i:n:i.ci ridge on I'ro.files 1, 3, 11, 13, 15, and 18 to 20 in 

a six·-vH~0k period~ However wind had signifi.ea:ntly accreted 

tne onr~::i.n backshore on l'rofiles 2i 7, and 9 to 12 c::>.nd the 

dune ridgEJ on Profiles 2, 14-, and 17. Though ·wave action 

during the wintf:.:r is responsible for much of the erosion 

and accretion on the ocean beach it appears that wind 

deflation and accretion can act upon the beg,ches and 

aceount for changes to the same magnitude. 

http:d.i:n:i.ci
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That part of the beach predominantly affected by 

wave action in the six-week period had also undergone 

change. The profiles in the southern part of the bay 

had unde:rgone reduction which was in places of the same 

magnitude as the change between 1970-1971. The northern 

part of the bay except for Profiles 18 and 19 had undergone 

substantial accretion within the six-week period. Often 

during the six weeks, low waves (less than .3m in height, 

and 5-second period) were breaking on the b8aches in the 

nor·th part of the ba~1. These waves were virtually non

exiatent south of Blacklands Gully where Prince Ed"Vr<a:rd 

Inland nnd the New J3r-unswick coastline to the sout.h shel

tered the bay. One small storm with. waves .6m in height 

and a 5- to 6-second period occurred within thi.s :period 

a.nd affected -the southern beaches below Tilacklands Gully 

more than those in the north. It is possible th.-'"lt the 

dcrntrirntiTre waves of this. ston1, ccupled w:i.i;h the lack of 

coni3tructive ··He:.wes were responsible for erosion of the 

i.::;outhern beacr:..cs in tb.:i.s s:i..x~week poriod and that the 

pr.::iBer.:.ce of constructive vu:.ves :i.n the northern part of 

the bay with little destructive wave action v1as responsible 

for the buildup on those beaches. 

om;c1us10Ns 

Wind and wa:v'e processes appear to play an important 

http:pr.::iBer.:.ce
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role in ch:.-mging the topography of these beaches. There 

are two types of changes occurring on these islands as a 

result of these two processes. First, there are the cyclic, 

seasonal, small scale changes which influence the beach 

and dune areas. The berms, cusps and accretions and ero

si011s on the beaches and dunes are only temporary and the 

events which are reaponsible are often random and local, 

as evidenced b;}r the surveyed profiles over ttmo. Second, 

there are the large scale, often irreverstble, though at 

times cyclic, che"nees. These changes show up over a short 

period under detaili:ld measurenent as was the case with 

eronion of' the duilc cliff, but often these changes are 

only noticed ov<:r a long :p<".::riod of time. The retreat of 

the barriers landward as evidenced from air photographs 

a:nd maps and the -proe;:cessive growth of -the barriers around 

Iii ttle Gully are examples of this change. This change 

ca:a be dra::l-'3.tic-·-8.:n inlet is breached U.11.der a series of 

suoces~liVf~ ;.-:ito:2ms; an inlet is shoaled as constructive 

waves and littoral drift fill it in, but i·t is cyclic to 

3ome extent a.s evidenced by the breaching and infilling 

in the Blackl2.12.d s Gully area. This second type of change 

thus accounts for much of the configura:tion of the barrier 

islnnds. 

The observations on these ba.rrier islands from 

descriptions, surveyed :profilef:3, air photographs and map 
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evidence indicates that these barriers are not unique in 

the context on Eastern North American barrier islands. 

Much of the field evidence for change is also found on 

Hog Island, Prince Edward Island as are the descriptive 

indicators evidenced from air photographs. The barriers 

in the Eastern Atlantic system have been shown to be re

treating shoreward and undergoing continual changes in 

configuration; the barrier islands of Kouchibpuguac are 

no exception. 

The fact that these barriers have and do change 

over time has been established here; but the processes 

involved, without detailed fie l d observati ons, are not as 

easily recognized. These processes on a seasonal scale are 

however reflected in characteristics of s i ze, s hape and 

sphericity of the sediments. On a longer scale the magni

tude and direction of change ar e dependent upon the fre

q_uency, amount and direction of energy input to the beach 

and here simulation modelling of wave patterns in the bay 

should be indica tive of the changes described above. It 

is the purpose of the remainder of this thesis to examine 

the sediment characteristics of the sands and to simulate 

wave patterns in the bay in order to reaffirm and enlarge 

upon tb.e obser vations and conclusions presented so far. 



CTI.APTER 4 


C·RADT SIL:E .AW!.LYSIS 

1IN~'!WDUC'lI01f 

Grain size analysis of sediments is an important 

oompm:i:::nTt of rtlany beach studies. It is generally recog

nj.zea that aiZ8 frequency distributions of sands are 

gencti·:.al.ly significant (Imaa.n 1949, p. 68; Frj.edman 1967, 

p. 352) and hi:>nCEi reflect the proce~:::i::os of' erosion and 

i'..epositiun in a be:.:-:.ch cnvircnn:e?.1t. Th~~ stud:i.cs of s:lzo 

of -Che cU.str:i.butlo::1~~;. Do~gl?.s (1946) and Spe1:..cer (1963) 

hn.v·~ i:~..vesttgated tho cnviro:n1:1J.m:tal oharHctcristj.cs of the 

l~"on ~~~a•• &.. Vol~--\· 
(1c~R) an.Cl 1n determining"'""1.~) 4 .-~ ../.._,- ~'ricdc'.1n ( l~:G2) , 

o·ther h<:rn.d 1 ::relt1. ted the vo.lu~~ and rn:.:.1gni tu.do of various 

aY.'eac t;o pro::H::st> Hnd energy. Theze latter studies postu

ar.:::1ly:::.:iE i~ t~1uo r;'.Ol'G tnat:. ;just a deseri:ptive tool; i·t is 

fi.J.so u.sc fu.l it!. tlu1 i:nt;i.;rpre tat ion of proce~:rn ~;1.nd environ

nsnt in coastal areas> 
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The investigation of grain size analysis for sands 

on the beaches in Kouchibouguac Bay was carried out using 

samples collected from the twenty surveyed profiles of the 

islands~ The description and interpretation of these 

samples was attempted using bivariate plots developed by 

Folk and Ward (1957), statistical testing of sample para

meters, and profiling of the mean, standard deviation, 

skewness, 5th and 95th percentiles of the grain size 

distributions across the beaches . 

The statistical tests were carried out to assess 

the similarity of samples across space ·and through tine. 

This assessment was carried out for three reasons. The 

firs·t reason was to determine whether or not the samples 

differed from each other for a specific location on the 

beach between profiles and beaches. Implied in this is 

the q_uestion of un.iformity of sample characteristics for 

similar topographic locales. The second reason was to 

determine whether or not these samples differed across 

the barrier island along a profile line. Implied in this 

is the existence of' distinct sediment environments across 

the barrier isl2.nds. The third reason was to determine 

whether or not samples from the same locations differed 

ever "time (in this case from August 1970 to 1971). These 

assessments were made using, firstly, z scores and F 
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tests for sets of two samples, and then analysis of variance 

for groups of samples. By these means it was hoped that 

the processes wor1cing on the barrier islands could be 

defined. 

SAMPLING SCHEME 

The main objective of sampling is to choose random 

samples which are representative of set populations. The 

basis for sampling of these populations is the sedimentation 

unit--that thickness of sediment which was deposited under 

relatively constant physical conditions (Otto 1938, p. 575). 

The fundrunental sedimentation unit is the lamina; but for 

practical purposes composite samples of se1n~ral laminae 

are used. The composite sample, unlike single lamina, 

maintains the requirement of randomness (Gees 1969, p. 43), 

but poses problems when grain size parameters are analysed 
. 

statistically because it is not truly representative of 

a single population. Krumbein (1953, p. 865) states that 

beach samples should also be collected from an area of 

several inches at a consistent depth and from equivalent 

parts of the beach. These SBL.'1ples should also be taken 

far enough apart to bring out regional rather than local 

variations in sediment characteristics. Withjn these 

lj.:mi tations, sampling was carried out along the twenty 

surveyed profiles in the oce:::.n beach, barrier dune, and 

lagoon beach environments. These three environments are 
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TABLE 4:1 LOCATION AND DEPTH OF SAMPLES 


-CODE 

l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 

DEPTH 

5 cm 
3 cm 

surface 
2 cm 

surface 
2 cm 

surface 
surface 
surface 

2 cm 
3 cm 
2 cm 
2 cm 

POSITION ON PROFILES 

intertidal ocean 
high tide or berm ocean 
surface mid-beach ocean 
nid-beach ocean 
back of beach ocean 
erosion face of dune 
top of erosion face 
top of main dune 
mid-barrier dune 
mid-beach lagoon 
high tide lagoon 
intertidal lagoon
middle of infilled inlet 

FIG. 4:1 Idealized locations of sediment samples. 

OCEAN BEACH BARRIER DUNE LAGOON BEACH 

8 
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defined for sampling purposes as illustrated in Figure 4:1. 

Each sample consisted of fifty grams of sand, 

taken from an area of approximately 10 square cm, parallel 

to beach laminae and within a one cm depth range. Table 

4:1 gives the code of the sample, the depth at which the 

sample was taken, and its position on the barrier island. 

In 1970, samples were taken from all outlined areas except 

the mid-barrier dune area. In 1971, this latter area along 

with the ocean high tide or berm, the surface ocean mid

beach and the back of the ocean beach area s wer e r esampled. 

Wind direction and speed as well as wave dir ection and 

magnitude were constant during the period of sampling 

along the t wenty profiles. However, in 1970 a storm in

terrupted sampling of the first and last ten profiles and 

cut back the ocean beaches substantially. Thus the ocean 

intertidal and high tide or berm samples for the two sets 

of profiles are not representative of processes of the 

same magnitude. All other sample areas appeared to be 

little affected by this storm. 

Since the major objective of sampling was to 

observe regional changes along the beaches and process 

differentiatio~ of sands across the barrier island, local 

contamina tion of the beach environments by dune environment 

sediment and the production of lag deposits on the open 
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exposed beaches through the action of winds was a problem. 

An attempt was made to negate these factors for the ocean 

nnd lagoon foreshore areas by removing the first two cm 

of sand from the surface of the sample area before sampling. 

'..Chis procedure has been justified by Ana11 (1969, p. 278) 

as giving more representative samples of the beach. This 

surface I!laterial, for the ocean mid-beach sample area, 

was com1Jarcd statiotically with the subcu:r::face sample for 

j'!.rntification of the sarapl:ing te~~hnique. These results 

are presented. later with the analysis of the samples. 

PRINARY AUALYSIS 

a) 11.echanical Analysis 

A fixed forl.'.lat was follovrnd in sieving these 

samples in order to remove an~,r bias in the mechanical 

analysis. '.rhe sanples were split into '30-35 r,ram segments 

and were then oven-dried at 100° C. In the case of the 

lagoon beach .sam1>les, or any ·which contained organ:lc 

me.tter, the materia.ls were heated to 170° C. for 14 hours. 

Orga:n.ic content was never~ gree.ter than • 5 per cent by 

weight. Because of the sampling procedure on the fore

shore be.:::..cheu, the influence of ar..y salt crusts which 

nay have forr.v:!d on the surface of the beach wa.s removed. 

However, in a few samples from. the interticli:.tl area, salt 

was a visible but ninor cor.1ponent of the sample. All 

http:interticli:.tl
http:Orga:n.ic
http:teria.ls
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Bamples were sieved by half phi intervals from -2.5 phi 

to +4 phi for fifteen minutes and the sieved fractions 

were then weighed to the nearest one-hundredth of a gram. 

The amount of material below +4 phi was nil for most 

sru:1ples except the lagoon intertidal ones where it con

s·ti tuted less than 1 por cent py weight. The result of 

this procedure was the consistent fractionation of the 

samples, free of r.rnasureable contaminants, with as little 

bias as posBible. The distributions with few exceptions 

'.:rnre open-ended (non-tri.mcatcd) and continuous--cri teria 

\l'lhich vrnre required for the statistic ane.lys is used in 

testing these samples. 

b) Calculation of Grain Size Statistics 

The grain size statisticB of these distributions 

,,.rnre calculated using a coriputer prograrn developed by 

~)chlee 2.nd Webster (1967) ·• This progran uses moment 

measures basE::d on a continuous parabolic interpolation 

of the weight fr1'Hivency of each half phi class. The 

program thu1.;: smoothes the distribution without additional 

d.ata and give::> a more accurate calculation of r:J.ean, stan

dard devia-tion., skevmess and kurtosis than \·lOuld. be 

2.ch:ieved with the existi.ng form of the data. The program 

also contains an exponential interpolation for the tails 

of the distribution; but, because this resulted in exag

geration of ske~meas and kurtosis valuec, this part of 

http:existi.ng
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the progrrun was dropped. 

STATI8TIC1n; AN..:'1.LYSIS 

a) Grain Size Parameters and Bivariate Plots 

The Grain size parameters are related to the type 

of transportation and deposition, the process of erosion, 

avo.ilability of rn.tr:;erial, and the energy level of the 

envirorricmt (Greenwood 1969, p. 1351). Of these para

r;,eters, sb:nr.i:J.ess is p:cobabl~,r the Irtost enviro11mcmtally 

s1;~1ui-!::i·v-e indicntor. lregative ske\·m.ess is characteristic 

of be::>.ch san.-::ls, while pouitive sJ.:ewne ss is chsracteristic 

of ·l':ir.d-blov.rn T.aterial. The ctand2,rd deviation is also 

to Gome extent environr:ientE.1.lly constrair.ecl since beach 

and dune s1:mda are ge::icrally better sorted than sands 

:from othe:c e>rvirom~er::ts. The enYirornr.er~tal sensitivity 

o.f kurtosis, ho\·!eVer, is not as valid. Friedman (1961, 

p. 517) a;1Ll Koldijk (1967, .P· 65) hiJ.ve concluded that 

kurto:-:.:Lr:-1 iq not envirm:i:~'.lO:ntally sensitive. In fact, 

ku:ctG2is i~:i no',,; even a consi.stent statistic. !'·1athematically, 

ku!·to:::ds j.s a ~-.1casure of peakedness relativ•:J to the normal 

ourve--the fantly of cu.rves being an important criteria 

whex1 speG:Lf:1ing ku.rtosiB (Baker 1968, p. 680). However, 

l:aplansky (1945, p. 259) gives exan1)les of curves, which 

are cor:q;iarable to nor::ial distribu.tions, but which have 

kurtoais vd.lues varying from 2.75 to 4.5 (3 being the 

http:l':ir.d-blov.rn
http:be::>.ch
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fourth moment of a normal curve). McCa.rru::on {1962, p. 92) 

states that it is also possible to have asyrm:n.etrical 

distributions vith a kurtosis value of 3. Besides its 

mathematical inconsistency, kurtosis is such a sensitive 

oea~rnre to random fluctuations in a distribution that it 

reacts to any samplin[; and measurement error in the dis

tribu.tion. These facts :r.J.ru:e it apparent that for studies 

of grain size analysis kurtosis should not be used and for 

this thes:i.s 1 :\cnrtosis will be ignored as a.n env-ironmentally 

s em> i tive par~mcter. 

Because each individual grain siz;e parar:ictcr 

except kurtosis has e:nvironnentHl significance, then 

conbinations of these parameters should bring out dis

tinctive environ~ents. The success of these bivariate 

plots as d.evcloped by Folk and Ward (1957) and !'•!ason and 

:F·oll.c (1958) has been question::1ble. I11uch of the disagreo

e1ent on their use lies in the nethod of calculating grain 

si~rn pc:rarr.cters. Folk and Ward (1957) and ~·Te.son and Jfolk 

(1958) used graphic measures; however, Gees (1965, p. 213) 

points out that moment measures :may not ba as reliable when 

·trying to <l.c"termine the depositional o.n 1rirorunr~nt of sands. 

(l-1o.mGnt meazu.rcs were used in this study.) Friedrr..2..n 

(1961, p. 515) has pointed out th<:1t the terminal environ

ment is the crucial factor in the u.se of bivarhi.to plots. 

http:bivarhi.to
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Just becauBe a sand cor.les from a beach zone in sampling 

does not mean it was deposited by waves. Since the sands 

in each topo5raphical enviroruJent may be interciixed by 

two or more different processes to such a degree that only 

a strict sampline~ method could seps.rate the different 

origins of tlrn sand (Jones, 19·70 p. 1212), the bivariate 

plots are not al.ways related to topo,graphical environments. 

J3iedernan (196(~, p. 183), Schlee, Uchupi, and Trtl.mball 

(1964, p. 122), and.Hails (1967, p. 1064) 9oint out that 

the dominance and type of' source material may also pre

vent the differentiation of environmentn in these plots 

so that they may not t:ven distinguish process enviror...~nents. 

The use of bivariate plots in assessing the simi

larity of samples across space only produced a random 

pattern with no breakdovm of sands into dune or beach 

~;nvironrients. Duane (1964, p. 867) and Moiala and Weiser 

(1968) e.lso found a random p!:.1.-tter:n for sinilar bHach 

condi t ione:. Whether this random pattern .for Kouch:i.bouguac 

Bay sed:i~nen ti:; was dui3 to dom:tnanc<~ of a single source, 

or intermtxing of dcpo;.->its resulting from one or more 

processe:;;, or error in samplin{; carn:.ot be ascertained with

ont more data about the sedhn0nts. Other factors may also 

be more important in characterizing thesE: sands. If there 

is a gree. t deal of vari.abili ty in the spatial influence 

of different prooessea then the bivariate ploto are useless. 

http:carn:.ot


The fact that nean, stai.'1.dard deviation and skewness are 

enviro:nxn..entally sensitive cannot be denied; but the com

bination of such para."11etcrs follm'ling l!,olk and Ward• s 

ti;chnique was not effective on sands taken from the barrier 

islands of Kouchibouguac Bay. The distinguishing of 

envirorunents for these sands lies in more detailed sta

tistical analysis. 

b) l'Torr1ali t~r Criteria for Parar:ietric Statistical Testing 

Statistica.l testing depends on whet;her a sample is 

normally or non-no~a.lly di::::tributed. In sedimentology, 

:it is o.ften assumed that size distributions are loe normal 

(Friedman, 1962 p. 752), but the fact that skewness can be 

used as a.n environr:1ental indicn tor of sedinents contradj.cts 

the statement that size distributiono are :::..og normal, since 

a normal distribution has no skevmess. The degree of 

norrmli ty, like skewness,~ of any grain size distribution 

is affected by the type and orie;in of Y!".a.terial, the process 

:involved and the sampling and operational error. In order 

to use parametric tests such as the z scores, the F teat, 

and analysis of variance, the aEJsmnption upheld in the 

literature that grain size distributions a9proximate log 

normality was mb.d.e for all samples. 

c) z 	Scores and F Tests 

The assessment of the similarity of sands through 
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time end space according to the tht~ee lines of investigation 

proposed at the beginning of this chapter can be carried 

out by lookine at groups of samples or at individual 

samples. The comparison of tvrn individual samples in

volves testing two parameters of each sa.mple,--the mean 

and the variance. If the variances of two samples are 

different, then the populations arc different. However, 

if the V<irianccs are the same, then the means of the 

sam.ples must be different in order for the po;;JulP.tions to 

be different. The testing of v2.riances involves the F 

teBt where 

(whichever is larger)or 

2
S1 and S2.c..

0 
are the variances of the samples (Fretmd 1967'; 

p. 269). The testir;.g of rr.eans involves the z score uhore 

z = X]. - x2 
(Freund 1967, p. 255)v-,..,(',i ...:.:

•·ll + s22 


n1 n2 


a.re the sample means, 

2 d 2 ~- t. dC' . .S1 an ~ 2 are vne1r respec ive variances, an 

n1 and n 2 are the respective population numbers. 

In order to use these tests n, the population 

size, must lle ·defined. n is required in calculating the 

degrees of freedom ·when setting a sign.i:fi.cant limj_ t for P 
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and in calcule.ting the z score directly. Jones (1969, 

p. 1473) states that n should be expressed in terms of 

units of the population and reflect the total size of the 

sample, while being independent of the mean and standard 

deviation. Schlee and Webster's computer program uses, 

as a b:;;.sis for calculating grain size parameters, per

c.autages. n becomes 100 and thus satisfies Jones's cri

teria. The drawback of using 100 for n is that it is ar

bitrary and constm~t ref;ardless of the total weir;ht (Jones 

1969, p. 1474), but this value has one unique advantage 

in that it is standc-rd for all grain size distributions. 

~~h:Ls becomes very convenient when compi':~rint:; JaTge numb2rs 

of samples. 

Because of the number of comp;::.risons made, and 1.n 

order to simplify presentation of data, it is necessary 

to group the results of the F teats and z scores. If 

this grouping i[; used to com1mre environments along pro

files for a single beach, then the degree of spatial homo

geneity of the cliffeI'(m.t processes affcctine that beach 

mu:::-:t be kno·#n. Thie involves an examination of whether or 

not there are dj_fferences in sunples between proftlt3S and 

beaches for a specific location on the beach. Table 4:2 

is a su:rr:..m'iry of the percentage of total possible similar

ities bet\~·ee:n samples for each specific location on the 
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TABLE 4:2 	 C0!"1PARISOH OF SAHPLES :P.IWH THE S.ii,i.IP. TOPOGRAPHIC 
LOCALE OI>I ONE BEACH ·1/ITH EACH OTI-Um AND WITH 
SAI-L2L!':S ON THE OTHER B:GACllBS IN TURN. 

Values in matrix are percentage of total comparisons
similar for each beach 
Significance level at .01 

BI::AOH 1 2 3 4 BE.ACH 

OCEAN 30 28 4 0 ' l 
INTERTIDAL ' 

10 0 8 2 ' 
0 16 3 

10 4 

BEACH 1 2 3 4 BEACH 
I 

OCEAN HIGH TIDE 100 48 0 32 1
IOR BI~B.H 	 't 

1970 	 30 4 24 ' 2' ' 
30 4 ' I 3' 

' 
20 ' t 4' _._______.....__.__,,;;.__BEACH 1 2 3 -1 BEACH 

I ' ocmA:T HIGH TIDE 70 72 28 24 t 1 
t 

1971 	 40 32 24 
I 

' 2 
t ' 

40 40 ' 3' ' ' t30 ' 4' 
4 :BRACH 

I 

60 20 0 28 ' ' J 1 
;)TJftF.AOE ' 

19'l0 	 20 0 36 ' 't 2 

' 
' 
I 

320 0 ' 

10 4' 

http:S.ii,i.IP
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_B_R_·\a_,,1_1__1____2____~~L--4 BJ;JA CH 

OCEAN NID-13EACH 70 28 16 42 l 
SUH]'ACE 

1971 	 10 24 32 2 

20 12 3 

90 4 

B2£~_c:t~I.___1-____,2____---2.---1 ~B'EACH 
OCEAiT HID-BBACH 

AT DEPTH 100 40 o 52 I 1 't 
30 28 56 I

t 
2 

t 

40 36 	 ! 3 
t 

40 1 4 

BEi~.Q]i__J 2 3 4 E:::;\CH- ~~~~~~~---- I 
I 

OCEAN 100 33 20 20 : 1 
BACK OP BEACH t 

' 1970 10 30 : 2 
I 

40 12 
t
I 3 
t 
t 

40 : 4 

OCEAN 80 64 8 56 l 
131',0K OF 

1971 
B:BAGH 

50 16 

30 

64 

16 

; 2
li 3 

40 I 4 

BK\OH l-----·----' 2 3 4_______....._,-----BEi\CII' 
iJ:OT' O'B' DUl\!E 100 53 13 67 ' t 1 

CREST 
40 12 60 

' i 2 
' 40 12 ' i 3 
1 

60 4 
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BEACH 1 2 3 4 BEACH 


MIDDLE OF 100 47 0 60 1 
BARRIER 

40 16 60 2 

100 16 3 

50 4 

BEACH 1 2 3 4 BEACH 

LAGOON 
HIGH TIDE 

60 72 

50 

32 

32 

28 

32 

1 

2 

50 48 3 

50 4 

BEACH 1 2 3 4 BEACH 

' ' 1LAGOON 	 50 56 24 44 
INTERTIDAL 	 ' 't 

50 ' 32 40 ' 2' ' I60 	 36 3 

80 4 

same beach and between be'aches. Since each beach for 

each location contains five samples, then a total of ten 

comparisona is possible for a comparison of samples on 

the same beach, and twenty-five for a comparison of samples 

between beaches. 

Table 4:2 shows that for Beach 1, a very high 

proportion of the samples from the same topographic loca

tions are similar. Beach 4 ranks second, while Eeaches 

2 and 3 have a low proportion (often less than 50 per 
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cent). Almost all the samples in the intertidal areas 

on the ocean side of the barrier are in unique po pulations. 

There is very little similarity between sample locations 

on any beach here. The beaches on the lagoon side of the 

barrier are more uniform and similar in sample parameters 

than their respective ocean beaches. The dune environ

ment and back of ocean beach are also more consistent than 

the ocean beach. When comparing 1970 and 1971 samples, 

the 1971 samples are more similar to each other at each 

topographic locale than their 1970 counterparts. 

There thus appears to be some relationship between 

the uniformity of samples on a particular beach and the 

magnitude of energy input into the environn1ent and the 

dominance of \·/ind or wave process in an area. The ocean 

interttdal area is subje~t to constant wave action which 

Yaries in intensity through time and space because of var

ying wave conditions and wave refraction. Though the 

energy input into this area is not consistent over space 1 

over time it can be high. The berm or high tide mark and 

the backshore area for 1970 samples do not he.ve as much 

energy input since waves only reach these areas at highest 

tide; but these areas are modified to some extent by wind. 

The difference between the uniformity of beach locales 

in 1970 and 1971 results from the length of time over 
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which wind is acting on wave deposited material. The 

samples in 1971 were taken in late spring, while the 1970 

samples were taken in August. Wind action in 1970 was 

able to produce lag deposits and was able to deposit 

wind blown sands; yet, the effect of wind on the beaches 

was not necessarily uniform. Thus more samples in 1970 

were dissimilar for one locale on the ocean beach than 

for 1971. The samples on the ocean backshore areas for 

1970 were probably being affected by local wind variations 

due to the orientation of the beach to dominant wind 

direction and topographic · effect on winds. The samples 

for 1971 were not affected as much because the length of 

time for wind action was smaller. Despite the effect of 

wind, these sands however were still characteristic of 

wave deposition. 

The uniformity of· the dune areas is most likely 

due to the f act that only wind processes are dominant 

here. To a large degree, wind speed and direction were 

consistent at any one time in the dune areas on these 

beaches. The proce ss is thus a consistent one over space. 

The uniformity of the lagoon beach samples is due to the 

low energy environment. Because the magnitude of wave 

processes is low in these areas, the variation in energy 

distribution viill not a ffect the sediment parameters as 

much as on the ocean beaches. 
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It is also noteworthy that nany sa:m~_;J.efJ from the 

same locale on a beach were more similar to othe.r beaches 

than they were to each other. Beach 2 had se.Jnple parameters 

which were consistently cor.iparable to Beach 1 samples, 

more so than to each other. Beach 4 also was more com

:parable to Ee2.ch. 1 than to itself for samples on the ocean 

beach ( 1970) ar~d. in the dune a.ree.. Beach 4 and Beach 2 

also had good a.grecment b•~tween sLt.i"'nples from the same 

areas. T!,e GXC\'.'3}/tio11 that stands out here, is Beach 3. 

ConsifJtcntl~t the ind.::i.vidual sample pararn.eters .fron :Beach 

3 ob.owed little or n·'.) airr.i<Lari ty to their counterpart::; 

on other Beaches. This condition held despite the pro

ccsseo inYolved in determining the sediment :pc:;.ra::neters 

2.nd it held ovs:c time wit:-1 1970 and 19'71 sam.ples. 

It thuB appears t:ru~ t v1h0n comparing sample para

netar3 on individual basis, using the F test and z score, 

tt..a t the rt; is :;:.;ome precess ccntrolled uni:forr.ai ty on a beach 

for each separ~te topographic locale. There also appears 

to be some control in either process or sediment source 

between 3e<.:.ches 1, 2, and. /..; and it al::-> o appears ·that l3each 

3 is un~Lo..ue for all cr~v·ironn:ent~3 on the i ~.JJ.a:nd and over time, 

it appeara that sediment source rather tt~n process is 

more important.• 

W:l. th some i.dea of tl•.o untform:L ty of sandG on each 

http:uni:forr.ai
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beach it is possible to use the F tests and z scores to 

investigate whether or not the sa'TI.:;les dj.ffer along the 

profiles. Here each. topographic locale was compared to 

another in turn for each beach, and the nu,"Ilber of similar

ities noted. Since each beach contains five samples in each 

topographic locale, then the total possible number of 

similarities is five. Table 4:3 is a summary of the data 

usine this method. Since the sanples to be cocpe.red should 

be contemporaneous, only data for 1970 was used. 

The most obvious resu.l t sho'tfil in TBble 4: 3 is 

that over half of the samples for Beach 1 are similar to 

eacL other alons the profile, while the other three beaches 

have relatively the same proportion of sam:tiles equal to 

each other. (Bf;:ach I is only disstmil2r in the areas where 

11.rind-blown sediment has been deposited.) l!"'or all beaches, 

there is very poo::· aereement between the ocean intertidal 

area and the rest of the profile. The agreement between 

a.djcwent environmenta along the profile is also poor 

especially on the ocean beach for Beaches 3 and 4. This 

is cspeci.a.lly evident on Beaches 2 and 3, when com9aring 

the surface oediment of the ocean :Etid-beach to the sediment 

at de~)th (row 3 verGus row 4). The sampliri-t~ technique, 

whereby samples were taken below the surface of the 

beaches, seems Justified in this latter result. Apparently 
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TABLE 4:3 	CO:·IPAlUSOH OF SArTPLES ALONG A PROFILE, SUMMED 
]\OB. BACH OF FOUR BEACH1~S 

Values in the matrix are the number of similar comparisons 
referenced to a naximu.~ of 5. 
Significance level at .01 

BEACH---	 l 

ROVf NO. 
2 3 _4___5 8 11 12 

IROW no. 
I 
L 
I 
t 

3 1 1 2 0 2 3 t 

' 
1 

' I 
2 3 3 5 5 2 I 2 

I 
4 3.3 3.3 3 3 ' t 3 

' I 

5 5 2 3 ' ' 4 
' ' 1.7 3.3 1.7 f 

' 5 
' 3.3 1.7 ' ' r 8 

' '1 ' ' 
11 

TOTAL 	 74.6/140 

_BE1\.CH_.._..,,_____2 

RO\'/ NO. ;ROW NO. 
2 	 3 ti ·- _..? 8 ll ---12 ·-- _,_,.' 

I 
_____ 

, I 
t0 	 1 ..1 1 0 l I 1J.

2 	 3 2 1 1 2 t 2 ' ' 
' 
2 	 1 1 2 0 ' ' 3 
' ! 2 	 0 1 3 t 4' 

' 
2 2 2 
t 

5' 
' I 

3 0 ' 8' 
t ' 


1 ' I t 11 

TOTAIJ 38/140 
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BEACH 3 

ROW NO. :ROW NO. 
2 3 4 5 8 11 12 I 

0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1 

1 2 1 3 1 0 2 

1 1 1 0 2 3 

1 2 1 0 4 

3 3 1 5 

3 4 8 

3 11 

TOT.AL 36/140 

BEACH 4 

ROW NO. 
2 

0 

3 

0 

1 

4 

1 

1 

4 

5 

0 

3 

2 

8 

l 

3 

3 

11 

1 

2 

2 

12 

1 

1 

1 

IROW NO. 
I 

' ..
' t 1
' ' ' I 2 
I 

3 

l 2 3 0 4 

2 l 2 5 

l 1 8 

2 11 

TOTAL 42/140 
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on these beaches, the surface material is very much dif

ferent from that 1 cm below. On both these beaches the 

majority of the surface samples are negatively skewed 

(-.085 to -1.365¢), while the underlying material is only 

slightly skewed (.063 to -.131¢). It appears that wind 

winnowing of sedi11ents is prevalent on Beaches 2 and 3, 

but not on Beaches 1 and 4 where the sample parameters 

of the surface material and of material at depth are 

similar. On these latter two beaches, the best agreement 

between sa!llples is with the b:=i.ckshore beach and dune area. 

Another significant result is that the ocean beach sample 

parameters, with the exception of Beach 1, are not similar 

in characteristics to the lagoon beach parameters. On 

Beach 1, there is good ai::reement bet·ween these two areas 

and this agreement probably results from the fact that 

large storms 0an throw r:iaterial back into the lagoon area 

throne_:h an infj_lled inlet area on this beac11. 'J.lhe lagoon 

material here is just derived from the ocean foreshore 

and off~Jhore areas. 

From these results, there appears to be similarity 

between the oo(-;.:m beach and dune areas with resp,~ct to 

sedirnt):nt mean and standard deviation on Is-ae.ches 1 ::md 4, 

but not 2 and 3. J~or all beaches, except Beach l, samples 

in adjacent areao along the profiles are not from similar 
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populations. Beach l appears to have a mixture of sediment 

between the lagoon beach and ocean beach, as well as be

tween the dune area and ocean beach. Whether these results 

are prevalent through time can partially be answered by 

examining whether or not samples from the sane location 

differ over time. 

This investigation involves comparing the samples 

en the moGt active pc.rt of the barrier islands, the ocean 

foreshore, from 1970 to 1971. The F test and z score 

agair... were used for testing. The data for corresponding 

samples on si1r.ilar topographic locales for each beach for 

the tKo years were grouped using the sane method as was 

used in Tables 4:2 and 4:3. The percentage of comparisons 

of 1971 sanples in agreer:ient i;1i th 1970 samples for each 

row on each beach is also given. This data is presented 

in Table 4:4 which shows relatively little if any change 

iH~t\..;e en 1970 and 1971 for Beach 1. Not only were the 

oorr·espo:nding sa11ples in agreement, hut when samples from 

1971 were compared with any san1ple from the se.me environ

ment for 19'70, they· showed hardly any significant dif

ference. What is perhaps more significant is the fact 

that the back of the beach on Beach l had been eroded 

bac1< during the winter of 1970 for a distance of one to 

-two meters. It appears here that the dm1e crest behind 
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TABLE 4:4 COHTAHISOI~ OF s.~I-!PLBS POR 1970 TO THOm~ :Bion. 1971 
J!1 0H TRB OCBAN :FORBSHOI·m AFJ~AS ON EACH B1~\CH 

Significance level .01 

BJ~ACH NO Q 0]' CORR£iSP01'illING 
SANJ?LES AGREEING 

PERCENTAGE OF 
ALJJ I'OSSIBLE 

(KAX.:5) CONI>f,R.ISONS 
AGilREaNG BET':lE.EU 
TWO YEARS _________,,__,________________________ 

1 5 96 

2 2 36 

3 0 16 

4 l 32 

**"~*** 

1 4 52 

2 0 20 

3 1 24 

4 2 62 

1 5 76 

2 2 40 

3 3 40 

4 0 24 
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the ocean beach nay be supplying the r~terial for the 

beach since the material sampled fron the face of the 

dune cliff is statistically the same as the back of beach 

and mid-be~ch material for 1970 and 1971. The greatest 

agreemer.t between the two years for Beaches 2 and 3 is also 

the b2.Cl< of beach sample. The cliff material on these 

beaches only compares favourably vri th 1970 samples and 

not with 1~71 ones. Statistically it seems that Beaches 

2, 3, and 4 hc~·-Tc m1dergone some change in sample parameters 

durine the winter of 1970, but Beach 1, though undergoing 

the most chA-nt;e in topographic form on the beaches, has 

the le~rnt cr.a.nge in nean and standard deviations of the 

samples. 

d) .Analysis of Variance 

Tho z scores and F tests compared two samples at 

a time with the results being grouped, but analysis of 

variance tests whi;-;thc·r or not the variation between the 

means of a group of samples is significantly greater than 

the ·variation ..within the groups for a fi:;:ed signj.ficance 

level (:Preund 1967, p. 304). Thus if analysis of variance 

gives no significant difference between samples, all that 

can be said a.bout the samples is that there is as much 

variation within the groups being tested as variation 

between the means of these groups. The sa·mples are not 
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similart Analysis of variance besides requiring normality 

demands equal variances in the groups being compared 

(Freund 1967, p. 303). In regard to the latter criteria, 

Griffiths (1967, pp. 383-385) points out that equality of 

variances can be assumed unless the F values are very 

large. Since no F values of the magnitude Griffiths 

ment:i.cned occurred for these samples it was assumed that 

the data had equal variances. 

The asseosnient of the sir:J.ilarity of sands through 

t:im.e and space can be made using analysis of variance along 

the same lines of inve r;tiga tion as •,vere used for z scores 

and :&' tests. The difference between the latter and analysis 

of variance, is that analysis of variance, rather thall 

considering conparisons between two samples, compares 

groups of samples. A one-way analysis of variance was 

used to test whether the mean grain si:t.e of samples from 

or...e topographic locale on a specific beach was different 

from those from t:he same locale on other beaches. It 

was also used to compare the mean grain size of one s11ecific 

topographic locale for all profiles together. A two-\V'dY 

anc'l,1"'rsts of variance war;; used to test whether the mean 
" 

grain size of sa.n:yles from different topographic locales 

on the sai!le beach v:as different along the profiles and 

across the beach. It was also used to test whether s8.mples 
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from one topographic locale on each beach for 1970 were 

different from the samples from the same locale for 1')71, 

and whether they were also different along the beach. 

The data wP..s tested at significance levels of .05 and 

.01. Table 4:5 shows the F values of results between 

bee.ches for the same topographic locale for 1970 and 1971 

samples. Table 4:6 shows the same thing as Table 4:5 

only all beaches were analyzed at once for each topogra

phic locale. Table 4:7 shows the F values of results for 

different topographic locations on each beach, while Table 

4~8 gives the F values of the results between 1971 and 

1970 saurples. In the tables, F1 defines the F value for 

comparisons be·tvrnen to-pographic locationc and between 

1970 a.nd 1971. F2 defines the F value for conparisons 

between profiles. 

With referer.ce to~ the question of whether there 

is a difference between each beach for a specific topo-

graphic locale, several results are evident. The first 

general result is that there is little homogeneity between 

beaches as far as mea.n grain size is concerned using 

analysis of variance. The ocean beach (1970) shows very 

little aerew1cnt between beaches; but there is no consis

tent similarity either with adjacent beaches or reoote 

ones. The lac:i'i: of differences between beaches for the 

http:referer.ce
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TABLE 4: 5 	COJ\H'ARISON FOR EACH TO:POGRA?HIC LOCALE OF SANPIJ_ES 
]'ROI'-': mm J3.l~ACH TO EACH OTHER BEACE p:r .rumr USIUG1

AhAJ~YSIS OP VAIUAlWE 

Significance lP.vel of .05 marked * 
Significance lcvcJ. of .01 marked ** 
--not tested because of lack of data 

EBACH 1 2 3 4 

1 .64 3.53 1.19 
ROW 1 2 .13 .oo 

3 .13 
4 

BEACH 1 2 3 4 

1 1.89 20.86** .oo 
ROW 2 2 6.73* .80 

1970 3 10.07* 
4 

BEACH 1 2 3 4 

l .37 1.18 2.56 
ROW 2 2 1.74 5.10 

1971 3 .01 
4 

Bl<lACH 1 2 3 4 

1 8.33* 95.84·H· 8.21* 
ROW 3 2 27.58** .14 

1970 3 40.19** 
4 

BEACH l 2 3 

1 .43 5.97 3.44 
ROW 3 2 2.07 .00 

1971 3 3.90 
4 
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B}~ACH l 2 3 4 

1 5.71* 43.46** 6.67* 
ROW 4 2 5.63* .01 

3 5.15 
4 

BEACH 1 2 3 4 

l 
H.OW 5 2 8.13* .32 

1970 3 1.99 
4 

BEACH 1 2 3 4 

1 .21 10.88* ~81 
ROW 5 2 32.44** .oo 

1971 3 9.03* 
4 

BEACH 1 2 3 4 

l 
ROW 8 2 14.62** .oo 

3 19.00** 
4 

m~;ACH 1 2 3 4 

1 .14 9.79* 12.78·*"* 
RO'd 11 2 5.86* 8.30* 

3 .39 
4 

B:BACH 1 2 3 4 

l .24 10.73* 4.12 
ROW 12 2 9.18* 3.93 

'3 2.60 
4 
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TABI:E 4:6 	CC!·1PAEIS011" OF EACH TOl)OGRAPHICAJ; LOCATION FOR 
AIJL BEACHES l!1 0R 1970 

Significance level of .05 marked * 
Significance level of .01 marked ** 

-ROW L 
1 .54 

2 6.59** 

3 27.l'l** 

4 7.57** 

5 2.61 
8 11.12** 


11 6.11** 

12 5.23** 


T.t~BJ.JE 4: 8 	 COI~Pi\l~IS otr OF OCEAr; ]'ORES HORE AREAS FOR 1970 
TO 1971 FOR EACH Bl!;ACH 

Significance level of 005 marked * 
Significa.nce level of .01 ruEJ..rked ** 

RO\'IS 	 BEACH .

... ~ 2 ~ 	 .2. i-

2 	 F1 

.01 1.77 16.37* •75 

]' 2.53 .30 3.49 .302 

3 	 l!'l 3.27 .oo 6.16 .14 

J!"I .36 1.79 2.27 .18
2 

6.19 8.13 .35 4.465 Fl 

14.66* 5.10 1.42 3.08F2 

http:T.t~BJ.JE
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TABLE 4:7 	COMPAHISON OF TO:POGRAPHICAL LOCATIONS ACROSS 
AND ALONG EACH BEACH 

Significance level of .05 marked * 
Significance level of .01 marked ** 
-- not tested because of lack of data 

is comparison across beach on profile linesF1 

F2 is comparison along the bee.ch, between profiles 

ROWS B.EACH 

1 -2 l ! 
1,2,4 	 ]' 9.29* .59 .47 1.52

.,,~11970 .1!2 1.51 .92 .54 .82 

3,4 F1 .75 .03 7.91* 1.10 
1970 F2 .37 2.96 1.93 5.17 

2,3,4 Fl 3.65 2.80 2.09 5.39* 
1971 F2 .43 2.91 3.68 .86 

2,4,11,12 Fl 1.51 1.35 4.20* 1.66 
1970 F2 .76 .06 .71 1.00 

8,9,5 	 Fl • 30 •43 .45 
F2 .41 .22 1.87 

5,8 	 F1 .13 .32 .69 
:.&"2 • 25 .11 .90 

8,11 	 Fl 5.55 4.05 21.83** 
J!, l0al6* 4.67 1.632 

9~3 1 .. 85 .53 2.59Fl 

1970 F2 1.21 .80 2.47 


11,12 	 .44 1.29 .09 10.99* 
1.04 	 .79 3.04 2.49 
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intertidal area probably stems from the fact that the 

variation of mean grain size within one beach is as great 

as that between beaches. Whether the same holds true for 

the ocean beach samples of 1971 cannot be proven; but the 

fact remains ·t;hat there is not as much difference between 

the ocean beaches for 1971 as there is for 1970. Appar

ently there is sor.113 process occurring which differentiates 

the ocean beaches in ·the summer of 1970 but docs not in 

the spring of 1971. Similar results, but results not as 

de.finite, were obtained ·when individual samples were 

compared and the results grouped. The 011inion then is 

that the effeet of wind is felt on the beaches to varying 

degrees; but in the sprtng wind has not been acting on the 

beaches lone; enough Ji;o create lag ar...d wind-blown deposits. 

Ana1.ysis of variance tends to bring out the effect of wind 

and the length of wind process on the ocean backshore 
.. 

better ·than the comparison of individual samples. 

Another evid~nt fact shovm in Table 4: 5 is that 

B:;'lach 3 is not in IJ{~I'eement with other beaches. ]'or a 

few topographic loc:ations such as the high tide mark on 

th•3 ocean and 1.:-:igoon beaches, back of ocean beach and 

to.fl of dune c1·eui.; Beach 3 is the only beach with signi

ficant differe:n.ces from other beaches. This ol)Servation 

is in agrcem~:mt with the conparison of individual sample 
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parameters shown in Table 4:2. This beach is uniQue in 

g?ain size characteristics. 

When all the samples for 1970 from one specific 

location were taken together, there was virtually no simi

larity between beaches. Table 4:6 shows that only the ocean 

intertidal area and the back of the ocean beach were not 

different. Analysis of variance of mean grain size has 

shown that there is a significant variation between beaches 

for Kouchibouguac Bay. This difference seems to hold for 

most topographic locations across the beach profiles. 

The analysis of variance on samples across the 

beach profiles for each beach was not as revealing as the 

individual comparisons of the F test and z score. Table 

4:7 shows that there were very few, if any, differences 

between samples along profiles. The testing was not done 

on all possible combinations of locales, but was done on 

groupings of samples from locations which may have under

gone similar processes. Since the usefulness of analysis 

of variance actually lies with significant differences 

between samples, these results cannot be explained with 

confidence. If the similarities shown in Table 4:7 are 

justified, then mean grain size does not differ signifi

cantly along or across profiles. The work using grouping 
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of individual samples has already shown that there are 

differences along profiles and that homogeneity through 

one topographic location on each beach is not that good 

for some beaches. It thus seems that the lack of signi

ficant differences with analysis of variance is due .to 

the variation between samples in a group being as great 

as that be~deen groups. 

The results appear the same for comparison of 

1970 means to 1971 means. The same reasons as before seem 

to be in force since the differences shown in Table 4:8 

represent only isolated occurrences. Analysis of variance 

has given results comparable to the individual comparison 

of samples only for the testing of the same topographic 

locale between beaches. The fact that it tends to sum

marize data and is thus wasteful of it makes it unsuitable 

in fully explaining any p~ocess of change occurring on 

the beaches of Kouchibouguac Bay. Analysis of variance 

is a powerful test, but it has failings in its theoretical 

basis when explaining results. 

e) Profiles of Mean, Standard Deviation, Skewness, 

and 5th and 95th Percentiles 

So far only those trends which have a statistically 

significant base have been examined and conunented upon. 
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Size distributions, besides being characterized by grain 

size parameters, are also characterized by the shape of 

the tails of the distributions. Doeglas (1946) studied 

grain size distributions by examining the shape of their 

tails on probability paper a...~d found them to be environ
' 

mentally sensitive. This method however is subjective and 

is a generalization of environment that does not really 

distinguish the behaviour of sediments in that environ

ment. 

The tails can also be characterized quantitatively 

using the 5th and 95th percentiles. Thus instead of 

qualitatively describing the shape of the tails of a grain 

size distribution, the degree of fineness or coarseness 

of the tail can be defined statistically as a phi value. 

The measure is consistent between distributions and the 

relative coarseness or fineness of the tail can be compared 

to other distributions to give an indication of the beha

viour of the sediment within one process dominated environ

roent or between environments . 

Fox, Ladd, and Martin (1966) constructed grain 

size statistic profiles across a beach zone in Lake Michigan. 

Thev believed , that these profiles characterized the topo
~ 

graphic and energy profile of the beach. It is also 
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possible for such profiles to reflect the processes which 

are occurring and to indicate differences between areas. 

Fox, Ladd, and Martin's profiles were extended for mean, 

standard devj_ation, and skewness, as well as for the 

5th and 95th percentile across the barrier island for each 

profile and along the beaches for each topographic locale. 

The profiles themselves may not show statistically signi

ficant results, but they do show broader trends which 

elucidate on some of the results shown in the statistical 

analysis of the sediments. These profiles also make use 

of parameters which can describe the grain size distribu

tion more fully than the three main statistical parameters 

of a grain size distribution. 

The means, standard deviations and skewness values 

were averaged together to form one representative profile 

for each beach. This averaging gives regional charac

teristics of these parameters across the barrier island 

without emphasizing local factors. The profiles across 

t he barrier for ea ch beach are sho~m in Figure 4:2. The 

horizonta l s cale in this figure is not proportional to 

actual distances on any one beach. Thece profiles show 

a decrease in mean grain size across the ocean foreshore 

with a corresponding decrease in standard deviation. This 

same trend is carried into the dune area, though the stan

dard deviations are not as low as on the ocean foreshore. 
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For Beach 1 and 4, the lagoon foreshore is comparable in 

mean grain size to the ocean foreshore and greater than 

the dune environment. This may be due to the fact that 

during storms sediment is carried into the lagoon area 

through an infilled inlet on Beach 1 and directly over the 

low dune ridge on Beach 4. Beaches 2 and 3 show a consis

tent decrease in mean grain size across the barrier island, 

while the standard deviation tends to increase for the 

lagoon foreshore area. The profiles across the lagoon 

foreshore are the reverse of the ocean foreshore, as mea.n 

grain size decreases into the intertidal area while stan

dard deviation increases. The profiles for mean grain 

size parallel the topography of the ocean foreshore area 

to a moderate degree, but this relationship breaks down 

in the dune and lagoon areas. Though Fox, Ladd, and Mar

tin's work was restricted to the beach offshore and near
. 

shore areas on a tideless sea, their observation that 

mean grain size profiles parallel the to pogr aphic profile 

cannot be a pplied to the dune and l agoon areas of these 

beaches and can only be partially a pplied to the ocean 

foreshore areas. 

Slcevmess has been shown to be environmentally 

sensitive with negatively skewed phi values characteristic 

of high energy environments where waves have winnowed out 
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fines or where wind has created lag deposits. When energy 

input to an environment decreases such as in a dune environ

ment where wind is depositing material or in quiescent wa

ters such as the lagoon environments, skewness will be in

creasing positively. The presence of lag deposits on the 

surface of the ocean beaches of Beaches 2 and 3 is obvious 

as indicated by the higher negative skewness values. Beach 

1 and Beach 4 however are almost the reverse with Beach 1 

having near positively skewed values on the beach and nega

tively skewed values in the dune area. This may be due to 

the fact that winds at the time of sampling (August 1970) 

were blowing sand out of the dune area and depositing it on 

the beach. Thus the surface samples of the dune were be

coming more negatively skewed as finer sands were removed, 

while the beach was becoming less negatively skewed as this 

sand was deposited~ This explanation also accounts for the 

skewness values on the same locales on Beach 4. The pre

sence of large negative skewness values on the lagoon side 

of Beach 4 can be accounted for by the low topography of 

this section of the beach, where it is feasible during 

large storr~s for material to be carried right over the bar

rier. Most of the material carried over in this manner 

would be coarser sediment. 

If skewness is environmentally sensitive for the 

reasons stated, then the values of the 5th and the 95th 
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percentiles should reflect the skewness values and back 

up these conclusions. Figure 4:3 shows the profiles of 

the 5th and 95th percentiles using the same plotting 

arrangement as with the other parameters. The variation 

of the percentiles across the profiles follows a definite 

pattern for the beaches. The two percentiles on Bea ch 1 

are very uniform across the barrier island and any change 

between locales is equal for each percentile with a shift 

towards a coarse tail being followed by an equal shift 

in the same direction for the fine tail. This uniformity 

and parallelism breaks down progressively going north 

towards Beach 4. The 95th percentile is also much more 

uniform across the beaches than the 5th percentile. Gen

erally, the ocean beach has a coarser 5th percentile with 

respect to the 95th percentile than the lagoon beach, which 

has coarser sediment than the dune areas. The behaviour 

of the coarse tail of the sediment distributions across 

the beach in relationship to the 95th percentile appears 

to be indicative of energy input into these beaches. 

In order to ascertain whether or not the 95th and 

5th percentile reflected the skewness values of the dis

tributions, a linear regression was a pplied to the per

centiles and s~ewness values for each beach. The correla

tion coefficient gives the strer~gth of the linear rela
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tionship between the two variables (Freund 1967, p. 355). 

This value was used as an indicator of the relationship 

between percentiles and skewness. The results are shown 

in Table 4:9. This table shows that the 5th percentile 

TABLE 4:9 	CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OF LINEAR REGRESSION 
BE'.l'W.BEN SKE\'IHESS AND THE 5TH AND 95TH PERCENTILES 
OF GRAilf SIZE DISTRIBUTIONS 

~ 	 5TTI PEHCENTILE 95TH PERCENTILE 

1 .90 .24 

2 .58 .41 

3 .94 .28 

4 .73 .13 

or the coarse end of the distribution is a better indicator 

of skewness values than the 95th percentile. When these 

correlation coefficients were tested for significance a·~ 

the 5 per cent level following Snedecor and Cochran (1967, 

pp. 183-185, p. 557), only the 5th percentile compared 

significantly w1th skewness values for Beach 1 and 3. 

It thus appears for these beaches that the greater the 

degree of coarseness in the distribution, the more negative 

the skewness values. The coarse tail of the distribution 

has more of an effect on skewness than the fine tail. 

These profiles seem to indicate that the processes which 

are wirmowing sand are more dominant than those which are 
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depositin~ finer material. Since wave action has had 

little recent effect on the samples for 1970, it appears 

that wind deflation is an important process on these 

beaches and that the inherent characteristics of wave 

action, on the ocean backshore especially, ranks second 

in importance. 

Frofiles were also made of these same parameters 

for each topographic locale from profile 1 to 20. The 

mean, standard deviation, and skewness profiles are out

lined in Figure 4:4, while the 5th and 95th percentile 

profiles are shown in Figure 4:5. Figure 4:4 shows varia- .· 

t ion in standard deviations and ske\'ffiesses of the distri

butions between these profiles for the ocean foreshore 

samples in J. 970, but less so for 1971 samples . All other 

sample loca tions with the exception of the lagoon inter

tidal area s how little ve.riation between skewness or stan

dard deviation values in Kouchibouguac Bay. Ignoring the 

deviations of one or two profiles, there is a general ten

dency for mean gr ain size to increase towards Beach 3 and 

then decrease slightly again for Beach 4 with all locations 

on t he barrier except 1971 ocean high tide or berm, and 

surface of ocean mid-beach sample areas. This trend was 

evident in the statistical testing of t he sediments when 

mean grain size on Beach 3 was tested as an unique popula
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tion compared to the other beaches. Figure 4:5 does not 

show any consistent increase in the position of the 5th 

and 95th percentile along the coast to parallel that of 

mean grain size; but the percentiles for Beach 3 (except 

for the intertidal samples) clearly show a shift to greater 

phi size when compared to the other beaches. There is 

definitely coarser sediment on Beach 3 for most locations. 

These changes in the mean grain size and percentiles 

for the first three beaches are not related to any trend in 

the mean grain size of sand sediment in Kouchibouguac Bay as 

evidenced by Kranck (1967, p. 2258) in her studies of off

shore sediments. Nor do they appear to be related to the 

pres ence of bedrock or gravel deposits in the Bay (Kranck 

1967, p. 2253). It was mentioned previously that Beach 3 

may differ from the other beaches in regard to sediment 

source. Since there is little difference in offshore 

sediment between the beaches, it seems reasonable that the 

major source of sand supply is not sediment from Kouchi

bouguac Bay. (The sediment of Kouchibouguac Bay being 

taken as that sediment offshore from the offshore barsp) 

The proximity of Beach 3 to the mainland suggests that the 

sand for this beach comes from the mainland through erosion 

of the underlying bedrock and the sandy till cover of the 

mainla....">'ld, as the bm:·x·ier island is driven shorewards. 
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Visual evidence in the surf zone on Beach 4 indicates that 

bedrock is close to the surface in this area although no 

evidence for the position of bedrock exists for Beaches 

1 and 2. The hypothesis put forward is that the beaches 

in this Bay acquire their sediment through landward erosion 

of the underlying bedrock and mainland sediments. Longshore 

drift raay shift sediment along the beaches but the consis

tent, and statistically significant difference of these 

sands on Beach 3 and the agreement of standard deviations 

and skewnesses of the grain size distributions with the 

other beaches, suggest a dominance of source material rather 

than process as the reason for coarser grain size on this 

beach. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This study of grain size analysis has been limited 

but the results are reveaiing in terms of the methods used 

and the distinction of environments. The mean, standard 

deviation and skewness of a grain size distribution are for 

the most part environmentally sensitive, but kurtosis has 

been shown to be a doubtful statistic in this regard. 

Folk and Ward (1957) introduced bivaria.te plots wherein 

these statistical parameters were compared to each other 

to outline different sediQentary environments. The use of 

these plots has been shown to be dependent on the means 

http:bivaria.te
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of calculation of the statistics, the time of deposition 

or erosion of the sediment and the dominance of source 

material. These plots did not produce any pattern whereby 

sediments of Kouchibouguac Bay could be classified and it 

appears that the above reasons explain why. 

Statistical tests were used to assess the simi

larity of sands across the beaches, along the islands and 

over time. These tests were broken down into two groups . 

The first involved z scores and F tests whereby the means 

and standard deviations of two samples were compared. The 

second test involved the use of analysis of variance on 

groups of samples. The latter test proved ineffective be

cause it generalized data and was incapable of explaining 

similarities in the results. The z scores and F tests 

revealed that there was a.general homogeneity in samples 

for any one topographic locale that was dependent on the 

energy input and the dominance of a single process. Even 

though this homogeneity existed for each beach, often the 

samples of one beach were more similar to other beaches for 

the same topographic locale. The exception to this was 

Beach 3 which invariably had sands different from the 

other beaches for all samples across the island; yet the 

environments on this beach were as distinguishable from 

each other as ·those on the other beaches. The anomaly of 
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sands on Beach 3 seems to be a result of sediment source 

since Beach 3 is the closest of any beach to the mainland. 

If the sediments on the beaches are derived from landward 

erosion of tills and underlying bedroc}:: then Beach 3 will 

be dominated to a greater degree by the source of sediments 

since it lies closest to its sediment source . Beach l 

which had few differences between sands from different 

topographic locales appeared to be undergoing a complete 

mixing of sediment over the island. 

Over time there is a variation in sediments in the 

ocean foreshore area. Wind erosion of the beach for Beaches 

2 and 3 and wind deposition on Beaches 1 and 4 are evident 

from the results for 1970; however, these effects do not 

appear for samples taken in the spring of 1971~ There is 

no doubt that wind is an active agent on these dunes and 

is able to transfer sand from the dune area to t he beach 

a.nd back, but this process is only active in summer when 

the islands are not frozen or sn01.1-covered. The storms in 

winter appear to be able to destroy any effects that wind 

might have had on the ocean beach during the summer. 

Profiles of the mean, stand2rd deviation, skewness, 

and the 5th and 95th percentiles were constructed along 

and across t he barrier islands to see if there was any 
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trend in these parameters over space. Mean and standard 

deviations tend to decrease from the ocean to the lagoon 

with some varia tions between the Beaches in the lagoon 

area. The skewness profiles across t he barriers reflect 

the lag deposits and wind-deposited sands on the ocean 
' 

foreshore. These skewness values in many instances are 

negative in the dune area and in low areas because of 

winnowing and deposition of coarse sediments through over

washing by storm waves respectively. The profiles of the 

5th and 95th percentile reflect the skewness results but 

a linear regression of these percentiles to skewness 

values reveals that the coarse tail of the distribution 

is more characteristic of skewness than the fine tail. 

The greater the degree of coarseness, the more negative 

the skewness values. These same profiles along the barrier 

islands do not show any great variation, but Beach 3 again 

s t ands out with lower mean gra in size values than the other 

beaches although its standard deviations and skewness 

values are comparable to the other beaches. 

The grain size analysis of sediments in Kouchi

bouguac Bay has shown that not all the methods used in the 

literature are effective here in analysis. The z scores 

and F tests along with the profiles of grai n siz e para

meters have revealed differences which are rela ted to the 
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processes occurring here, and the tine when and over 

which these processes act. Grain size analysis, however, 

involves only one aspect of a sediment. Griffiths (1967, 

p. 43) states that a statement of size without shape, on 

theoretical grounds, is meaningless when attempting to 

evaluate results. Though this opinion is extreme, it is 

possible to study the sh.ape of sediments on these islands. 

If the property of sediment size can be used to distinguish 

process and environment , then surely the shape of the par

ticle should be able to reinforce the results of grain 

size analysis. 



CHAPTER 5 

SHAPE AND SPHERICITY 

INTRODUCTION 

Most of the emphasis in identification of sedi

mentary environments so far. in this thesis has been in 

classifying parameters of the grain size distribution, 

but such definition has been shovm in the preceding chapter 

to be relative not absolute. That is, the environments 

are not identified by fixed values of the grain size para

meters, but are identified by the comparison of one environ

ment to another with allowance made for the variability 

of processes within an area. Additionally, no identifica

tion of environment or the processes involved should rest 

totally on one measure . The addition of shape and spher

icity measures to sedimen~ analysis allows for a more 

complete picture of what processes actually are occurring 

on these barrier i.slands. These latter concepts have been 

used for beach areas by Pettijohn and Lundahl (1943 ), 

Mattox (1955), Blatt (1959), and Shepard and Young (1961) 

to varying degrees of success and it is nov-1 recognized 

that the sphericity and shape of a particle reflect the 

processes of erosion, transportation and deposition. 

It is important to note that sphericity and shape 
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are not synonymous. Wadell (1932, p. 445) defined spheri

city originally as the approximation of the surface area 

of a sphere having the same volume as the particle to the 

surface area of the particle. Since spheres have the 

least surface area for the greatest volume, they have the 

greatest settling velocity, ana sphericity thus becomes 

an indication of the settling velocity of a particle 

relative to an equivalent sphere. The sphericity measure 

is an hydraulic measure. Shape however defines the geo

metric form of a particle and it is possible for two geo

metrically different particles to have the same sphericity 

but not for two particles with different sphericities to 

have the same shape. 

The aim of this chapter is to define firstly various 

sphericity and shape measures used in the literature. An 

appendix to the chapter (Appendix 3) is devoted to an 

evaluation of the effectiveness of such measures in dis

tinguishing processes and environments and with this as 

a base, selected samples of sand grains from the beaches 

and dunes were examined to try and differentiate en

vironrnents of wind and wave process. This chapter is thus 

an appraisal of the effectiveness of shape and sphericity 

measures in beach studies and is not meant to stand alone. 

The results presented are not the only means of distin
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guishing environments but together with the beach descrip

tions and the definition of processes using grain size 

analysis, this study is an attempt at completing the 

knowledge of the processes responsible for some of the 

seasonal change of the barrier islands of Kouchibouguac 

Bay. 

MEASURES OF SPHERICITY AND SHAPE 

a) Sphericity 

The concept of sphericity was first introduced by 

Wadell (1932, p. 445), but because the surface area of 

particles is difficult to measure, modifications of the 

concept have been made. Krumbein (1942, p. 623) popu

larized a measure whereby the volume of the particle was 

compared to that of a circumscribed sphere. (For a list 

of formulae presented in this chapter see Appendix 4.) 

He assumed that the particle itself could be approximated 

to u triaxial ellipsoid; however, when settling rates of 

these par ticles were measured they did not agree with 

those calculated using Krumbein's formula (Krumbein 1942, 

p. 628). Sneed and Folk (1958, p. 118) criticized Krum

bein1s forr.nula. on the basis of it being hydraulically 

unsound and instead introduced a measure which involves 

the maximum projection area of the particle since particles 

settle in water with their maximum projection area at 
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right angles to the direction of flow. Graf (1965, p. 550) 

has experimentally shown this latter point to be true for 

elliptically shaped objects and Sneed and Folk (1958, p. 

122) found good agreement between measured settling velo

cities of particles and ones calculated using their for

mula. As.chenbrenner (1956), introducing yet another mea

sure, returned to Wadell's original definition of spheri

city but used a tetrakaidekahedron as his reference form. 

He argued that the unsmooth tetrakaidekahedron was a bet

ter approximation to the form of sand grains than an 

ellipsoid. 

Though a tetrakaidekahedron may approximate the 

form of sand grains better, the triaxial ellipsoid still 

stands as the better reference form for larger smooth 

sediment particles. Howev~r an error in the latter appro

ximation occurs with skewed ellipsoids. The volumes of a 

triaxial ellipsoid and a skewed ellipsoid are the same, 

but surface area increases as the ellipsoid becomes skewed 

(Flemming, 1965, p. 382). Since Wadell's original defini

tion of sphericity involved surface area, an ellipsoidal 

approximation of skewed particles would than give a sur

face area for the particles less than the actual one. Be

cause most workers have used triaxial ellipsoids as the 

reference form for particles, the present author returned 
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to Wadell's original definiton of sphericity and used 

another measure based on the surface area of triaxial 

ellipsoids. Thus four measures defined in the literature 

can be used to calculate the sphericity of particles. 

Two of the measures, Aschenbrenner's and the triaxial 
' ellipsoidal approximation, are based on Wadell 1 s original 

definition of sphericity; one, Sneed and Folk's is based 

on hydraulic equivalence; and the other, Krumbein's, is 

an operational formula which has none of these advantages. 

b) Shape 

One of the first methods for classifying particles 

according to form was developed by Zingg (1935, p. 55). 

He plotted the ratio of the intermediate axis over the 

longest axis to that of the smallest one to the inter

mediate and came up with a classification of particles 

based on four shapes--spherical, disc-shaped, rod-like, and 

bladed. O""'or illustration of classifications mentioned 

here, see Append.ix 5.) The emphasis of this diagram was 

on the degree of similarity of a particle to a sphere and 

the approximation of the particle to either a prolate or 

an oblate spheroid. The former emphasis was related to 

the concept that particles through abrasion tend ulti

mately towards.spheres. This concept has been shown by 

Rayleigh (1943, p. 330) and Carroll (1951, p. 211) to be 

http:Append.ix
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invalid in nature. The second emphasis is more important, 

as it reflects the original shape of particles or the en

vironmental processes acting upon particles. Williams 

(1965, p. 996) developed a formula which expressed mathe

matically the degree of oblateness or prolateness as a 

single statistic, whereby positive values indicate an ob

late spheroid (the longest and intermediate axes tend to be 

equal) and a negative value indicates a prolate spheroid 

(the intermediate and short axes tend to be equal). Sneed 

and Folk (1958, p. 119) set up a different classification 

which has the sa~e emphasis as the Zingg diagram, but 

breaks dovm the shape of the particles into ten categories. 

Their diagram compares the ratio of the short to long axis 

with the ratio of the long minus -the intermediate axis to 

the long minus the short axis. 

With these three shape measures,--ZingB's and Sneed 

and Folk's subjective classifications and Williams' which 

is a defined mathematical relationship,--the form of par

ticles on these beaches can be used to distinguish differ

ences in the sands of the islands. 

Three dimensional measurements were taken on samples 

made of sixty quartz sand grains, size 0.5-1.0 phi, from 
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the sieved fraction of the ocean mid-beach at depth, back 

of ocean beach, back of lagoon beach and top of dune crest 

sites for selected profiles (Table 5:1). Quartz grains 

were used in order to keep the analysis consistent with 

work in the literature (Russell and Taylor 1937, p. 252; 

Hulbe 1955, p. 302; and Sahu and Patro 1970, p. 55). Be

cause of the difficulty in separating quartz and feldspar 

grains without dying the quartz, some feldspar is probably 

included in the sample, but Pettijohn and Lundahl (1943, 

p. 75) did not judge the inclusion of feldspar as that 

influential in interpreting sphericity and shape results. 

The selection was restricted to a limited size range 

because of the fact that sphericity varies with grair1 

size (Russell and Taylor 1937, p. 250; and Pettijohn and 

Lundahl 1943, p. 73). 

. 
The axes of the sand grains were taken as mutually 

perpendicular lengths according to a scheme outlined by 

Krumbein (1941, pp. 65-66) and were measured according 

to a procedure outlined by Hulbe (1955). A mould measuring 

6 by 6 mm was filled half full with clear casting resin 

and then filled with water. The grains were dropped 

individually through this water so that the maximum pro

jection area of the grain was perpendicular with the sides 

of the mould. The water was drained, the mould filled 
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TABLE 5:1 LOCATION OF SAND SAMPLES FOR SHAPE AND SPHERICITY 
ANALYSIS 

First number is the profile number. 

Second number is the code for location on the beach. 

For an explanation of code see Chapter 4, p. 


-SAND 

1-4 1-12 1-5 1-8 

2-4 2-12 3-5 

3-4 3-12 

4-4 4-12 


5-12 

6-4 6-12 6-5 9-8 

7-4 7-12 8-5 
8-4 8-12 10-5 

9-4 9-12 


10-4 10-12 


11-4 11-12 11-5 11-8 

12-4 12-12 13-5 

13-4 13-12 15-5 

14-4 14-12 

15-4 15-12 


16-4 16-12 16-5 16-8 

17-4 17-12 20-5 

18-4 18-12 

19-4 19-12 

20-4 20-12 


with resin, and after hardening of the resin, the cast was 

· removed~ Each sample was then projected at 20 to 30 times 

magnification onto a screen and the longest (a) and inter

mediate (b) axes were measured. ·rhe shortest (c) axis 

was measured by.rotating the cast 90 degrees. The final 

sample size was set at fifty since about 8 per cent of 
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the sand grains were not aligned properly. These triaxial 

measures were then fed as input into computer programs 

for sphericity and shape calculations. 

ANALYSIS 

a) Testing 

The sphericity calculations for each sample were 

grouped at .05 intervals for the Sneed and Folk, and 

Krumbein measures and at .025 intervals for the other 

measures. The shape data was grouped according to each 

individual classification on the Zingg, and Sneed and 

Folk diagrams and for each .l class interval for Williams' 

statistic. A summary of these results is presented 

in Table 5:2. The two best sphericity calculations-

Sneed and Folk's and Aschenbrenner's-- and Williams' 

shape parameter were test-ed for all combinations of samples 

of sand grains using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov two-sample 

test (Siegel 1956, pp. 127-131) at the .05 level of signi

ficance. These measures were chosen on tbe basis of con

clusions presented in Appendix 3. The other shape mea

sures were tested in the same manner using the Chi-Square 

two-sample test (Siegel 1956, pp. 104-111). Because of 

the nu.mber of comparisons made, for purposes of presenta~ 

tion, the results have been grouped using the same method as 

was used in testing the means and standard deviations of 
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TABLE 5 a2 	SIDA.MARY OF SHAPE AND SPHERICITY MEASUREMENTS 
:EOR SAND 

First number is the beach. 

Second number is the code for location on the beach. 

Where no number is given, the geographic location on the 


beach is noted. 

MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF SPHERICITY MEASURES 

MEASURE 1-4 
MEAN SD 

4-4 1-12 
•TE.AN SD ~1IEAN 

.773 .08 .770 .08 .758 .08 
~762 .08 .765 .07 .753 .07 
.909 .03 .910 .02 .903 .03 
.95 5 .02 .956 .02 .951 .03 

2-12 


3-12 4-12 1-5 2-5 3-5 4-5 
MEAN SD ·IBAN SD '·1EAN SD ·lEAN SD •1EAN SD i~AN SD 

FOLK .733.091.75J..09 .729.09 . 719.075.760 .07 .765.0~6 
KRUMBEIN .742.072.76 .07 .744.079 .733.073.738.08 .742.087 
ASCHEN ••895.037.903.03 .s94.04c.s92.031.903.03 .904.033 
ELLIPSOID.942.036.950.03 .941.04 .939.030.949.03 .950.032 

1-8 2-8 3-8 4-8 
MEAN SD lJEAN S:D 1IBAN SD \1EAN SD 

FOLK .75 2.oaJ.754.090.784.074.770.018 
KRUMBEIN .735 .06~.756.070.765 .07 6. 736.080 
ASCHEN. .900.03 .904,.035 ;914.024 .905 .027 
ELLIPSOID .947 .03 .9501.033 .960 .023 .951.026 

PERCENTAGE OF OBLATE AND PROLATE SAND G·RAINS 

BE.ACH OBLA TE PROLATE 

1-4 
2...;4 
3-4 
4-4 
1-12 
2-12 
3-12 
4-12 
1-5 
2-5 
3-5 
4-5 

58.8 
67.8 
45.3 
49.6 
44.4 
54.0 
52 .. 2 
51.8 
56.9 
60.9 
35.8 
32.0 

41.2 
32.2 
54.7 
50.4 
55.6 
46.0 
47.8 
48o2 
43.1 
39.l 
64o2 
68.0 

http:ELLIPSOID.942.036.950.03
http:895.037.903.03
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BEACH OBLATE 

1-8 36.0 

2-8 47.l 

3-8 30.0 

4-8 34.0 


WILLIAMS' SHAPE MEASURE 

MEASURE 1-4 2-4 

-T.O - -0.9 o.o O.o 
-0.9 - -0.8 o.o o.o 
-0.8 - -0.7 o.o o.o 
-Oo7 - -0.6 0.0 o.o 
-0.6 - -0.5 o.o 1.3 
-0.5 - -0. 4 o.o 0.7 
- 0.4 - -0 .3 4.9 6.0 
-0.3 - -0.2 5.9 6.0 
-0.2 - - 0 .. 1 18 . 6 11.9 
-0.1 - o.o 13.7 13.2 
o.o - 0.1 8.8 16 . 6 
0.1 - 0.2 23.5 l 'l .2 
0.2 - 0.3 8.8 15.2 
0.3 - 0.4 9 . 8 7o9 
0 . 4 - o.s 5.8 2.6 
0 . 5 - 0.6 o,.o 1.3 
0.6 - 0.1 o.o o.o 
0 .. 7 - 0.8 o.o o.o 
0.8 - 0.9 o.o o.o 
0.9 -· 1.0 o.o o.o 

PROLATE 

64.0 
52.9 
70.0 
66.0 

PERCENT IN EACH CATEGORY 

3-4 4-4 1-12 2-12 3-12 4-12 

-1.0 - -0.9 
-0.9 - -0.8 
-0.8 - -0.7 
-0.7 - -0.6 
-0.6 - -0.5 
-0.5 - -0.4 
-0.4 - -0.3 
-0.3 - -0.2 
-0.2 - -0.1 
-0.1 - o.o 
o.o - 0.1 
0.1 - 0.2 
0.2 - 0.3 
0.3 - 0.4 
0.4 - 0.5 
0.5 - o.6 
0.6 - 0.1 
0.7 - 0.8 
0.8 - 0.9 
0.9 - 1.0 

o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
1.0 
6.5 

11.l 
10.l 
12.6 
14.l 
16 . 6 
15.1 

1.0 
5.0 
1.0 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 

1-5 

o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
0.8 
5.4 

14.1 
12.9 
14.1 
14.6 
14.6 
13.8 

5.8 
3.3 
0.4 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 

2-5 

o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 0.0 o.o o.o 

o.oo.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.4 o.o 
1.6 0.4 0.4 0.8 o.o 2.0 
4.1 2.4 2.4 0.8 2.0 o.a 
6.5 7.2 7.1 4.0 6.3 5.5 , .... 515.l 13.6 .... J • . 14.l 9.8 9.4 

14 .7 13.2 15.5 11.7 12.2 13.3 
12.7 13.6 16.7 12.5 17.3 17.3 
11.4 16.4 10.7 13.8 14.1 13.3 
17.6 17.6 14.3 16.9 10.0 12.9 

9.4 9 . 2 11.9 12.5 11 . 4 12.5 
4.9 2.4 4.8 7.7 8.2 7.8 
1.2 3.6 2.8 3.2 6.7 3.5 
0.8 0.4 o.o 0.8 ·1.2 1.6 
o.o o.o o.o 1.2 0.4 o.o 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 

·o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 

3- 5 4- 5 1-8 2-8 2-8 4-8 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o o .o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
0.6 l.O 2.0 o.o o.o o.o 
4.6 5.0 2.0 o.o o.o 8.0 
9.9 1.0 14.0 5.0 12.0 16.0 

17.2 10.0 14.0 15.7 20.0 22.0 
17.2 24 .. 0 14.0 13.7 16.0 16.0 
14.6 21.0 18.0 17.6 22.0 4.0 
14.6 12.0 10.0 5.9 10.0 18.0 
10.6 J.O.O 8.0 17.6 8.0 2.0 

6.6 5.0 6.0 11.7 6.0 8.0 
2.0 5.0 10.0 7.8 4.0 4.0 
2.0 o.o o.o 3.9 2.0 2.0 
o.o o.o 2.0 o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 0.0 o.o o.o 
o.o 0~0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
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ZINGG SHAPE DIAGRAM - VALUES IN PERCENTAGES 


MEASURE 

sphere 
disc 
rod 
blade 

sphere 
disc 
rod 
blade 

SNE1'D AND FOLK'S 

MEASUP..E 

compact 
compact platy 
compact bladed 
compact elongated 19.1 21.7 23.7 22.0 24.2 20.2 18.0 20.8 
platy
bladed 
elongated 
very platy 
very bladed 
very elongated 

compact 
com.pact pla.ty 
compact bladed 
compact elongated
platy · 
bladed 
elongated 
very platy 
very bladed 
very elongated 

1-4 2-4 3-4 4-4 1-12 2-12 3-12 4-12 


53.8 64.6 60.8 62.4 55.2 46.8 47.1 58.0 
29.6 20.8 18.0 16.8 22.2 31.5 30.2 23.9 
15.1 12.9 20.0 18.8 20.6 18.5 17.6 14.6 
1.5 1.7 1.2 2.0 2.0 3.2 5.1 3.5 

1-5 2-5 3-5 4-5 1-8 2-8 3-8 4-8 

48.0 41.7 49.0 54.0 52.0 54.9 62.0 48.0 
32.4 33.l 10.6 13.0 22.0 25.5 10.0 14.0 
16.7 21.2 36.4 29.0 26.0 17.6 28.0 38.0 

2.9 4.0 4.0 4.0 o.o 2.0 o.o o.o 
SHAPE DIAGRAM - VALUES IN PERCENTAGES 

1-4 2-4 3-4 4-4 1-12 2-12 3-12 4-12 

14.6 23.8 20.0 18.8 14.3 12.9 9.4 15.3 
10.6 14.2 9.4 7.6 10.7 7.3 10.6 9.8 
27.6 22.5 23.7 27.6 24~6 27.0 27.1 29.4 

5.0 3.3 1.6 3.2 2.0 4.4 8.2 595 
18.6 12.5 13.l 10.8 15.9 20.6 18.4 12.9 

4.0 2.1 8.6 8.0 7.5 6.9 7.5 5.9 
.5 O.O O.O o.o O.O .4 0.0 .4 

O.O 0.0 o.o 0.0 .8 .4 .8 o.o 
0.0 O.O O.O O.O 0.0 O.O 0.0 0.0 

1-5 2-5 3-5 4-5 1-8 2-8 3-8 4-8 . 
9.8 6.6 12.6 14.0 6.0 13.7 20.0 14.0 

12.7 11.9 4.6 7.0 8.0 11.7 8.0 6.0 
22.5 31.l 26.5 28.0 28.0 21.6 22.0 14.0 
20.6 9.3 27.8 25.0 28.0 21.6 32.0 36.0 
8.8 5.3 1.3 o.o 4.0 3.9 2.0 2.0 

20.6 25.2 9.9 10.0 12.0 23.5 6.0 10.0 
2.9 10.6 16.6 15.0 14.0 3.9 10.0 18.0 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
2.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
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grain size. The comparisons were grouped according to 

each beach using nine sets of comparisons as follows: 

1 ocean mid-beach to ocean mid-beach 
2 
3 

high tide lagoon to ocean mid-beach 
back of ocean beach to ocean mid-beach 

4 dune crest to ocean mid-beach 
5 
6 
7 
8 

high tide lagoon to high tide lagoon 
back of ocean beach to high tide lagoon 
dune crest to high tide lagoon 
back of ocean beach to back of ocean beach 

9 dune crest to back of ocean beach. 

b) Coarse Sand Analysis 

The sand grain analysis showed a tendency for 

sphericity to decrease in the following order; ocean . 

mid-beach, high tide lagoon, and back of ocean beach 

(Table 5:2). There was little if any trend along the 

beaches. Since the back of the beach samples tend to have 

the lowest sphericity and since these samples have been 

shown to be for the most part wind-deposited, Mattox's 

view (1955, p. 114) that in aeolian shape sorting the 

low sphericity grains move further, would appear to be 

substantiated . (See Appendix 3 for a discussion of aeolian 

shape sorting.) 

Tables 5:3 and 5:4 give the number and percentage 

of differences out of the total possible differences for 

Sneed and Folk's and Aschenbrenner's measure of sphericity 

respectively. The number of differences is not l arge and 
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TABLE 5:3 	TESTING OF SNEED AND FOLK'S SPHERICITY FOR 
COARSE SA!ID MATERIAL 

Samples are grouped according to beach. 

The numerator is the number of differences. ' 

The denominator is the total possible number of differences. 

Each section of the table represents a comparison of one 


environment to another for each beach. 
A blank in the table represents no differences. 
The percentage of total possible differences is given 

at the end of the table. 

l 
Mid-Eeach 	 2 

3 
4 

Mid-Beach 

1 2 3 4 


3/20 2/20 4/20 
2/20 4/25 3/25 

8.7% 

Lagoon 

2 3 4 

Mid-Beach 	 9/25 13/25 3/25~ \ :/25 
~ I i/25 4/25 7/25 2/25

4/25 	 3/25 2/25 
13.4% 

Back of Beach 

3 4 

1 µ.______ :/12 1/12 
Mid-~ach 	 2 I ~~~o 13/15 2/15 4/15

3 \ 2/10 9/15 1/15 1/15
4 3/10 	 11/15 2/15 

33.2% 

Dune 

µ___2_ 3 4 

l 1/4 
Hid-~ach 2 1/5

3 
4 

2.6% 
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TABLE 5:4 TESTING OF ASCHEUBRENNER'S SPHERICITY FOR COARSE 
SAND MATERIAL 

Samples are grouped according to beach. 

The numer ator is the number of differences. 

The denominator is the total possible number of differences. 

Each section of the t able represents a comparison of one 


environment to another for each beach. 
A blank in the table represents no differences. 
The pe r centage of tota l possible differences is given at 

the end of the table • . 

Mid-Beach 
1 
2 
3 
4 

Mid-Beach 
1 
2 
3 
4 

Mid-Beach 


1 2 3 4 


5/20
2/20 8/25 3/25 

8.7% 

Lagoon 

1 2 3 4 

4/25 8/25 14/25 5/25
3/25 2/25
4/25 1/25 

10.8~ 

Back of Beach 

1 2 3 4 

Mid-Beach 
1 
2 
3 
4 

5/10 
1/10
2/10 

4/12
13/15
8/15

10/15 

8/15 2/15 
1/15
1/15 

28.9% 

Dune 

l 2 4 

1 
Mid-Beach 	 2 1/5 1/5 1/5 1/5

3 
4 

5.3% ' 
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Lagoon 

l 2 3 4 

1 2/25 1/25
Lagoon 2 2/25 	 4/25

3 
4 

3.9% 
Back of Beach 

l 2 	 3 4 

Lagoon 
l 
2 
3 
4 

Lagoon 
1 
2 
3 
4 

Back of 
Beach 

1 
2 
3 
4 

7/15
5/15 2/15 1/15
4/15
3/15 

11.2% " 

Dune 

1 2 3 4 

1/5 1/5 	 1/5 1/5

1/5 


6 qi, '•3,:.1 

Back of Beach 


1 2· 
 3 4 

2/6
1/9 4/9 3/9 

18.9% 

Dune 

) 1 2 3 4 

Back of 1/3 1/3 1/3 1/3
Beach II 

12.5% 
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there are no anomalies peculiar to one beach as was the 

case in grain size analysis; however, the tables do show 

that the back of ocean beach samples are different when 

compared to other locations across the beach and have the 

greatest number of differences when compared to each other. 

The dune crest samples are very similar to the lagoon and 

mid-ocean beach samples so that outside of the back of 

ocean beach location there is little variation in spheri

city on these beaches. Since these sands were sampled 

after winds had been moving sand seaward from the dune 

area and since the back of the ocean beach sands were 

wind-deposited, it would appear that some statistically 

significant aeolian sorting of sand on the basis of spheri

c i ty had occurred. The higher sphericity sands have re

mained in the dune area while the lagoon and mid-ocean 

beach (at depth) sands haye not been affected by wind 

sorting and deposition to as great a degree as those in 

the dune area and back of ocean beach respectively. 

As regards the sensitivity of the measures in 

testing sphericity for these sands, Sneed and Folk's mea

sure revealed more differences between samples than did 

Aschenbrenner's. Since Aschenbrenner's measure has been 

shown to be more sensitive to changes in the dimensions 

of oblate particles (Appendix 3), then most of these sands 
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should be prolate. A summary of oblate and prolate per

centages for each sample (Table 5:2) shows that the parti

cles are not strongly oblate. The above conclusion about 

Aschenbrenner's measure is thus validated with these 

samples. 

Table 5:2 also shows that there is a tendency for 

sand particles to be prolate on the dune crest for all 

beaches as well as on the ocean beaches of Beach 3 and 4. 

When the Chi-Square test of prolate and oblate differences 

was applied to the samples, most of the significant dif

ferences between samples resulted from .comparisons with 

these areas (Table 5:5). The back of the ocean beach 

samples also significantly differed in the degree of pro

lateness and oblateness from the mid-ocean beach, high 

tide lagoon and the dune crest samples, while the dune 

crest samples were different from the mid-ocean beach 

and lagoon samples. These latter two samples however 

when compared showed little difference between each other 

and between other samples from the same environment. 

The summary of prolate and oblate particles tested 

in Table 5:5 was based on Williams' measure; however, when 

this measure was brolcen into intervals and tested using 

the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test the results were not as clearly 
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TABLE 5 :5 	TESTING O:P OBLATENESS Al-l"'D PROLATENESS FOR COARSE 
SAND !VIA TERIAL 

Samples are grouped according to beach. 

The numerator is the number of differences. 

The denominator is the total possible number of differences. 

Each section of the table represents a comparison of one 


environment to another for each beach. 
A blan.~ in the table represents no differences. 
The percentage of total possible differences is given at 

the end of 	the table. 

Mid-Beach 

Mid-Beach 

1 
2 
3 
4 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Mid-Beach 
1 
2 
3 
4 

1 
Mid-Beach 	 2 

3 
4 

Mid-Beach 


1 2 3 4 


2/20 5/20
2/25
3/20 

3/20 
1/25 
3/25 

9.2% 

Lagoon 

1 2 3 4 

9/20
2/25
4/25
4/25 

2/20 

7/25
2/25 

2/20 

5/25
1/25 

1/20 

3/25 

11.1% 

Back of Beach 

1 2 3 4 

7/12 6/12
8/12 .6/12 


3/10 6/15 4/12 3/12

1/10 2/15 5/15 4/15 


26.9% 

Dune 

2 3 4 

I ~/4 3/4 3/4
·1/5 5/5 2/5
1/5 2/5 2/5
2/5 2/S 2/5 

42.1% 
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TABLE 5:6 	TESTING OF WILLIAMS' SHAPE STATISTIC FOR COARSE 
SAND MATERIAL 

Samples are grouped according to beach. 

The numer a tor is the number of differences. 

The denominator is the total possible number of differences. 

Each section of the table represents a comparison of one 


environment to another for each beach. 
A blank in the table represents no differences. 
The percentage of total possible differences is given at 

the end of 	the table. 

Mid-Beach 

1 2 3 4 

1 
Mid-Beach 2 

3
41 

4/20
1/25
1/20 2/25 

Lagoon 

1 2 3 4 

1 
Mid-Beach 2 

3 
4 

1/20 

4/25
3/25 

3/25
1/25 

2/25 

3.7% 

E'ack of Beach 

1 2 3 4 

1 
Mid-Beach 	 2 

3 
4 

1 
Mid-Beach 	 2 

3 
4 

3/10 4/15 

7/12
4/15
3/15
3/15 

6/8 

2/10 
2/10 

17.9% 

Dune 

1 2 3 4 

1/4 3/4 3/4
4/5

1/5 2/5
3/5 

22.4% 
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Lagoon 

1 2 3 4 

Lagoon 
1 
2 
3 
4 

2/25 1/25 

l ·.3% 

Back of Beach 

1 2 3 4 

Lagoon 
1 
2 
3 
4 

1/8 3/15 2/15
5/15
4/15
7/15 

Dune 

1 2 3 

Lagoon 
1 
2 
3 
4 

1/5 3/5
3/5
1/5 

Back of Beach 

1 2 3 

3/10
3/10
6/10 

4 

2/5
2/5
2/5
1/5 

4 

Back of 
Beach 

1 
2 
3 
4 

4/6
6/9 

2/4
6/6 

Dune 

1 2 3 4 

17.3% 

18.8~ 

40.0% 

1 
Back of 2 

Beach 3 
4 

1/2 1/2 1/2 2/2
3/3 3/3

1/3 1/3
1/2 

35.0% 
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defined (Table 5:6). Thus the summary of Williams' shape 

measure appeared to be better at revealing differences 

than did the raw data itseif, 

The majority of the sands approximated spheres 

according to Zingg's classific~tion (Table 5:2), but the 

mid-ocean beach and lagoon beach sands were slightly more 

spherical and disc-shaped than the back of ocean beach and 

dune crest sands which were more rod-like. Table 5:1 

shows similar results for the testing of the Zingg diagram 

to the Chi-Squnre test on t~e prolateness and oblateness 

but with fewer significant differences when comparing 

dune samples to the other areas. The testing however did 

show more differences when the samples from the mid-ocean 

beach were compared to each other and with other environ

ments. 

The sands also showed a large variation for the 

Sneed and Folk shape classification, but generally samples 

did not contain very platy, very bladed, or very elongated 

particles. The majority of particles were some form of 

either bladed or elongated with a few particles being 

platy. The tests between samples for Sneed and Folk's 

classification (Table 5:8) show similar results to the test 

of the Zingg diagram, with the dtme samples having fewer 
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TABLE 5 ::7 TESTING OF ZINGG DIAGRAM FOR COARSE SAND ~.ATERIAL 

Samples are 	grouped according to beach. 
The numerator is the number of differences. 
The denominator is the total possible number of differences. 
Each section of the table represents a comparison of one 

environment to another for each beach. 
A blank in the table represents no differences. 
The percentage of total possible differences is given at 

the end of the table. 

1 
Mid-Beach 	 2 

3 
4 

Mid-Beach 

1 2 3 4 

6/20
3/20 

6/20 
3/25 

5/20 
4/25 

1/20 
14.0%' 

Lagoon 

1 2 3 4 

1 
Mid-Beach 2 

3 
4 

1 
Mid-Beach 2 

?: 
.I 

4 

3/20
3/25
1/25 

I 

l 

1/8
3/10
3/10
3/10 

1 

3/20 2/20 
9/25 12/25 
6/25 10/25 
6/25 9/25 

. 
Back of Beach 

2 3 

3/12
6/15
7/15 
6/15 

8/12 
9/15
8/15 
5/15 

Dune 

2 3 

2/20 
5/25
5/25
5/25 

21.3% ' 

4 

4/12
3/15 

2/15 
37.4% 

4 

1 1/4 	 2/4 3/4
Mid-Beach 	 2 1/5 	 2/5 5/5

3 2/5 1/5 
4 1/5 1/5 

25.0% 
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Lagoon 

1 2 3 4 

Lagoon 
1 
2 
3 
4 

3/25 1/25
2/25
3/25
1/25 

4.3% 

Back of Beach 

1 2 3 4 

Lagoon 
1 
2 
3 
4 

1/10 1/15 

6/15 

8/15
9/15
9/15

10/15 

3/15
4/15
4/15 

28.1% 

Dune 

1 2 3 4 

1 1/5 1/5
Lagoon 2 4/5 3/5

1/5 5/5 4/53 
4 2/5 3/5 

27.5% 

Back of Beach 

2·1 3 4 

1 4/6 1/6
Ba.ck of 2 7/9 2/9

Beach 3 1/6 
4 

28.3% 

Dune 

2 3 4J 1 

1/2 1/2
Back of 2 2/3 1/3

Beach 3 1/3 2/3
4 

20.0% 
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TABLE 5:8 TESTING OF SNEED AND FOLK'S DIAGRAM FOR COAF.SE 
SAND NATERIAL 

Samples are grouped according to beach. 

The numerator is the number of differences. 

The denominator is the total possible number of differences. 

Each section of the table represents a comparison of one 


environment to another for each beach. 
A blank in the table represents no differences. 
The percentage of total possible differences is given at 

the end of 	the table. 

Mid-Beach 

1 2 3 4 

1 
Mid-Beach 	 2 

3 
4 

6/20 3/20 3/20
4/20 7/25 10/25

3/25
2/20 

18.4% 

Lagoon 

1 2 3 4 

Mid-Beach 
1 
2 
3 
4 

1/20
7/25 13/25

6/25
7/25 

12/25
5/25
4/25 

9/25
2/25
2/25 

17.9% 

Back of Beach 

1 2 3 4 

1 
Mid-Beach 2 

3 
4 

1/8
4/10
3/10
3/15 

2/12
11/15

8/15
9/15 

7/12
13/15

5/15
6/15 

2/12
7/15
1/15
2/15 

44.2% 

Dune 

1 2 3 4 

1 
Mid-Beach 	 2 

3 
4 

1/4 	 1/4 2/4 
.·4/5 1/5 1/5 5/5
1/5
1/5 	 2/5 

25.0% 
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differences than the test on prolate and oblate particles. 

These differences of samples for the Zingg and Sneed and 

Folk diagrams are not restricted to any one Beach and often 

the differences can be accounted for by one or two samples. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The ellipsoidal approximation of sphericity is a 

theoretically sound measure but because of its complexity 

it is not always a practical one. The Sneed and Folk and 

the Aschenbrenner measure theoretically proved sufficient 

as a measure of sphericity, whereas the Krumbein measure, 

though able to distinguish differences between samples as 

well as the other measures, was discarded as theoretically 

unsound. On the basis of practicality and soundness, the 

Sneed and Folk, and Aschenbrenner measures were used for 

testing the similarity of sphericity between samples from 

the beach and dune areas of the barriers. The_ analysis 

based on these measures though not as revealing as grain 

size analysis shows a trend for sphericity of sediments to 

follow a similar pattern as that defined in the literature. 

The recent wind-blown sands which accumulate in the lee of 

the dune ridge on the ocean side of the barrier islands had 

a significantly lower sphericity than the rest of the sands 

from the ocean and lagoon beaches and dune crest. Whereas 

grain size analysis can reveal differences between samples 
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affected by the intensity of a process, sphericity analysis 

is only capable of distinguishing between sands which have 

undergone low intensity wind transport and those that have 

not. 

The tes·ts for shape a~e not that complete in that 

the largest percentage of possible differences occurring 

between samples was only 44.2%. The test of Williams' 

measure based on whether or not the particles are prolate 

or oblate appears to be the best indicator of shape dif

ferences in these sands in that it is the simplest classi

fication of shape. The Zingg, and Sneed and Folk classi

fications are both subjective whereas Williams' measure is 

based on a mathematical relationship which defines particles 

as either prolate or oblate spheroids. The effect of pro

cess on these shapes may be difficult to explain without 

experiment, but the results obtained here imply that some 

shape sorting of particles is occurring. As shown with the 

results of the testing of prolate and oblate particles, the 

dune environment which is affected most by wind, is differ

ent from the other samples. The back of the ocean beach 

area, which at the time of sampling, mainly cons.isted of 

sands blown from the dune area is also different from the 

beach samples. The ocean beach and lagoon samples however 

are similar. These latter areas have more oblate-shaped 
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grains which are significantly different from the more 

prolate-shaped sands from the dune and back of ocean 

beach areas. 

It is reasonable to conclude on the basis of shape 

and sphericity measures that the lagoon and ocean beaches 

are composed of mainly wave-deposited sa.~ds which in the 

case of the ocean beach are being contaminated by wind

blown sands from the dune area as the result of predomi

nately southwest to west winds in the sununer. A more 

detailed areal and temporal examination of shape and 

sphericity could define these conclusions more clearly, 

but in conjunction vvith the observations and results of 

grain size analysis, these conclusions are valid in the 

interpretation of the processes responsible for the sea

sonal changes on the barrier islands of Kouchibouguac Bay. 



/ . 
CHAPTER 6 


WAVE REI<'RACTION 

INTRODUCTION 

It has been established in Chapter 3 that much 

of the magnitude and direction of change in the configur

ation of the barrier islands is dependent upon the fre

quency, amount and direction of energy input to the beaches. 

This energy distribution is controlled spatially by wave 

refraction and exerts control over the beach profile and 

plan form. Wave refraction thus determines the severity 

of ~~ve attack and also determines the amount and direc

tion of longshore drift. 

The basic theory of wave refraction rests in the 

fact that the phase velocity of a wave is dependent upon 

water depth when the ratio, water depth to wave length, is 

less than one to two. If the water depth under a wave 

front varies, then the wave front must refract to reflect 

the bottom topography. (For mathematical derivation of 

ideas discussed here, see Appendix 6). The energy per 

unit section of wave is dependent upon the height and 

length of the wave. The former changes as a function of 

the degree of _wave refraction as calculated by the re

fraction coefficient, and as a function of water depth as 

calculated by the shoaling coefficient. Thus by knowing 
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wave period, height 1 angle of approach to shore and the 

bottom topography, and assuming that energy does not 

move laterally along a wave crest, the energy per unit 

area of wave crest bounded by orthogonals (lines of equal 

dis-tance at right angles to the wave front) in deep water 

can be calculated either relatively or absolutely along a 

coastline as the wave is refracted into shallow water. 

Such calculations of wave refraction patterns have 

played a major role in the primary studies of most coastal 

areas. In a classic study, Shepard and Inman (1950) 

related wave refraction patterns to measured longshore 

current speeds and directions for waves of varying periods 

and directions along the Californian coast. Vallbrecht 

(1966) went further and related erosion of the coastline 

to the relative efficiency of longshore currents produced 

by concentrations of wave energy resulting from wave re

fraction. Cherry (1966) found that wave refraction dia

grams were an alternative method to determining sand trans

port on a beach. He was able to find a relationship be

tween wave refraction and median grain size and heavy 

mineral distributions in Drakes Bay. Richards and Bird 

(1970), for the Barbados, found that wave refraction 

exerted a basic control over the beach plan and form and 

were able to correlate wave energy to volumetric changes 
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on a beach, while Reddy (1968), working on Belledune Point 

in Chaleur Bay, was able to correlate probable wave re

fraction patterns to observed beach change, based on 

aerial photographs. It was considered, therefore, that 

simulation modelling of wave refraction patterns would 

provide a valuable method for examining and explaining 

the beach processes, as they are related to change, for 

the barrier islands of Kouchibouguac Bay. 

This chapter presents the results of computer 

simulation of the wave refraction patterns in Kouchibouguac 

Bay. By using assumptions based on the theory of wave 

refraction and by making simplifications of the real world 

situation, it is possible to build up the pattern of the 

energy distribution in the bay. Because such modelling 

req_ui1,es specific wave directions, heights and periods 

affecting the southwestern Gulf of St. Lawrence and be

cause measured wave data is non-existent, some development 

of realistic wave data has to be attempted for the area. 

Once the input for such modelling has been defined then 

idealized wave fronts can be brought into the southwestern 

Gulf and Kouchibouguac Bay using bathymetric data for 

these areas. The pattern of wave refraction for these 

I waves gives a general picture of the energy distribution 

I in the bay. 

I 
I 
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Since detailed bathymetric charting exists for the 

Richibucto Inlet area for the periods 1894 to 1969, wave 

refraction patterns were examined for this area on a large 

scale over this time period. Because the changes in beach 

configuration have been documented accurately for this 

area, it i.s hoped that these patterns over time can be 

used as an explanation for changes in the barrier islands. 

The energy distributions presented in this chapter 

are based on divergence and convergence of wave orthogonals 

and are by no means absolute. This chapter is only concerned 

with defining the relative distribution of energy in the bay 

and accounting for some of the beach changes over time. 

:PROCEDURES FOR CONSTRUCTING WAVE REFRACTION DIAGRAJ.TS 

a) Graphic Means 

The basic theory for wave refraction diagrams was 

presented after the Second World War by Sverdrup and Munk 

(1946a, b), Arthur (1946), and Munk and Traylor (1947). 

These papers were supplemented by Johnson, O'Brien and 

Isaacs (1948) and Arthur, Mun..1..c, and Isaacs (1952) who de

veloped graphical means of constructing wave refraction 

diagr~ms using wave fronts. These graphical methods assume 

that the phase velocity of the wave crest is only dependent 

on wave length and water depth, that wave energy is con

http:DIAGRAJ.TS
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fined between orthogonals, and that wave period is constant 

(Wiegel, 1964 p. 157). Johnson, O'Brien and Isaacs (1948) 

in constructing wave diagrams used orthogonals instead of 

wave fronts and assumed further, linearity between bottom 

contours and linearity of wave length and velocity over 

these contours. These graphical methods all have the fault 

of human error in their construction and tend to over- or 

underestimate refraction depending upon the wave's angle 

of approach to the bottom contours and its steepness 

(Wiegel, 1964 p. 172). 

b) Computer Methods 

Computer calculations of wave refraction diagrams 

using the orthogonal approach were introduced by Griswold 

(1963). The first attempts at computer calculation used 

grids of wave speed rather than depths as a basis for 

construction of wave rays. Wilson (1966 , pp. 9-10) was the 

first to use a depth grid in which a plane approximation 

of the bottom topography based on a least sq_uares fit of 

the four nearest points on the depth grid was used to cal

culate the depth of water over which a wave moved. Dobson 

(1967, p. 10) points out that this method does not allow 

for the calculation of wave heights and in fact .the ap

proximation of a plane surface is not precise in reality. 

Dobson (1967, pp. 22-27) introduced a program which used 
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a second degree polynomial fit based on a least squares 

of twelve depths at grid intersections surrounding the 

area of interest. This latter method allows for both the 

calculation of refraction coefficients and wave heights. 

These computer methods thus allow for more accurate, more 

numerous and faster calculations. 

Both the Wilson (1966) and the Dobson (1967) pro

grams were tested and compared using similar depth grids 

and input by the present author. The Wilson program has 

a tendency to overrefract in areas where bottom topography 

is quite variable and shallow,and even over smooth bottom 

topography refraction is greater than with the Dobson 

program. Hardy (1968, p. 77) however judged the Wilson 

program to be better at approximating the real world wave 

refraction patterns in this respect. But on the basis of 

this testing, the Dobson program was the sole program used 

in the construction of wave refraction diagrams in the 

study area. 

c) Input for the Dobson Computer :Program 

The Dobson program uses as basic input depth values 

taken from hydrographic maps in the form of a grid of square 

cells. These grids are formed by j_nterpolating depth 

values at the grid intersections from the bathymetric 
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charts. These values are then set in a matrix form for 

use in the computer program. As long as the assumption 

of parallel contours holds for this grid it can be expanded 

to cover any size area--the only limitation on the latter 

being error resulting from the type of map projection used 

for the chart (Hardy 1968b, p. 7083). 

Along with this depth grid the x and y coordinates 

of points along the wave crest to be studied, together 

with the angle of approach of these points from the x 

axis of the grid are used as input. The wave height and 

period, along with the increment in grid units with which 

the wave is to be moved through the grid are also added. 

The program then calculates as output for each wave ray t~e 

x and y coordinates of points along the orthogonal, the an

gle of approach at these points, the interpolated depth, 

the maximum difference of this depth from the grid points 

used in interpolation, and the standard deviation of the 

least squares surface. The wave length, speed and height 

are calculated along with the refraction and shoaling 

coefficients. The calculation for each ray is terminated 

at the shoreline or when certain conditions needed in the 

programming are violated. An example of output is given 

in Appendix 7 .. 
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SIMULATION :MODELLING OF WAVE REFRACTION IN KOUCHIBOUGUAC BAY 

a) Data for Wave Period and Height 

i) Theoretical Derivation 

Representative wave period and height data for the 

study area can either be gathered by measurement or be 

developed from theory knowing the wind characteristics 

in an area. Except for a few observations in the field, 

observed data was virtually non-existent for the southern 

Gulf of St. Lawrence. The theoretical approach was thus 

attempted. 

There are three theoretical approaches for fore

casting wave characteristics from meteorlogical data-

Sverdrup, :Mu..""lk (1946a, b, 1947) and Bretschneider (1952); 

Pierson, Neuman, and James (1955), and Darbyshire (1955, 

1956) and Darbyshire and Draper (1963). The Sverdrup, 

Munk and Bretschneider method is based upon empirical 

relationships. It uses the concepts of fetch and duration 

limited wave generation in which height and period of 

significant waves (the point at which the highest one 

third of the heights and periods of the wave spectrum 

occur) will increase with increasing fetch and duration 

of wind. When certain limits are reached, the height and 

period of waves generated by a fixed wind speed cannot 

increase. From empirical observations, Sverdrup and 
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Munk (1946a, 1947) and Bretscbneider (1952) defined a 

series of graphs that allowed for the prediction of signi

ficant wave heights and periods based on wind speed, 

duration and fetch. 

The Pierson, Neuman and James method is based upon 

theoretical considerations of the wave spectrum in which 

significant wave heights and periods are functions of the 

total enery accu.~ulated in the wind generated wave spec

trum. The authors present graphs defining this accUI'.lu

lated wave energy generated by wind speeds of varying 

durations and fetches and then relate· the wave character

istics to this energy (Pierson, Neuman, and James, 1958). 

The work of Darbyshire (1955, 1956) was based on 

precise measurements of wind and wave characteristics. 

His results are along the same lines of the others, but 

he shows that waves generated in deep water have different 

characteristics from those in shallow water under the same 

conditions (Darbyshire, 1955, p. 560). Darbyshire and 

Draper (1963, pp. 483-484) show further that wave charac

teristics are moi"'e or less independent of fetch greater_ 

than two hundred nautid.e.l miles, as opposed to the other 

methods which are dependent on fetch up to eighteen hun

dred miles or more (U.S. C.E.R.C~ Tech. Rpt. No. 4, 1966 

pp. 20 and 48). 

http:accUI'.lu
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Wiegel (1964, p. 239) states that no one method 

is better than the other, since they all are based on 

different sets of empirical data. Isaacs and Saville 

(1949, p. 509) found that the Sverdrup, Munk method pre

dicted the correct wave heights, but underestimated wave 

periods while King (1966, p. 87) in summarizing the avai

lable literature, shows that all three techniques are 

applicable in varying instances and conditions and that 

no one technique appears better than the other two. 

ii) Fracticality of Theoretical Approach 

The ~~ve characteristics using ·these approaches 

are based on wind and duration data obtained from weather 

charts. The interpolation of wind and duration data from 

such charts ca.n be faulty and involved. In order to 

simplify these variables, a model of wind speeds over the 

southern Gulf was proposed for the different fetches into 

Kou.chibouguac Bay. The choice of stations recording 

hourly wind speed, duration and direction needed for such 

a model was limited to Miscou Island, New Brunswick, 

Summerside, Prince Edward Island, and Moncton Airport, 

New Brunswick. The feasibility of such modelling of wind 

data was investigated by comparing measured wind speed 

and direction using a Rimco-Su..mner MK 11 recorder for 

Kouchibougu.ac Bay to these three stations for the period 

http:Kouchibougu.ac
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August 3rd and 28th, 1970. The data was grouped for eight 

compass points and for each five miles per hour of wind 

speed and compared using the Chi-Square test (Gregory, 

1964 pp. 159-162) at different probabilities (Siegel 1956, 

p. 249). 

TABLE 6:1 	COMPARISON OF KOUCHIBOUGUAC BAY WIND DIRECTIONS 
AND SPEED TO THOSE FRON MISCOU ISLAND, N.B., 
SUM.NERSIDE, PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND, AND MONCTON, 
N.B. AUGUST 3-28, 1970 

Values are probability of stations being similar 

NISCOU ISLAND MONCTON SUMMERSIDE 

WIND 
DIRECTION 

.1 .01 .8 

\ilIND 
SPEED 

NNE .2 .1 .05 

ENE .001 .1 .1 

ESE .5 .2 .2 

SSE .05 .001 .001 

SSW .05 .001 .001 

WSW .05 .001 .001 

WNW .001 .1 .001 

NNW .2 .5 .01 

The results presented in Table 6:1 show that the 

Summerside station provided close agreement with measured 
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wind direction in Kouchibouguac Bay; yet, none of the 

stations agreed in terms of wind speed. This lack of 

agreement was not due to machine error in recording wind 

speeds, but appeared to reflect individual behaviour of 

winds around each station. Because of the lack of agree

ment in wind speed which is a crucial variable .in any 

modelling of wave characteristics, this model approach 

based on theory was deemed unfeasible. 

iii) Published Data 

Quon, Keyte, and Pearson (1963)carried out a compre

hensive study of wave characteristics for the Gulf of St. 

Lawrence in the area bounded by Anticosti Island, Magdalen 

Islands, Cape Breton, and Southwest Newfoundland. Using 

the Pierson, Neuman and James method of foreca sting wave 

characteristics, and weather charts at six hour intervals, 

they compiled characteristic hourly wave lengths and heights 

for the months of March to December for the period of 1956 

to 1960 inclusive. A summary of this data (Quon, Keyte, 

and Pearson, 1963 pp. 25-34) showing the number of hours 

in this period in which waves of a certain period and height 

occurred is presented in Table 6:2. The frequency of oc

currence of wayes decreases rapidly as the length and 

height of the wave j_ncreases. 

The application of these wave characteristics 



T/\BLE 6:2 smn.iARY OF W/\VE DAT/\ FOR 1'11E GULF OF ST. LAURE:~CE IN HOURS . 

WAVE LL·JGTil 
WAVE 
HElGHT 5'0 100 15() 200 250 JU () 35.') Lf {)() 4'.j ') S!l TOTAL 

2 1927 9 19279 

4 6545 1320 2412 197 157 74 46 12 30 7 8529 

G 518 4177 154 97 G6 39 25 2 l '.) /f 5l.Ol 

" 0 4U '-:)'!'~4 606 36 27 16 ') () _,J 1 7 1704 

10 4 542 524 17 18 23 18 4 5 6 1161 

12 4 60 457 81 11 2 4 3 7 629 

14 12 26 1 51 6 13 8 4 5 360 

lG 4 111 111 4 230 

Hl 3 29 95 18 145 

LO 3 40 30 73 

L2 3 22 13 38 

24 I~ 13 2 19 

2G l 1 

23 1 

TOTAL 26393 7042 23 ')3 760 35 3 167 140 22 GS 29 
I-' 
(j\ 
\.)J 
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directly to Kouchibouguac Bay is conditional. These 

characteristics are based on the largest fetches in the 

Gulf of St. Lawrence and to some extent the Atlantic Ocean. 

Thus some of the wave lengths may be too large for Kou

chibouguac Bay which has smaller fetches then those used 

in the Quon et. al. (1963) study. In order to make this 

data more realistic for Kouchibouguac Bay, wave lengths 

above five hundred feet were ignored as being outside of 

the range of generation for the largest fetch into Kou

chibouguac Bay. Secondly, bec~use the Quon et. al. (1963) 

data was based on more fetch directions than are present 

in Kouchibouguac Bay, which has a limited north to east

northeast fetch window to the Gulf, there may be bias to

wards certain wave lengths and heights which cannot be 

generated in Kouchibouguac Bay. This limitation within 

the limits of this study is difficult to assess. The 

Quon et. al. (1963) data also represent a five year period, 

one which could have been characterized by frequent storms 

or quiescence uncharacteristic of the period of time for 

which the barrier islands have undergone recorded change. 

The Quon et. al. (1963) study also covers the period from 

March to December,--a period in which the shoreline of 

Kouchibouguac Bay can be ice-protected (Forward, 1954); 

Some of these conditions cannot be assessed properly for 

Kouchibouguac Bay, but the Quon et. al. (1963) paper is 
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the most realistic approach for obtaining wave data for the 

Kouchibouguac Bay area. 

b) Simplifying and Theoretical Assumptions of the Model 

In order to simplify the study of wave refraction 

patterns in Kouchibouguac Bay, a series of limitations, 

generalizations and assumptions must be defined. The as

sumptions inherent in the theory underlying the construc

tion of wave refraction diagrams are that all waves when 

positioned towards shore are in a steady state with no 

decay, diffraction or reflection of any wave moving to

wards the shore. It is also assu..rned that there is no loss 

of energy due to bottom friction and percolation into the 

sea bed on gentle slopes and in not too shallow water 

(Putman and Johnson, 1949 p. 67), and that there is no 

lateral spread of energy across wave crests over time 

(Battjes, 1968 p. 449). 

In order to simplify the study, only the five wave 

directions, north, north-nortbeast, northeast, east-north.... 

east, and east have been used to delineate important waves 

entering Kouchibouguac Bay. On the basis of the Quon et. 

al . study (1963) waves over 9.88 seconds (five hundred

foot wave length)have been excluded from consideration. 

Furthermore it is doubtful if any wave period above 6 .25 
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seconds (two hundred feet) can be generated within the 

fetches of the bay or that any wave period below 6.25 

seconds will refract outside of the bay. For the present, 

it is also assumed that the Magdalen Islands will not be 

a. barrier to the formation of any wave which may ulti

mately enter Kouchibouguac Bay. 

Because of the variation in time and height of 

tides in Kouchibouguac Bay and the southwestern Gulf of 

St. Lawrence (Farqhuarson, 1962 p. 38), it is further 

assumed that there is no tidal effect in Kouchibouguac Bay 

or the Gulf of St. Lawrence but that this is important in 

the detailed large-scale study of Richibucto Inlet. The 

effect of storm surge in the Bay and GuJf is ignored in 

this study. Since the study around Richibucto Inlet is 

concerned mainly with maximum effects of wave refraction, 

a tide of .8 m was added to all bathymetric charts of 

this area. This value is .2 m below the highest predicted 

tide for Richibucto Inlet (Canadian Tide and Current 

Tables v. 2, 1970 and 1971 pp. 17, 34-35), but it is an 

average value of high tide for monthly tidal cycles. It 

is also assumed that a storm surge is present for waves 

over 4.42 seconds (one hundred feet) in the Richibucto 

area since bel9w this value the winds generating waves 

produce only a minimal storm surge. 
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c) Storm Surge Calculations 

Storm surge is the rise of sea level due to the 

combination of reduced barometric pressure and wind-piling 

of water during the passage of storms along the coast 

(Wiegel, 1964 p. 108). The importance of storm surge is 

brought out when it occurs with high tides. Then, it can 

affect substantially a coastline which is normally inert 

to coastal process. The effect and magnitude of such surges 

has been well-documented by Wiegel (1964, pp. 304-305) 

for the United States and by King (1959, pp. 283-288) for 

Europe. The presence of a wave-cut cliff in the dunes on 

profiles 1, 2, 9 and 11 at 2.5 to 3 m above lowest low tide 

and the presence of debris lines standing more than 1 m 

in elevation above mean tide at the back: of the lagoons 

suggest that there has been a storm surge up to 1 m or 

more in this area. Since no large storms occurred during 

the field seasons, no visible storm surge was measured; 

however, an attempt can be made in calculating the theore

tical storm surge possible in this area for winds of var

ying speeds from the same directions as those considered 

for waves. 

The formula for the calculation of storm surge 

was taken from·Davi.s (1962), with modifications of equa

tions from the U.S. Army Coastal Engineering Research 
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Center Technical Report No. 4 (1966, pp. 137-142). The 

pressure surge is based on the following formula: 

Ps = l.14(pn-po)(1-e:.::_) 
r 

where 
Ps is the pressure surge, 
pn is the pressure at the pheriphery of the storm, 
po is the pressure at the storm center, 
R is the radius from the storm center to maximum 

winds in miles, 
r is the distance in miles from the storm center 

to the area of interest. 

This pressure surge was calculated using data extrapolated 

from Daily Weather Maps (1970-1971). The atmospheric 

pressure surge used in this study was based upon a storm 

for December 18, 1970--a storm which had sustained wind 

speeds of thirty miles per hour. This pressure surge 

amounted to .16m. 

The wind-piling of water was calculated using the 

following formula: 

S • D((J ~?o233V2AFcosA + 1) - 1)

/\ D2 


where 

s is wind setup for one interval of distance 

D is depth of that interval 

v is wind speed in miles per hour 

z is a constant 

F is the interval of distance 

..A,. is the angle of wind to the distance F 


A series of nine lines centered at Richibucto Inlet were 

drawn out to the three hundr~d·foot depth from the north 
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to northeast. Depths for these lines were taken from 

Canadian Hydrographic Charts, Numbers 4023 and 4002. Ar

bitrary wind speeds of 45 and 60 miles per hour were used 

to represent maximum winds which would occur in this area 

for wave periods less than 6.25 and greater than 6.25 

seconds respectively. Storm surge was calculated for winds 

from the same five directions used for wave approach to the 

area by breaking the nine lines into small intervals and 

calculating wind setup for each interval and summing it 

for each line. The maximum value calculated from these 

lines is the desired storm surge. Table 6:3 is a summary 

of the storm surge for Richibucto Inlet. 

TABLE 6: 3 STORM SURG_E VALUES AT RICHIBUCTO BAR 

wnm DIRECTION WIND VELOCITY TOTAL SURGE 

i;r 45 m.p.h. .92 m 
NNE 45 m.p.h. .98 m 
NE 45 m.p.h. .88 m 
ENE 45 m.p.h. .78 m 
E 45 m.p.h. .80 m 
N 60 m.p.h. .95 m 
NNE 60 m.p.h. 1.44 m 
NE 60 m.p.h. 1.41 m 
ENE 60 m.p.h. 1.23 m 
E 60 m.p.h. 1.24 m 

These surge values were added to the grid of depths 

for all maps of Richibucto Inlet. A comparison of wave 

refraction patterns for varying wave periods from the 
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northeast is sho~m in Figures 6:95, 6:98, 6:101, 6:96, 

6:99, 6:102, and 6:97, 6:100, 6:103 for conditions of 

surge plus high tide, high tide only, and no tide or surge, 

respectively. These diagrams show little difference in 

wave refraction patterns between high tide, and high tide 

and surge conditions; but, the wave refraction patterns 
. . 

in low tide conditions are more pronounced compared to the 

other conditions. The addition of surge and high tide 

levels allows for a more realistic simulation of wave re

fraction behaviour on these beaches for storm situations. 

d) Method of Investigation 

Wave refraction patterns in the study area were 

developed using snall-scale bathymetric maps of the Gulf 

and bay and large-scale maps of the Richibucto Inlet area . 

The small-scale maps were used to describe the general 

wave refraction patterns for the bay while the large

scale maps were used to study changing patterns in the 

Richibucto Inlet area for the period 1894 to 1964). Using 

the data in Table 6:2, rays were generated in deep water 

in the Gulf of St. Lawrence from the five directions stated 

using fotu, wave periods-~6.25, 7.65, 8.84, and 9.88 seconds. 

Once the rays entered Kouchibouguac Bay, they were then 

passed through.a second, larger map of the bay and gener

ated for one a dditior.0.wave period, 4.42 seconds. Because 

http:periods-~6.25
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of the scale difference between the two map areas, extra 

rays were positioned onto the Kouchibouguac Bay map assuming 

linearity of wave position, period, height and angle of 

approach between adjacent orthogonals. These rays once 

they entered the most recent smaller Richibucto Inlet map 

were positioned for each perio.d and direction using fixed 

coordinates and generated towards shore. Table 6:4 is a 

summary of maps used in this study for wave refraction dia

grams. 

TABLE 6:4 MAP.S USED li10R WAVE REFRACTION DIAGRAMS 

MAP AB.EA SOURCE OF BATHYMETRY 

Gulf of St. 
Lawrence 

20,033 sq . mi. Canadian Hydrographic Chart 
No. 4002 1969 ed. 

Kouchibouguac 723 sq. mi. Kranck (1967, p. 2248) 
Bay 

Richibucto Bar 
1964 

4.3 sq. mi. Canadian Hydrographic Field 
Sheet No. 4030 

1955 2.1 sq. mi. Canadian Hydrographic Field 
Sheet No. 2556 

1930 3.4 sq. mi. Canadian Hydrographic Field 
Sheet No. 4438 1930 ed. 

1894 3.4 sq. mi. British Admiralty Chart 
No. 2199 1894 ed. 

The historical approach involved the positioning 

of the wave rays that were used on the Richibucto 1964 

ma.p, in the same relative position on maps of this area 

for 1894, 1930, and 1955. It was assumed that the bottom 
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topography beyond the 24-foot depth was similar for each 

map. An attempt was made to start all rays entering these 

map areas at a depth of 24 feet or more. The main objective 

of this historical approach was to observe changes in the 

wave refraction pattern in a small area for which changes 

in bathymetry and shoreline form were documented. 

e) Pr~sentation of Bathymetry 

In order to discuss and explain these wave re

fract ion patterns, contour maps of the ba thymetry were 

constructed using the same bathymetric input as for the 

wave refraction program. A computer program, CONAMAP, was 

used in the construction of these maps. Since the depths 

on the hydrographic maps were in fathoms, meters and feet, 

the :prograt'l allowed each ma p to be referenced to a common 

unit of depth--feet, the basic measure for most Canadian 

Hydrographic Charts. Contours were constructed from the 

be.thymctric data using a second degree polynomial, least 

s qv.ares a pproxima tion to the grid surface. Since this was 

the same ba sic procedure used in the Dobson (1967) wave 

refraction program for calcula ting de pths, the contour 

maps, t hough not exact representations of the original 

source, represent the surface used in constructing wave 

orthogonals. These maps are shown in Figures 6:1 to 6:6. 

The location of each larger-scale map is shown on the 
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previous smaller-scale map. 

WAVE REFRACTION PATTERNS IN THE GULF OF ST. LAWRENCE 

Wave refraction diagrams for the Gulf of St. 

Lawrence were drawn up for the five directions, N, NKE, 
' 

NE, ENE, and E for periods of 6.25, 7.65, 8.84, and 9.88 

seconds. The validity of the diagrams for waves originating 

from the north and east for periods 8.84 seconds and grea

ter is questionable since the fetch in these directions 

is not large enough to generate these wave periods beca.use 

of Miscou Island and the Magdalen Islands. 

The wave refraction diagrams (Figures 6:7-6:25) 

show that wave orthogonals tend to diverge as the waves 

enter Kouchibouguac Bay. This divergence reflects the pre-

sence of a trough (Figure 6:1) which parallels the New 

Brunswick coastline and continues into the Northumberland 

Strait. This trough affects waves from north to northeast 

directions but for waves entering from the east or east-

northeast, orthogonal divergence is caused by refraction of 

waves around an extensive ridge which is the submarine 

extension of the northern tip of Prince Edward Island. 

This divergence of orthogonals increases with wave period, 

but above 7.65.seconds wave refraction concentrates ortho

gonals along isolatad sections of Kouchibouguac Bay (Fi

gues 6:18-6:25). This concentration of wave energy is very 
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pronounced along the northwest shore of Prince Edward 

Island in the bay and it appears that Prince Edward Island 

along with the northward extending submarine ridge, offers 

protection to the barrier islands of Kouchibouguac Bay 

from waves of large periods and from waves from the east 

and east-northeast. 

The wave refraction pattern in Kouchibouguac Bay 

and along the New Brunswick coastline shows most of the 

wave action concentrated on the shore from Point Sapin to 

Kouchibouguac River. The southern part of the bay is re

latively sheltered from lareer storm waves. For wave per-

iods below 7.65 seconds, the distribution of wave energy 

is relatively even along the barrier islands. Thus as waves 

enter Kouchibouguac Bay from the Gulf, there is a spreading 

of wave fronts as wave direction becomes more easterly 

and as wave period increases. This wave effect is a di

rect result of wave refraction by a parallel trough and 

ridge system extending from Kouchibouguac Bay northeast 

into the Gulf of St. Lawrence. The waves that have the 

greatest influence on the barrier islands in Kouchibouguac 

Bay are those of smaller wave periods and, for larger wave 

periods, those from tbe north-northeast and northeast. 
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WAVE IIBFF.ACTION PATTERNS IN KOUCHIBOUGUAC BAY 

The wave orthogonals representing waves comin~ from 

the Gulf into Kouchibouguac Bay were extended into the 

larger and more detailed bathymetric map of Kouchibouguac 

Bay (Figure 6:2). Where wave orthogonals were spread too 

far apart as they entered this larger map, extra rays were 

positioned in the bay using linear interpolation of the 

wave characteristics derived from computer output. In 

addition wave refraction diagrams for waves of 4.42 seconds 

were also constructed. These diagrams are presented in 

Figures 6:26 to 6:47. 

Wave refraction in the bay for a wave period of 

4.42 seconds from all directions is not significant (Figures 

6:26-6:31). There is some divergence of orthogonals in 

the northern part of the bay, but any concentration of wave 

energ~' occurs close to shore and is not large. Most of 

the northern half of the bay is sheltered by Point Sapin 

f rom waves from the north for all wave periods (Figures 

6:30, 6:35, and 6:40). There is also divergence of ortho

gonals in the southern part of the bay for waves from the 

east and east-northeast because of the protection offered 

by Prince ·r;dward Island (Figures 6:33, 6:34, 6:38, 6:39, 

6:43, 6:44, and 6:47)~ Most of the wave refraction is 

influenced by two ridges protruding into the bay north
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east from Cape Richibucto and east from the most northern 

barrier island (Figure 6:2). The effect of this latter 

ridge is seen for waves cofling from the northeast, east

northeast and east directions. For wave periods greater 

than 6.25 seconds, wave orthogonals are concentrated north 

of Kouchibouguac River (Figures 6:33, 6:34, 6:37-6:39, 

6:42, 6:43, 6:46, and 6:47). This is in the area of Beach 

4 which consists of a very narrow barrier island of low 

relief, subject to frequent overwashing. The wave regime 

of this section of Beach a ppears to be completely different 

from the rest of the barrier islands, and the limit of 

this wave pattern appears to be the Kouchibouguac River. 

Wave orthogonals tend to spread out on North and 

South Beach because of the presence of a trough between 

the two main ridges in the bay. However, waves from the 

north-northeast do have a tendency to concentrate wave en

er gy in these areas for wave periods of 6.25, 7.65, and 

8.84 seconds (Pigures 6:31, 6:36, and 6:41). It is note

worthy too, that waves of 8.84 seconds from the east

northeast concentrate wave energy in the Blacklands Gully 

area (Figure 6:43). For all other wave periods and direc

tions there is usually divergence in Blacklands Gully area. 

This concent:r-ati.on of wave energy is a result of wave re

fraction around Prince Edward Island, as is the concentra

http:concent:r-ati.on
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receive considerable wave action. The stonns during the 

winter of 1970 and 1971 had predominantly north-northeast 

to northeast winds, and the resulting waves, if they fol

lowed the same patterns .as evidenced in the wave refraction 

diagrams, would affect the southern beaches more than the 

northern ones. Since the profiles surveyed on Beaches 3 

and 4 showed little or no change between 1970 and 1971, 

while Beaches 1 and 2 underwent considerable change, it 

seems likely that this postulated difference in wave regime 

for the bay exists in reality. 

RETROPBCTIVE AlJ.ALYSIS OF WAVE REFP..ACTION IN TEE RICHI
BUCTO INLBT .AREA 1894-1969 

It has been pointed out previously in Chapter 3 

that detailed maps of the barrier islands around Richi

bucto Inlet show that the islands are changing substantially · 

in shape and are retreating shorewards. (A list of hydro-

graphic charts used in this discussion is found in Appen

dlx 2). The h:ldrographic information on these maps between 

1839 and 1964 can also be compared by accurately referen

cing each to a known latitude and longtitude and reducing 

to a common scale. Since single fathom contours were pre

sent on most maps, this contour interval was used as a 

basis for comparison. 

An overlay of maps, dating 1839, 1894, 1930 and. 1969 
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is presented in Figures 6:48 to 6:50. A comparison of 

these contours indicates the major changes in bathymetry 

which have occurred in the Richibucto Area. Kranck (1967, 

pp. 2246-2248) carried out a similar study and concluded 

that the offshore shoal of North Beach was growing south

east as the result of longshore drift. This change is 

most evident in the comparison of the six-and twelve-foot 

contours in Figures 6:48 to 6:50. What these figures also 

reveal is that there is a shoreward retreat of the barrier 

islands and bathymetry above twelve feet. Beyond the 

twenty-four-foot depth contour the bottom topography has 

remained fairly constant since 1839 with most of the 

difference in de pths possibly due to surveying error or 

inaccuracies in reducing oeasured values to lowest low tide. 

A detailed examination of the maps for short periods 

of time also shows that these changes in bathymetry can be 

rapid. Between 1941 and 1944 a large area east of Profile 

1 showed extensive shoaling from depths as great as twelve 

feet to four feet, while the navigation channel in the same 

area narrowed considerably. Between 1952 and 1955 the chan

nel bet·ween North and South Beach underwent shoaling, while 

the offshore shoal on North Beach grew 80 m to the east and 

90 m to the south . The shoaling and narrowing of the chan

nel has continued up to the present. 
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Though the following study is based on a comparison 

of wave refraction patterns for the years 1894, 1930, 1955, 

and 1964, and though changes in the bottom configuration 

show a general trend over this time span, it must be noted 

that significant changes and fluctuations can occur within 

a short time period. It definitely appears that the growth 

of the offshore shoal on North Beach and the shifting of 

the navigation channel to the southeast is more than a re

sult of longshore drift but is a direct result of breakwall 

construction on North Beach. If this is the case then a 

historical presentation of wave refraction patterns over 

this changing bottom bathymetry from 1894 to 1964 may be 

able to account for the breaching and shoreward retreat of 

South Beach. Presently the change in bottom topography may 

also account for the infilling of this breached area and the 

present .erosion of the dunes to the east on South Beach. 

The input of wave characteristics for these wave 

refraction diagrams was extrapolated from the results of 

wave refraction in Kouchibouguac Bay. This data was then 

used as input for the 1964 bathymetry and the position of 

each ray was noted as it entered other mapped bathymetric 

areas of previous years. Since all the wave refraction 

diagrams were referenced to a common scale, the above pro

cedure ensured that all rays passing through the 1894, 
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1930, 1955, and 1964 bathy~etry had the same original 

positions. The waves introduced into these maps were 

generated in the Gulf of St. Lawrence from the north

northeast, northeast, and east-northeast for wave periods 

of 6.25 to 9.88 seconds. It is important to note that 

the direction of wave approach referred to is the original 

direction in the Gulf of St. Lawrence and not the direction 

of approach into the Richibucto area. In some cases, waves 

that had dissimilar approaches in the Gulf are entering 

the Richibucto map area from very similar directions. A 

brief description of the wave refraction patterns will be 

given first and then a comparison of these patterns over 

time will be made for each of these four years. 

a) Wave Refraction Patterns 1894 

The wave refraction diagrams for this year are 

presented in Figures 6:51 to 6:62. For wave periods of 

6.25 and 7.65 seconds the wave energy in this area is con

centrated into numerous positions along the beach. The 

concentration of orthogonals can be picked out well for 

waves from the north-northeast (Figures 6:51 and 6:52), 

but for the other directions (Figures 6:55-6:56 and 6:59

6:60) this trend is not as obvious, since the spacing of 

orthogonals was reduced in order to accommodate a decreased 

angle of wave approach to the shore. .As wave period in
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creases wave orthogonals tend to concentrate in a few 

locations along the shoreline. The diagrams for 8.84 

second period waves (Figures 6:53, 6:57 and 6:61) show a 

tendency for orthogonals to concentrate on both sides of 

the . area which is now an infilling inlet. This tendency 

for concentration of wave orthogonals decreases as waves 

approach from a more easterly direction. As wave period 

increases to 9.88 seconds though the orthogonals are now 

concentrated in the center of South Beach (Figures 6:54, 

6: 58, and 6: 62) • 

All of these patterns are a result of four shoal 

areas which follow a linear path in the 1894 bathymetry. 

These shoals follow a line from east of North Beach, 

southeast to where South Beach leaves the map area (Figure 

6:3). The first two shoals are pa.rt of the offshore bar 

along North Beach. They are separated by the channel from 

two cuspate shoals which are joined to South Beach. The 

pattern of wave refraction for wave periods of 6.25 and 

7.65 seconds is directly related to the presence of all 

four shoals but because wave refraction is less with 

smaller wave periods, these shoals cause wave energy to be 

concent rated on many sections of beach. As wave period 

increases the waves are refracted to a greater degree and 

tend to reflect dominant features of the bathymetry. 
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Because the direction of wave approach into this area is 

very similar for different originating wave directions, 

there is not that great a difference in wave refraction 

patterns between waves of different original directions. 

The main point with t his bathymetry is the concentration 

of wave energy into fewer loca tions along the beach with 

increasing wave periods. Even with wave refraction pa tterns 

as they are, over a variety of wave directions and wave per

iods no one section of the 1894 coastline is undergoing 

exaggerated erosion. 

b) Wave Refraction Patterns 1930 

In 1930 the wave refraction patterns show a definite 

concentration of wave energy into three areas of South 

Bea ch for all wave periods and wave directions. The bot

tom ba thymet ry (~'igure 6 :4) is basically the same as 1894, 

but t he shoals offshore from North Bea ch have decreased 

:in si.. ze and become more continuous, while the cuspa te shoals 

offshore from South Be:"?aoh have increas ed in siz e and now 

extend further from shore. The effect of this l a tter shoal 

area is seen on all diagr ams (Figures 6:63-6:75) as a con

centra tion of orthogonals on South Beach in the area of 

Profiles 1 and 2. The offshore shoa l on North Beach causes 

a concentration of orthogonals around the breakwall on 

South Beach for north-northeas t waves of 6.25 second 
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periods (Figure 6:63). This concentration of wave ortho

gonals shifts into Richibucto Inlet as wave period increases 

(Figures 6:64-6:66) and as waves approach from a more eas

terly direction (Figures 6:71, 6:72, and 6:74). There is 

also a tendency for wave refraction around the east end of 

t:tis shoal causing a concentration of wave energy in the 

breached area of South Beach for waves of all periods from 

the north-northeast (Figures 6:63-6:66). 

Thus, whereas the bottom bathymetry of 1894 caused 

wave energy to concentrate in ~any areas along the shore, 

the 1930 bathymetry (Figure 6:4), because it is less 

irregular and because it consists of more uni.form shoal ar

eas, causes waves to refract into three main area s on South 
.. 

Beach--the area around the breakwall, the beach just east 

of the breach and the breach itself. Whereas no area of 

South Beach in 1894 was undergoing dominant erosion, it 

appears that for 1930 these three areas receive the bulk 

of wave energy for all wave periods and wave directions. 

Thus, if these diagrar~s are realistic, the shoreline east 

of the breach should be retreating in storms while the 

breach in South Beach should have been kept opened. The 

map evidence after 1930 suggests that this is in fact 

what has happened. 
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c) Wave Refraction Patterns 1955 

By 1955 the shoals offshore from South Beach had 

disappeared and the shoal offshore from North Beach had 

become very regular in shape and depth and had extended 

southeast (Figure 6:5). The major features are ncwthe 

channel mouth and the east end of the offshore shoal on 

North Beach. The wave refraction patterns for 1955 (Fi

gures 6:76-6:87) are a response to these forms. Because 

the offshore topography is smoothed most of the \VB.Ve 

energy is distributed evenly over South Beach. The only 

consistent area of orthogonal concentration is the east 

side of the now infilling inlet and the area of Profiles 

1 to 3. This pa ttern holds for all wave periods and direc

tions with the exception of some wave energy concentra tion 

in the infilled inlet which is most noticeable for north

northeast waves (Figures 6:77 and 6:79). Thus the ex

tension of the offshore bar on North Beach to the southeast, 

as the result of the breakwalls within Richibucto Inlet, 

has caused wave energy to be concentrated further along 

South Beach east of the infilling inlet. This inlet area 

is not receiving as much wave attack and thus, instead of 

being able to maintain itself, it is being infilled. 

d) Wave Refraction Patterns 1964 

By 1964, the offshore bar of North Beach has con

tinued to grow to the southeast, but the shoal has built 
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upwards. The channel offshore from South Beach now swings 

sharply northeastwards past this shoal and a predominant 

cuspate shoal has begun to build up just east of Beach 1 

(Figure 6:6). The wave refraction pattern for 1964 is very 

similar to that for 1955, but waves are now responding to 

increased shoaling of the North Beach bar. Thus, there is 

a concentration of wave energy on South Beach on the west 

side of the now infilled inlet for most wave periods and 

directions (Figures 6:88-6:95, 6:98, 6:101, and 6:104

6 :108). Waves are also being refracted through the mouth 

of Richibucto channel onto South Beach in the area of 

Profiles 1 to 3. For the smaller wave periods of 6.25 

seconds wave energy is distributed relatively evenly along 

South Beach (Figures 6:88, 6:91, 6:95, and 6:105) ·but for 

wave periods greater than 6.25 seconds for waves from all 

directions the infilled inlet of South Beach is protected 

as waves are refracted to each side (see Figures 6:89, 

6:93-6:94, 6:101, and 6:108 for the best examples). Thus 

at present, South Beach should be undergoing erosion 

around the sides of the infilled inlet which is now in

creasing in height and becoming a stabilized landform. If 

the present trends of bathymetric change continue, then 

the area east of the infilled inlet on South Beach should 

continue to und·ergo erosion. 
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PROBABILITY OF WAVE OCCURRENCE 

Since only wave periods of 6.25 seconds or more 

were investigated some probability of occurrence should 

be stated. Quon et. al. (1963, p. 54) in their study of 

wave characteristics produced a graph outlining the pro

bability of occurrence of different wave periods. This 

graph is summarized in Table 6:5 and shows that the waves, 

which have been studied here only account for 5% of all 

waves. Thus it may be possible for smaller waves to induce 

TABLE 6:5 	PROBABILITY OF OCCURRENCE OF ·wAVE PERIODS FOR 
ALL :DIRECTIONS, MI:D:DLE OF THE GUJJF OF ST. 
LAWRENCE 

Frequencies are based on a ten month effective 
wave season 

WAVE PERIO:D PROBABILITY 	 FF.EQUENCY 

3.13 secs. .3 	 108 days/yr. ·· 
4.42 secs. •11 	 39.6 days~r • 
5.41 secs. .043 	 15.5 days yr.
6.25 secs. •02 	 7.2 days/yr • 
6.99 secs. • 011 	 4.0 days/yr . 
7.65 secs. .007 	 2.5 days/yr.
8.27 secs. .004 1.4 days/yr.
8.84 secs. .0035 1.3 days~r .
9.38 secs. .0025 1.0 days/yr.
9.88 secs. .0014 	 .5 days yr. 

a large proportion of coas tal change, but the fact that 

wave refraction decreases with decreasing wave period and 

the fact that these lower wave periods account for most 

seasonal change on the beaches, suggests that any large 

scale change in beach configuration is produced by large 
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period waves 6.25 seconds and greater. 

These probabilities of wave occurrence can also 

enlighten upon the reason for the breaching of South Beach 

between 1894 and 1930. It was noted that for the 1894 

bathymetry large storm waves were concentrated in the 

center of South Beach, and it is possible that several · 

storms with waves greater than 8.84-second periods could 

have breached this area. However, when one considers the 

fact that such waves occur less than two days per year 

(Table 6i5) and that these waves would have to be associated 

with high tide conditions and with wind surge in order to 

erode the dune ridge protecting this beach, this explana

tion appears less likely. A better explanation can be 

found in the changing bathymetry between 1894 and 1930. 

The diagrams for 1930 show a concentration of refracted 

wave orthogonals into this breached area for north-north

east waves for all wave periods. Since this is the domj

nant storm wind direction affecting this area and since 

the concentration of wave energy is unaffected by wave 

period, the pro·babili ty of wave occurrence affecting this 

breached area is increased. The breaching of South Beach 

is thus not related to any one wave period but is caused 

by the refraction of all wave periods as a result of a 

ehange in offshore bathymetry. This change in bathymetry 
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from map evidence seems to be related to the construction 

of breakwalls on North Beach. Thus the breach in South 

Beach appears from this evidence to be indirectly related 

to the development of North Beach rather than to the in

fluence of any single storm. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The accurate modelling of any wave refraction 

patterns requires realistic W'dVe characteristics and com

plete bathymetric coverage of the area of interest. On a 

general scale and for the Richibucto Inlet area the bathy

metric data has been sufficient but the wave characteris

tics used in the modelling for Kouchibouguac Bay have had 

to be obtained indirectly. What this chapter has attempted 

is the definition of the patterns of energy distribution 

in the bay and their application to changes in the confi

guration of the barrier islands. When all the orthogonals 

used in this study are overlaid at the shoreline some idea 

of the relative intensity of energy input to the islands 

can be obtained for wave periods from 6.25 to 9.88 seconds 

for important fetches affecting the area. When this over

lay (Figure 6:109) is classified according to light, mo

derate or heavy concentrations of wave energy, and com

pared to Figures 3. l-3. 4, there is a r.1arked agreement 

between areas of heavy and moderate energy concentrations 
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and those which have undergone definable change in island 

configuration over the last 150 years. The differences 

between these figures can be explained by the fact that 

not all the wave periods and wave directions have equal 

probabilities of occurrence but the wave refraction pat

terns seem to be able to explain the changes around Black

lands Gully and the subdued nature of the northern spit. 

The simulation modelling of wave refraction dia

grams also indicates that Kouchibouguac Bay is under two 

wave regimes. The northern section of the Bay is affected 

by waves originating to east-northeast · and east, while the 

southern part of the bay is under the influence of waves 

from the north-northeast and northeast. These regimes are 

defined by wave refraction around the northern tip of 

Prince Edward Island and around banks in Kouchibouguac Bay 

for waves from these specific directions. 

The degree and location of erosion by storms on 

South Beach is not controlled as much by the direction or 

period of these storm waves as by the shape and location 

of the offshore bar on North Beach and the behaviour of 

the offshore channel at its mouth. The effect of building 

breakwalls in. this inlet was the differential erosion of 

South Beach. As t.b.e offshore bar on North Beach has re
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sponded to this breakwall, erosion has been concentrated 

into particular areas on South Beach. The map evidence 

since 1839 shows relatively little retreat of South Beach 

up until 1930, but since then most of the erosion of 

South Beach has occurred and the wave refraction diagrams 

show that erosion will be a _continuing process on this 

beach. This study has shown that wave refraction dia

grams when modelled sufficiently can explain the long term 

changes in barrier island configuration. 



CHAPTER 7 

INLETS 

INTRODUCTION 

The changes in the form of the barrier islands in 

Kouchibouguac Bay over time can be explained by wave re

fraction patterns; however, the most dramatic change in 

configuration of the islands has occurred around various 

tidal inlets and breaches of the barrier islands. This 

change in inlet position and shape, outside of small 

migratory shifts due to longshore drift accumulations on 

one side of the inlet, depends ultimately upon certain 

stability conditions of which wave refraction is just one 

f ac tor. The ability of the inlet to maintain an equili

brill.I.l situ.u. tion between the amount of littoral drift 

entering the mouth of the inlet and the amount of material 

discharged through an inlet in a tidal cycle defines this 

stability (Bruun 1967b, p. 350). 

Defining exactly the stability of these inlets 

would have involved both measurement of tidal discharge 

and longshore drift. The type of measurement required 

wa s beyond the scope of this thesis; but some attempt at 

describing the behaviour of the tidal currents in the 

in.lets over ti.me W<ls judged necessary. This chapter 
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describes the measurement of tidal currents, mainly in 

Richibucto Inlet, over phases of a tidal cycle, with some 

work carried out on Little Gully and the channel offshore 

from South Beach. Within the context of the literature 

these measurements can be used to define generally some 

of the behaviour and stability of the inlets in Kouchi

bouguac Bay. 

The smaller inlets which have appeared and disap

peared over time in Kouchibouguac Bay can be attributed 

to storm action and the inability of the inlet's hydraulics 

to flush the normal littoral drift from the channel. How

ever , over the period for which historical evidence exists, 

three inlets in the Bay have remained stable in relative 

position though not in configuration. These inlets are 

Richibucto Inlet, Blacklands Gully, and Little Gully at 

the mouths of the Richibucto, Kouchibouguacis and Kouchi

bou.guac Rivers respectively. Kranck (1967, p. 2261) be

lieved that the barrier bars were superimposed upon these 

three rivers at an early stage of development and it is 

feasible that these three inlets are not only linked to 

the existing estuaries, but that they are continuums from 

the time the barrier islands originally formed. 

Though the three inlets have similar origins, they 
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are by no means similar in appearance or behaviour. Richi

bucto Inlet, since 1894, has been controlled at both ends 

by breakwalls and has undergone little shifting since 

1930. Little Gully however is uncontrolled but has the 

same simple entrance. It has the characteristic shape of 

most uncontrolled inlets (O'Brien 1967, p. 403; and Price 

1963, p. 284) with two crescent offshore bars at its 

mouth and a tidal delta in the lagoon. Little Gully appears 

to be a stable inlet in position but the shoals around the 

inlet indicate an inability for tidal currents to clear 

completely the channel. Blacklands Gully is a very massive 

and unstable inlet consisting of more than one channel 

which bifurcates at the ocean and lagoon entrances. Black

lands Gully represents an area of heavy sedimentation and 

shifting of unstable inlet entrances. 

MEASUREMENT OF TIDAL CURRENTS 

a) Drogues 

The method of measurement of tidal currents was 

based on a technique used for current measurement at the 

mouth of the Niagara River, Ontario by the Canada Center 

for Inland Waters. A Drogue device (see Appendix 8 for 

diagram), consisting of two plastic sheathed aluminum 

frames measuring .9 and .6 m and joined to each other at 

a 60 degree angle, was suspended from a styrofoam float 
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in the inlet at maximum depths of 1.8, 3.7, and 5.5 m. 

The drogues were positioned and tracked in turn at the 

upstream end of the inlet every two hours in spring tide 

conditions. The tracking involved positioning of the 

drogue in the inlet from two known positions by using a 

tacheometer and a directional level at regularly timed 

intervals. This data was then converted to velocities 

in meters per second and plotted on maps of the inlet areas. 

b) Measurement of Inlet Topography 

Because the drogues became grounded or dragged 

the bottom at certain depths in Richibucto Inlet, it was 

essential to know the bottom configuration of this inlet. 

This was accomplished using a Kelvin Hughes Recor~ing 

Echo Sounder in the same manner as for the profiling 

offshore from the surveyed beach profiles. Profiles of 

Richibucto Inlet were taken at 30 meter intervals perpen

dicular to two surveyed lines running along the south 

shore of North Beach. These soundings were then corrected 

to low tide and select depths were taken and a ccurately 

positioned in the inlet. These spot depths were then 

contoured by hand to produce the bathymetry shown in 

Figure 7:1. No attempt was mad e to sound Little Gully 

because of its shallowness, and drogues were positioned 

only at 1.8 m depths where visual observation from a boat 
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could determine if they were grounding in the channel. 

Drogue work was limited to a depth of 3.7 m in the channel 

offshore from South Beach. 

INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA 

a) Ma~ped Results 

Figures 7:2 to 7:9 show the mapped tracks and 

directions of the drogues for May 28th, June 12th, and 

June 14th 1971 in Richibucto Inlet. The minimum acceptable 

contour at which the drogue will not drag the bottom is 

presented for corresponding high and low tide conditions. 

In most runs, the drogue at the 1.8 m de pth did r~ot ground 

but the drogue at the 3.7 depth often dragg ed along the 

bottom for part of the run. The drogue at 5.5 m was 

invariably dragging the bottom of the inlet. All the 

drogues were intentionally positioned in the inlet so that 

they did not touch the bottom; yet the tracks of these 

drogues, in most cases, follow straight paths in the inlet 

regardless of the bottom topography which is made up of a 

large meandering channel in the center of the inlet. 

Most of the drogues according to the contour map should 

be able to navigate the channel without grounding or 

dragging the bottom; but if the theoretical basis of the 

drogue actually moving as part of the body of water in 

t he current is correct, then it must be deduced that the 

currents at depth in the inlet are not following the 
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char1nel but impinging upon the sides of the meander. If 

this is the case, then the deep shoals which appear in the 

channel at the mouth of this inlet should be undergoing 

erosion. 

b) Velocity Measures over Time 

The computed velocities for each drogue run were 

averaged and these averages were plotted against the time 

of day. Though the 5.5 m drogue depths are not accurate 

they are presented for comparison. Graphs for Richibucto 

Inlet are shown in Figures 7:10 to 7:12 with the time of 

predicted low and high tiae (Canadian Tide and Current 

Tables v. 2 Gulf of St. Lawrence 1971). These figures 

show that the maximulll velocities obtained depend upon the 

tidal range with a slight lag of about 1 hour in a change 

of tidal current direction after the predicted tidal change. 

The results offshore from South Beach, though not as com

plete, tend to substantiate these observations. The aver

age maximum velocities of these runs, recorded at spring 

tide, approximate very well those recorded by Bruun (1967b, 

p. 359) for a series of controlled and uncontrolled inlets 

in the United States. The results also show a decrease 

in velocity with depth and in the case of Figure7QO, a 

decrease with~roximity towards shore or decreased depth 

of water. In many studies of tidal currents it is assumed 
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that tidal current velocities over time are sinusoidal 

(Brown 1928, p. 532; Bruun and Gerritsen 1958, p. 18; and 

O'Brien 1967, p. 400) and these figures would tend to sub

stantiate that assumption, though the change in velocity 

is much greater with a change in tide than it is between 

tides. Thus it is possible to' state from these graphs that 

the velocity of the tidal current is sinusoidal over time, 

lags behind t he change in tide, and decreases with depth 

in the water and with depth of the inlet. 

c) Discharge and Tidal Prism 

Three profiles of Richibucto Inlet marked on 

Figure 7:1 were constructed in order to observe discharge 

behaviour along the inlet and attempt some calcula tion 

of the tidal prism. '.!:he profiles (Figures 7:13-7:15) 

were cons t ructed for low tide conditions and the cross 

sectional area was calculated for the inlet above 1.8 m 

and below. These values were also corrected to high tide 

conditions. The velocities measured at each profile a

cross the i nlet were classified either as high tide or low 

tide velocities and then velocities for the upper 1.8 m 

of water de pth were used to calculate discharge of the 

cross section in the upper area of the cros s section, 

while velocities for 3.7 m of water de pth were used for the 

rest of the cross sectional area. The di scharges were then 
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summed with the result being a calculation of discharges 

at three cross sections of the inlet for various times 

in the tidal cycle. These results are shown in Table 7:1. 

The cross sectional area is not constant along the 

inlet, but increases towards the mouth. If the discharge 

through cross section CC1 is to remain the same at the 

other cross sections then the velocities of the current at 

these points must adjust accordingly. Table 7:1 shows a 

maximum discharge at the mouth of the inlet with the upper 

end of the inlet having lower discharges. The discharges 

tend to be equal at low tide, but when current velocities 

in the inlet are at a maximum the discharges, as calcuJ.ated, 

vary considerably along the inlet. Since logically the 

discharge cannot vary along the inlet then either the 

method of calculating discharge is faulty or else the 

velocities measured in the inlet are not representative 

of the whole cross section. The discharges presented here 

and especially those calculated for cross section AA1 are 

too high when set in the context of other inlets (Bruun 

1967a, p. 120). The technique of calculation likely has 

some error, but a better explanation would appear to be 

variation in current velocity across the inlet as shown 

in Figure 7=f0 where velocity decreased with decreased 

depths of the inlet. 
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'I·ABLE 7 :1 CAJ;CULA TED DISCHARGE VALUES FOR PARTS OF A TIDAL 
CYCLE FOR THREE DAYS I N RICHI BUCTO I NLET AT 
THREE PIWF'ILES 

Values are in cubic meters per second. 

May 28, 1971 
High Tide 8: 21 
Low Tide 17:30 

TIME AA1 BB1 CC1 

10:30 1.5 x io3 1.2 x 10~ 
12:30 4.9 x io3 3.0 x 103 

14s30 3.5 x 103 3.2 x 103 

16:15 2.1 x io3 2.5 x 103 
17:45 1.7 x 103 1.6 x 10 

. • • • 

June 12, 1971 
High Tide 7:51 
Low Tide 17:10 

TIME AA1 BB1 CC1 

12sl5 3.6 x 10~ 3.2 x io5 2.8 x 103 
14:50 3.1 x 10 3.1 x 103 2.6 x 10~ 
16:35 1.9 x 103 1.8 x 103 1.8 x 10 
19:30 08 x 10 .9 x 103 

• • . • 

June 14, 1971 
Htgh Tide 9;26 
Low Tide 18:45 

Til1E AA1 BB1 cc1 

12:40 2.5 x io5 2.2 x 105 1.6 x 10~ 
15:10 3.0 x 103 2.9 x 103 2.6 x 103 
17:10 2.4 x 103 2.2 x 103 2.0 x 103 
19:25 .3 x 10 .6 x 10 • 7 x 10 
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It is also possible to calculate the tidal prism 

(the volume of water flowing through an inlet in a tidal 

cycle) by using these cross sections and an empirical 

relationship defined as follows: 

A= 4.69 x 10-4 pO.S5 (O'Brien 1967, p. 399) 

Where 
A is the minimum flow cross sectional area in ft.-2 
p is the volume ot tidal prism on a spring or diurnal 

tide in ft.~ 

A value of 3.6 x 107 m 3 was obtained at profile cc1 for 

mean tide. This value compares with measured values in 

many smaller inlets along the United States Gulf and At

lantic coasts (Bruun 1967a, p. 120). It appears reasonable 

to state that Richibucto Inlet is behaving hydraulically 

like many other inlets in coastal America when a comparison 

of velocities and tidal characteristics is made. 

INLET ST.ABILITY 

If the concept of the inlet as a sediment trap for 

littoral drift holds then the stability of that inlet must 

be maintained by flushing out this material with each tidal 

ebb. Bruun and Gerritsen (1958, p. 6) state four main 

reasons why this is not necessarily so. Firstly, if the 

length of the inlet increases or, secondly, if the inlet 

subdivides or increases its cross sectional area, then the 

tidal current is reduced as a result of increased friction 

and the ability to maintain inlet stability is impaired. 
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Thirdly, if there is any decrease in the area of the 

lagoon, the amount of water capable of generating sufficient 

currents in an inlet also decreases. Fourthly, storms can 

also overwhelm the inlet with sediment from increased 

littoral drift. At the same time storms may also clear 

shoals from the inlet mouth by changing the patterns of 

wave refraction and nay enhance the flushing ability of 

a tidal inlet by increasing the cross sectional area through 

scouring by storm-pounded waters in the lagoon. Most of 

the variables involved here can be quantitatively described. 

and various indices have been developed to characterize 

inlet stability. 

The most extensive work on these indices has been 

carried out by Bruun and Gerritsen (1958, 1961) with some 

modification by Battjes (1967). Most of their indices 

however involve a knowledge of longi:;hor-e drift amounts,-

a variable which is difficult to measure accurately in 

the field. Bruun (1967b, p. 358) has defined an empirical 

relationship between the Chezy coefficient and the cross 

sectional area of an inlet which can be used to describe 

the stability of most inlets. The relationship is as 

follows: 

C = 30 + 5logA 


where C is the Chezy coefficient in ~~seQ-1 

A is the cross sectional area in m2. 
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For Chezy coefficients above 45 misec-1, inlets are rela

tively stable. Chezy coefficients were calculated for the 

three profiles of Richibucto Inlet outlined on Figure 7:1 

for low tide conditions. The values are as follows: 

cc1 Chezy coefficient 46. 9 m-~sec-1 
1.BB1 Chezy coefficient 46.9 m2sec-1 

AA1 Chezy coefficient 47.0 mtsec-1 

On the basis of this calculation Richibucto Inlet appears 

to have the required Chezy coefficient to maintain sta

bility. Since map evidence over the past 80 years shows 

a tendency for Richibucto Inlet to become more stable with 

time and in light of the above results; it can be stated 

that Richibucto Inlet is stable. ·For this inlet to be

come unstable, between 200,000 and 300,000 cubic meters 

per year of littoral drift would have to be entering 

the mouth of the inlet (Bruun 1967a, p. 124). It is 

doubtful that this section of coastline is receiving this 

amount of material and what longshore drift is coming along 

this section of coast tends to be transported parallel 

to South Beach along the extensive offshore shoal on North 

Beach. 

Compared to Blacklands Gully and Little Gully, 

Richibucto Inlet has a substantially larger cross sectional 

area. The Chezy coefficient decrea ses rapidly for cross 
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sectional areas below that of Richibucto Inlet and it would 

appear that frictional forces at the inlet sides in the 

other inlets would be increased. The tidal prism for 

Blacklands Gully and Little Gully is also smaller than for 

Richibucto Inlet, simply because the area of lagoon feeding 

the inlets with water at ebb tide is sharply reduced. For 

these reasons and because of the presence of shoals around 

these inlets, it is very doubtful if they can be called 

stable inlets in tha sense that they are able to flush 

out all the littoral drift travelling north or south along 

the coast. The extensive shoals and flats just landward 

of Blacklands Gully and Little Gully suggest that these 

two inlets are sediment traps for most of the littoral 

drift along these sections of barrier islands. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The inlets in Kouchibouguac Bay appear to be of 

two types,--those which are storm-induced by breaching of 

the barrier islands and those which have formed as part 

of the evolution of the barrier islands. The former are 

very short-term and quickly infill under normal wave 

action. These infilled inlets, though short-term, are 

vulnerable to future storm activity. There is evidence 

for at least five of these inlets along the barrier is

lands with the most recent being the breaching of the 
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northernmost barrier island near its land connection in 

the winter of 1970 to 1971. The second type of inlet has 

maintained the same relative position over time with, in 

the case of Blacklands Gully, many short-term fluctuations. 

Together these inlets offer the most striking change to 

the form of the present barrier islands. 

The amount of change of these inlets depends on 

the relationship of the amount of littoral drift passing 

by an inlet and the ability of this inlet to keep the 

material in movement along the coast. Because of the 

difficulty in measuring tidal currents in shoaling inlets, 

the stability of these inlets was studied in the more sim

plified Richibucto Inlet. This latter inlet appears to 

be similar to many other inlets along the United States 

coastline with a sinusoidal change in velocity over the 

tidal cycle, a lag in velocity increase with the change 

of tide and calculated maximum velocities of around 1.0 

meters per second. From calculated Chezy coefficients of 

46. 9 m·~sec-1 compared to critical ones of 45. 0 m-~sec-1, 

this inlet also appears to be stable. 

In comparison to the other major inlets here, 

Richj_bucto Inlet is unique. The dimensions and charac

teristic shoals of Blacklands Gully and Iii ttle Gully imply 
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instability. Though the field measurement of inlet be

haviour is cursory, the air photography and map evidence 

backs up the conclusions presented here. If the barrier 

form in Kouchibouguac Bay is to change around the major 

inlets, it will be most dramatic around Blackl&nds ' Gully 

and then Little Gully. Richibucto Inlet appears to be 

controlled by its present breakwalls and, outside of changes 

caused by the offshore shoal ex tending southeast from 

North Beach, should remain stable. 



CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSION 

This thesis has described a section of the Canadian 

barrier island coastline in New Brunswick which has not 

been thoroughly investigated before. From this description 

it has been shown that the barrier islands of Kouchibouguac 

Bay are undergoing similar processes to other better known 

barrier systems in Eastern North America. The shoreward 

retreat of the barriers and the rapid change in island 

configuration, as shown by map and air photographic evi

dence in this study, attest to this fact. The similarities 

to other systems with regard to processes, as shown by 

sediment size and shape analysis, is also further indi

cation that Kouchibouguac Bay is just one segment of a 

much larger barrier island system. Though the descriptions 

of the Kouchibouguac Bay barrier islands and the evidence 

for change constitute an important part of the thesis 

they are not the total essence of it. An attempt has also 

been made l argely by indirect methods to investigate the 

processes at work. It is the purpose of this chapter to 

summarize the findings about the processes acting on and 

responsible for this system. 

It may be noted that this study has been time

234 
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limited in two ways. First, the field seasons covered 

only summer months, and at that, not even the whole 

summer season. The major storm season in the early spring 

and fall, the time of ice freeze-up and break-up and the 

proc.esses acting upon these islands in winter have never 

been observed. In this regard the implications of simu

lation modelling of wave refraction which have been pre

sented have never been compared to real world conditions. 

No storm such as would produce the wave conditions which 

were used in the modelling has ever been observed by the 

author. Secondly, the field seasons represent only a 

small segment of time in the evolution of these barriers. 

The barrier island system could have been passive or very 

active compared to conditions over the past century or 

more. The sediment analysis and inlet studies could thus 

be unrepresentative of the 11 normal'* conditions which pre

vailed on these islands. Yet the results and conclusions 

based on field research do support historic evidence ex

plaining the evolution of this system. 

Sediment size end shape analysis have provided a 

basis for delineating and explaining the processes at 

work on these islands. It has been shovm that in sumi~er 

wave action does not dominate the system but that wind 

action through erosion and deposition of sand controls 
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the sediment characteristics of the three main environ

ments on the island--the lagoon beach, the ocean beach 

and the dune complex. During the summer, outside of the 

occasional minor storm, sands are blown from the dune area 

and contaminate, through deposition, the wave-deposited 

sands on the beaches. The sands on the beaches are often 

eroded and deposited either in the dune complex or offshore 

in the lagoon or ocean. 

The size characteristics of the sands also delineate 

the type of process, intensity of process and to some ex

tent the source of sediments, but the full usefulness of 

size analysis has been hampered in this study by the inter

mixing of sediments from different environments. The 

chaotic variations in size characteristics across the 

beaches and along the islands attest to this fact. How

ever the beaches, as sampled in a limited scheme, do show 

two significant variations. Firstly, South Beach is very 

uniform in size characteristics irrespective of the en

vironment from which the sands were sampled. Either the 

sands have been sorted to a sameness in longshore trans

port or they have been intermixed by wind and wave pro

cesses to such a degree that they are indistinguishable. 

Secondly, where the barrier island approaches closest 

to shore at Beach 3, the sands are significantly coarser 
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than on the other islands. Since these barriers are 

eroding the u.:nErlying bedrock and tills as they retreat 

shorewards, Beach 3 is closer to the source of sediment 

supply while the other islands are- composed of sands 

which have undergone some selective sorting. All of the 

sediment characteristics described for these islands can 

be explained by either the type and intensity of the pro

cess or by the so1.u-ce of sediment supply. 

Though wind has been shown to prevail in the 

summer and _though it is responsible for dune growth and 

blowout erosion, the major changes in island configuration, 

--the breaching, infilling, and dune erosion are related 

to the distribution of wave energy in the bay. Simula

tion modelling of these patterns for various wave periods 

and directions shows that the barrier islands are affected 

by two wave regimes. Waves originating from the east

northeast to east have little influence upon the barrier 

islands south of the Kouchibouguac River but concentrate 

north of it. On the other hand waves from the north

northeast to northeast concentrate in the southern part 

of the bay and diverge greatly in the north. Thus differ

ent areas in the bay can be undergoing significant wave 

attack while other areas are protected from the same waves. 

This was the case with storills during the winter of 1970
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1971 when the barriers in the southern part of the bay 

underwent erosion of the dune front while the northern 

section of the bay remained relatively unscathed. For 

all wave directions and periods, the simulation of wave 

refraction diagrams explains the change in beach oonfi

guration for the last 150 ye~rs and the subdued nature of 

the northern island. Those areas which have undergone the 

most change are those areas which receive the greatest 

concentrations of wave energy. 

In studying the relevanqe of wave refraction simu

lation as a tool for explanation of island change, the 

Richibucto area was reviewed for the period 1894 to 1964. 

The diagrams show that the breaching and infilling of the 

inlet on South Beach and the erosion of dunes here can be 

explained by ·wave refraction patterns. Significantly the 

changes in the bottom offshore configuration which are 

responsible for these patterns are related to the construc

tion of breakwalls in Richibucto Inlet. This construc

tion has caused the lineation and growth of offshore 

shoals which now form one continuous bar paralleling South 

Beach. The construction has stabilized the inlet but 

altered the offshore topography and wave refraction pat

terns for a now eroding South Beach. 

The construction of the breakwalls was carried out 
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to stabilize Richibucto Inlet. Studies of flow charac

teristics through this inlet show that these attempts have 

been successful. Most of the change in the island confi

guration occurs around the inlet areas. Using Richibucto 

Inlet as a ·base it becomes apparent that Blacklands Gully 

is a very unstable inlet while the third inlet, Little 

Gully, shows mapped evidence of stability with unstable 

shoals at its ocean and lagoon mouth. This inlet sta

bility is related to the ability of the inlet to flush 

out trapped longshore drifted sediments and to wave re

fraction patterns which show either a spreading or a 

concentration of wave energy in these areas. 

Based on the evidence and observations gathered 

by this author these conclusions are reasonable; but any 

such study is never complete for it should also propose 

questions and problems for further research. A more de

tailed sampling scheme over a small area of the islands 

and o·ver a short time period would possibly improve the 

delineation of sediment environments and the responsible 

processes. Credibility of the wave refraction diagrams 

could be improved through a simple comparison of computed 

patterns with ones shown on air photographs, while the 

discussion on the distribution of wave energy in the bay 

could be quantified by adding wave height data to the 
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simulation model. Finally the deductions about. changes 

on South Beach as a result of wave refraction over a 

changing batb.ymetry need testing in other areas. Despite 

these criticisms this thesis should shed light on processes 

acting upon barrier island systems and the nature of other 

such systems in the Southern Gulf of St. Lawrence. 



.APPENDIX 1 

The mapping of Beaches 1 to 4 was carried out 

using a self-reducing tacheometer and meter survey poles. 

Two base lines on the middle of the ocean beach and on 

the top of the dune crest were used for mapping. The 

tacheometer was positioned at stations offset 150 to 200 

m from each other on these base lines and each station 

was zeroed to one other station and tj_ed in with a mea

sured distance and angle to four other ones, one of which 

was the next position for the tacheometer. The tacheometer 

was set up alternately on the ocean beach and the dune 

crest and the whole grid of stations was referenced perio

dically by angles to known positions present on topo

graphic and ba thym etric maps (navigation lightsj church 

spires, wharfs, and houses). In this manner a cross 

referenced grid of mapping stations could be referenced 

to true north. By positioning the bench marks of the sur

veyed profiles in this grid and by knowing the compass bear

ing of the profile lines, the barrier and offshore profiles 

could then be accurately positioned on these maps. 

From these stations, beach detail was mapped at 

spaced points by angles and distances along the ocean shore, 

the backshore of the ocean beach, the tnp of the talus 

slope (where feasible) , tb.e top of ·the erosion face of the 
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dune cliff and the top of the dune ridge for 1970 on 

Beaches l to 3 and for 1971 on the island from Beach 3 

to Profile 20. In the latter area, the top of berm also 

was mapped. The stations were then positioned at a scale 

of 50 meters to the inch on a map and points on the Beach 

detail outlined above were accurately positioned from 

each station in turn and joined up. The result after 

reduction was a detailed map showing the outline of the 

barrier island from the ocean shore to the top of the 

dune crest. The maps a llowed for the accurate positioning 

of barrier and offshore profiles and the positioning of 

drogues in the channel offshore from South Beach and in 

Little Gully. They also allowed for detailed descriptions 

of select sections of the barrier i s lands underg~ing the 

influence of wave and wind processes. 
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APPENDIX 2 LIST OF YlAPS USED IN THESIS 

A) HISTORICAL 

l. 	Des Barres J.F.W. 1781. The Harbours of Richibucto 
and Buctush on the West Shore of the Gulf of 
St. Lawrence. 

2. 	Thomas Wright 1807. Extensive Soundings for the 
St. Lawrence River, Chaleur Bay, Northumberland 
Strait and Bay of Fundy. 

3. 	Map of New Brunswick compiled at the Colonial Dept.
by L. Herbert, 1834. 

4. 	Atlas of the Maritime Provinces (New Brunswick section)
Northwnberland and Kent Counties. 

5. Canadian Hydrographic Chart, BA2034, 1913 ed. 

B) HYDROGRAPHIC CHARTS 

SOURCE 	 NO. EDITIOM 

British Admiralty Chart 2199 1839 
2199 1894 

Canadian Hydrographic Chart 4438 1930 
4438 1941 
4438 1944 
4438 1952 
4438 1956 
4438 1960 
4438 1964 
4438 1969 

C) MAPS USFJ) IN WAVE REFRACTION 

AREA SOURCE 	 NO. EDITION-
Gulf of St~ Canadian Hydrographic 4002 1969 
Lawrence Chart 

Kouchibouguac Bay Kranck (1967, p8 2248) 

Richibucto Bar 
1964',. Ca,nadian Hydrograpb.ic 4030 

Field Sheet 
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1955 Canadian Hydrographic
Field Sheet 

1930 Canadian Hydrographic
Field Sheet 

1894 British Admiralty
Chart 
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No. 

No. 

No. 

2556 

4438 

2199 

1930 ed. 

1894 ed. 



APPENDIX 3 THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS OF SHAPE AND 
SPHERICITY MEASURES 

The interpretation of shape and sphericity depends 

u.pon the original shape of the particle and the behaviour 

of these measures as the three axes of the particle change. 

Thus the characteristics of these measures should be defined 

before any interpretation is presented. Since a wide range 

of measures has been presented in this thesis, some attempt 

should also be made at judging the most sensitive and real

istic measure for the identification of environments. 

a) Original Sb.ape and Effect of Process 

The underlying assumption in most studies of 

particle shape and sphericity is that the particle ori

ginally had a crude shape and sphericity that has been 

selectively modified by process. Thus the present shape 

and sphericity should reflect the process of the present 

environment. The effect of process on a particle through 

attrition or selective sorting has been open for debate. 

Tester (1931, p. 5) found that the original shape of 

pebbles had a control on the resulting shape and Jones 

(1953, p. 200) concluded that the presence of non-oblate 

or non-prolate pebbles in nature was due to the original 

shape of the material as it was frost-shattered or broken 

off from parent rock~ Carroll (1957, p. 207) found that 

the shape of a particle was controlled by the lamination 
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and jointing of the parent rock. Thus the final shape and 

sphericity of any pebble size material may not be due to 

the attrition of the particle by differing process, but 

more or less the ability of a process to selectively sort 

different shapes. 

The effect of original shape on sand grains is a 

more difficult question to investigate. The source of sand 

grains for these beaches is the underlying sandstone 

bedrock and the tills and odd fluvio-glacial deposit in 

the area. It has been stated by Thiel (1940, p. 124) and 

experimentally proven by Kevnen (1958, p. 53; 1959, p. 189) 

that quartz sand grains are very resistent to abrasion and 

that they can undergo several cycles of erosion and deposi
.. 

tion with little change. Thus the original shape of these 

sands derJends ul tirnately upon the source of the sandstone 

and glacial materials. It is assumed here that the sands 

cf this area are similar in origin. 

Blatt (1959, p. 202) states also that the type of 

quartz defines the shape of the quartz grains. Ingerson 

and Ramisch (1942, p. 595), also stating this opinion, 

noticed that most quartz grains originating from meta

morphic rock were elongated parallel to the c axis. 

Smalley (1966, p. 628), in assuming that quartz grains 
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form random patterns in granite, postulated that by chance 

11.1% of all sand grains should be spherical, 22.2% bladed, 

and 66.7% disc- or rod-shaped on the basis of a Zingg dia

gram. Blatt (1959, p. 205) found that most sand grains 

were compact bladed according to Sneed and Folk's diagram. 

Observation of grains from the Kouchibouguac beaches do 

not follow these results consistently or closely (Table 

5:2). The alternative answer is that, though original shape 

dominates these sands, selective sorting of these sands as 

they were laid down in a fluvial environment during the 

Pennsylvanian and recent sorting on the barrier island 

could account for this lack of agreement with the literature. 

There is also the question of whether sphericity 

can be influenced by process. Mattox (1955, p. 113) found 

that low spherical sand grains move better in wind than 

ones of high s;;ihericity; however, when dune areas and beach 

areas are compared, the sphericities of their sands may be 

similar because of mixing of the two environments. If 

wind is very strong then little selective sorting occurs 

and because the beach area can change so rapidly, then a 

comparison of beach and dune sands may be invalidated by 

time (Mattox 1955, pp. 113-114). In order to avoid con

tamination of beach sands by aeolian sands, the ocean 

beach wa s sampled at depth in hopes of obtaining sand de
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posited solely by wave action. In this way, comparison 

of sphericity and shape of the sands can reveal the effects 

of process on the barrier islands. 

b) Behaviour of Measures as Axes Change 

In order to examin~ the behaviour of s phericity 

and shape measures as the axes of a particle changes, two 

sets of hypothetical axes measures were used as input 

to the va rious formulae. In the first set, the long axis 

(a) was fixed throughout and each time the intermediate 

axis (b) was reduced a fraction, formulae were ca lculated 

as the short axis (c) reduced from b towards zero. In 

the second set with the long axis again fixed, the short 

axis (c) was varied from a to c. In this way all possible 

combinations of axes could be examined. 

SE.'T 1 

a fixed 	 b reduced 
one value 
at a time 

SEr 2 

)----
)-----

)===------
) 

) 
) 	 c is reduced for 

full range of) values each time 
? b is reduced one 

value. 

a fixed 	 b in creased ,1 

for full )· 
r cinge of L 
va:'...ues each (_ 
ti_rne c is (_
incr eased 

c is i ncr eased 
one value a t a 
t i me. 

one va l ue. 
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Figues Al to A4 illustrate parts of the first 

step. The x axis is the calculated sphericity value, 

while the y axis represents the change in the c axis of 

the partj_cle. The particle becomes less spherical :from 

Figures Al to A4. These figures consistently show excel

lent similarity between Aschenbrenner's measure and that 

based on an approximation of an ellipsoid for all figures. 

As the particle becomes less spherical, Krumbein's mea

sure tends to approximate Sneed and Folk's measure more 

than Aschenbrenner's. As for sensitivity of sphericity 

as the axes change, the Aschenbrenner measure and ellip

soid approximation only show large change as the particle 

becomes more oblate--that is as the difference between 

the c and b axis increases. Sneed and Folk's measure 

shows almost linear decrease in sphericity with a decrease 

in the c axis. This change increases slightly as the 

particle becomes prolate. 

Figures A5 to A8 show the second set of axes 

where the b axis varies as the c axis changes in steps. 

The y axis is now the change in the b axis of the particle 

and the particle becomes more spherical from Figure 

A5 to AS. Again Aschenbrenner' s and the ellipsoid ap

proximation measure have similar curves, and both show 

very little change in sphericity for a change in axes. 
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The greatest change in sphericity occurs with Krumbein's 

measure, but the sphericity changes opposite to that of 

the other measures, because Krumbein's sphericity empha

sizes maximum projection area which decreases more rapidly 

as the particle becomes more prolate than does the surface 

area of the particle which is in fact increasing in these 

examples as the particle becomes more prolate and more 

spherical. The differences between these measures de~ 

creases as the particles become more spherical. The 

best measure for oblate and prolate particles as to sen

sitivity of the measure with change in particle axes is 

Sneed and Folk's measure, while Aschenbrenner's measure 

along with the ellipsoid approximation is better for 

particles which are oblate. Krumbein's measure is equally 

effective for all shapes except it is theoretically in

correct. 

These same two sets of hypothetical axes were 

used as input for Williams' shape measure. Figure A9 is 

a graph of this statistic for a changing value of c as b 

is decreased in steps while Figure AlO shows a changing 

value of b for a stepped increase of c. The y axis is 

the value of Williams' statistic with positive values 

r epres enting oblateness and negative values, prolateness. 

Thexaxis is the change of the c orb axes and each line 
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on the graph represents a fixed value of b or c respec

tively. The two figures, though not complete to zero, 

are representative of most shapes that do occur in reality. 

The figures show a dominance of oblate particles, that is 

if all ratios of the three axes of a particle had equal 

probabilities of occurrence, the majority of particles 

would tend towards oblate spheroids. The figures show that 

as the particle becomes prolate and less spherical, Wil

liams' shape measure changes rapidly with small changes 

in the axes. Thus Williams' measure is sensitive to 

changes for the same types of particles as Sneed and Folk's 

sphericity measure, but less sensitive for those of Aschen

bren..~er's. 

c) Comparison of Sphericity Measures 

In order to test the degree of similarity of 

these sphericity measures, a linear regression was per

formed on a few random samples. The correlation coeffi

cient was used as the indicator of similarity between 

measures and all coefficients proved significant at the 

1% level of significance based on tests from Snedecor and 

Cochran (1967, pp. 184-185,557). The results are pre

sented in Table Al. As can be seen the Aschenbrenner 

and ellipsoid approximation measures of sphericity are 
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TABLE Al COMPARISON OF SPHERICITY MEASURES FOR SIMILARITY 

A - Aschenbrenner' s measure 

E - Ellipsoid approximation

F - Sneed and Folk's measure 

K - Krurnbein's measure 


SAMPLE MEASURES TESTED CORRELATION COEFFICIENT 

Sand-3-12 	 F - K • 74 
K - A .88 
F-A .93 
A - E 1.00 

Sand-20-5 	 F - K .64 
K - A .68 
F-A .84 
A - E l.00 

Sand-17-12 	 F - K .73 
K-A • 77 
F - A .93 
A - E 1.00 

Sand-1-8 	 F - K .55 
K-A .75 
F - A .92 
A - E .99 
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highly correlated, with Aschenbrenner's method being a 

very good approximation of the original formula put forward 

by Wadell (1932, p. 445). The Sneed and Folk, and the 

Aschenbrenner measures are also highly correlated, im

plying that Sneed and Folk's measure approximates the 

definition of sphericity, but it is less in magnitude than 

Aschenbrenner's measure. Krumbein's measure correlates 

better with Aschenbrenner's method than with Sneed and 

Folk's, but the difference may not be significant. Though 

Krumbein's measure correlates significantly with the others, 

it has the lowest correlation and fits Wadell's original 

definition the poorest of any measure. The best and most 

realistic measures for differentiating the sphericity of 

particles appear from these results to be Sneed and Folk's 

and Aschenbrenner's measures. 



APPENDIX 4 SHAPB AND SPHERICITY FORMULAE 

a equals the largest diameter of the particle. 
b equals the largest diameter of the particle 

at right angles to a. 
c equals the largest diameter of the particle 

at right angles to the a-b plane. 

p equals c/b. 

q equals b/a. 


WADELL 

1.f = Ss (Wadell 1932, p. 445)
ST 

where 
'+'is sphericity 
Ss is the surface area of a sphere, same volume 

as the particle 

Sr is the surface area of the particle 


KRUMBEIN. 

If' :s 3+-bc (Krumbein 1942, p. 623)az-
SNEED AND FOLK 

ti :: (Sneed and Folk 1958, p. 118)VLab 

ASCHENBRENNER 

= 12.8 3)p2q 
i + p(1 + q) + 6v1 + p2(1 + q2) 

(Aschenbrenner 1956, p. 19) 

ELLIPSOID APPB.OXIMATION 

: Ss (Aschenbrenner 1956, p. 29)ire 
where 


Ss - 4~(abc)2/3 


Se = 2n{o2 + ab ( sin2 't E ( ¥ , K) + cos2 )( F ( '( ,K) ) ) 
sin~ 
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E and F are elliptic integrals of the first and 
second kind respectively. 

ZINGG 	 (Zingg 1935, p. 55) 

b/a !:: .667 blade 
c/b ~ .667 

b/a 7 .667 disc 
c/b ~ .667 

b/a ~ .667 rod 
c/b ~ .667 

b/a 7 .667 sphere 
c/b 7 .667 

WILLIAMS' SHAPE INDEX 	 (Williams 1965, p. 996) 

w = (1 - ~~) when b2 7 ac 

b2 


w= (~ - 1) when b2 ~ ac 

ac 


w...:.. 0 prolate spheroid 
W70 oblate spheroid 

SNEED ANTI FOLK SHAPE INDEX (Sneed and Folk 1958, p. 119) 

Rl =c/a 

R2 =	a - b 

a - c 


Rl 7 .1 	 compact 
•7 z= Rl 7 .5 R2 ~ .333 compact platy
.7 z Rl 7 .5 • 333 <: R2 ~ .667 compact bladed 
•7 2! Rl? .5 R2 7 .667 compact elongated
.5 z. Rl.,. .3 R2: .333 platy
.5 z. Rl > .3 .333 '- R2 ~ .667 bladed
.5 ~ Rl 7 .3 R2 ~ .667 elongated
Rl ~ .3 R2 ~ .333 very platy
Rl ~ .3 .333 L.. R2 ~ .667 very bladed 
Rl ~ .3 R2 :::;:o- .667 very elongated 
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b) ZINGG'S SHAPE CI.ASSIFICATION 
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APPENDIX 6 	DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS FOR WAVE REFRACTION 

The Equations for wave velocity are 

l c2 • .fil!tanh(2 d) where d/L < i 
2Tr -y;

2 c2 - fil! 	 where d/L .,.. i 
2ll 

U.S. C.E.R.C. Tech. Rpt. No. 4 pp. 62-63 
Where 

C is wave velocity 
g is acceleration due to gravity 
L is wave length 
d is water depth 

In equation 1, wave velocity is dependent on depth; but 
in equation 2, it is not. Thus r efraction is possible 
only for d/L .::::. t. 
3 Since 	 sin-.1 • C1 (Snell's Law) 

sinu-.2 02 

U.S. C.E.R.C. Tech. Rpt. No. 4 p. 65 

Where 

c(..l is the angle of wave front to a contour at time 1 
is the respective wave velocity~~ is the angle of wave front to a contour at time 2 

02 is the respective wave velocity 

Then from equation 1 

A/ £{11 tanh( 217'd1)
sin"'<-1 

:: . 2 2.......,.t..-a@l"""F"i'(~hr-Lft~2j...,.._
/,.....~-sin"'2 iv · 	 -L2 

27Td 

si.n~l • L1 tanh -~l
L 

....,L~2 -t,_a_n..... t ,,-d 211-r"""2
sin2o<.2 


L2 


But L = tanh(2~d ) Munk and Traylor 1947 p. 25 
Lo L 

Where 
IJO is the deep water wave length 
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5 

L1 
Therefore sin2c4l L1 Lo 

sin2o<.2 • 
L2 L2 

Lo 
sin2...:l_ __,..._ = L12 
sin2--2 

L22 

4 

Thus wave length is a function of the angle of wave approach 
to the contours 

Since 	 H KrKs Dobson 1967 p. 11 
Ho = 

H = HoKrKs 

Where 
H is the wave height 
Ho is the wave height in deep water 
Kr is the refraction coefficient 
Ks is the shoaling coefficient 

6 Kr =;J bo 
b 

Wiegel 1964 p. 157 

Where 
bo is the separation between orthogonals in deep 

water 
b is the separation between orthogonals at the 

point of interest 

7 Ks 	 Co= ( c(l-(4~d/L)/sinh(4ffd/L) )~ 
Dobson 1967 p. 11 

Where 
c is the wave celerity 
Co is the deep water wave velocity 
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But 
King 1959 p. 10 

Where 
E is the wave energy per foot of wave crest per 

wave length 
/°is the mass density of water 
g is acceleration due · to gravity 

Thus as shovm by equation 4 and 5, wave energy per foot 
of wave crest per unit wave length is a function of the 
angle of movement of the wave crest to contours, of wave 
refraction and of wave shoaling. 
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